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During the last decades, due to the demand of new generation high-technology 
materials, the research activity focused on nanomaterials has increased exponentially. 
Currently, the scientific community is achieving a progressively deeper ability in de-
signing, synthesizing and manipulating structures at the nanoscale, revealing their ex-
cellent and unique optical, electrical, catalytic, mechanical, biological and magnetic 
properties. Such properties arise from the finely tuned nanostructure of these materi-
als, e.g. size, shape or combination of different nano-sized materials. However, the 
fabrication and characterization of nanomaterials remain challenging, and considera-
ble efforts are required to explore synthetic procedures for innovative nanostructured 
materials. Moreover, the great interest in nanosystems research can be understood not 
only in terms of fundamental knowledge of materials properties, but also considering 
the large variety of applications such as medicine and pharmacology, data storage, 
refrigeration, electronics, optics, ceramics and insulators industry, mechanics, sen-
sors, catalysis, polymers industry, energy storage and production (solar cells, battery, 
permanent magnet, etc), as schematically summarized in Table 1.1. [1] 
Table 1.1: Schematic classification of main applications for nanoparticles.  
Area of interest Application Examples 
Biological Diagnosis (fluorescence labelling, contrast agents for 
magnetic resonance) (Sinani et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 
2002; Yoon et al. 2011)  
Medical therapy (drug delivery, hyperthermia) (Gao 
et al. 2009; Solanki et al. 2008; Salata 2004) 
Chemical Catalysis (fuel cells, photocatalytic devices and pro-
duction of chemicals) (Xin et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2010; 
Murugadoss et al. 2009) 
Electronic High performance delicate electronics (Marciano et 
al. 2008)  
High performance digital displays (Fendler 2001; 
Millstone et al. 2010) 
Energetic High performance batteries (longer-lasting and 
higher energy density) (Wessells et al. 2011)  
High-efficiency fuel cells (Bogdanović et al. 2003) 
High-efficiency solar cells (Chen et al. 2012)  
Magnetic High density storage media (Reiss & Hütten 2005) 
Magnetic separation (Lee et al. 2006) 
Highly sensitive biosensing (Lee et al. 2009)  
Permanent magnets (Papaefthymiou 2009) 
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Mechanical Mechanical devices with improved wear and tear re-
sistance, lightness and strength, anti-corrosion abili-
ties  (Shi et al. 2011; Marciano et al. 2008) 
Optical Anti-reflection coatings (Krogman et al. 2005) 
Specific refractive index for surfaces (Chen et al. 
2008) 
Light based sensors (Anker et al. 2008) 
 
The unique properties of nanomaterials arise from their reduced size. In fact, be-
low 100 nm several properties of matter are strongly altered with respect to their bulk 
counterparts and often novel phenomena are observed. As the material size reduces to 
a comparable size respect to the characteristic length scale (e.g., electron mean free 
path, domain wall width, diffusion length, superconducting coherence length, etc.), 
indeed, finite-size effects in the related physical or chemical properties occur. (Cao & 
Wang 2011) Apart from finite-size effects, the reduction of the dimensions of the ma-
terial to the nanoscale implies a dramatic increase in the fraction of atoms located at 
the surface, whose behaviour is strongly affected by alterations in coordination num-
ber, symmetry of the local environment and matrix interaction. (Cao & Wang 2011; 
Roduner 2006) The combination of finite-size effects and surface effects leads to var-
ious and complex modifications of materials properties, which enhance their versatil-
ity.  
Different nanomaterials can be classified according to their dimensionality (D): 
(Taniguchi 1974) 
 Quasi-zero-dimensional (0D): nanoparticles, clusters and quantum dots with 
none of their three dimensions larger than 100 nm (three dimensions in the 
nanoscale). 
 One-dimensional (1D): nanowires and nanotubes with two dimensions in the 
nanoscale. 
 Two-dimensional (2D): thin films and multilayers with only one dimension in 
the nanoscale. 
 Three-dimensional (3D): mesoporous structures and 3D arrays of nanoparti-
cles. 
Among nanostructured systems, the present work is focused on quasi-zero-dimen-
sional materials and, in particular, on magnetic nanoparticles. These nanoparticles are 
usually composed by magnetic transition metals (iron, cobalt, manganese and nickel) 
and/or rare-earth elements (samarium, lanthanum, niobium, etc.) which can be present 
as metals, metallic alloys, oxides, other related ceramic compounds (nitrides, borides, 
etc.) or organometallic compounds. (Lu et al. 2007) Normally their structure is crys-
talline, although also amorphous phases can exhibit peculiar magnetic behaviours. 
The fundamental motivation for the study of magnetic nanoparticles is the considera-
ble modification in the magnetic properties occurring as the material is reduced to the 
nanoscale, particularly when the critical length which mainly governs the physical 
properties of the system (e.g., domain wall width) is comparable to or larger than the 
particle size. Probably, the single domain magnetic regime and the related superpara-
magnetic behaviour, which are a direct consequence of finite-size effects, are the best 
known features of magnetic nanoparticles. (Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke 1996; Bean & 
Livingston 1959; Knobel et al. 2008) On the other hand, it has been demonstrated that 
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surface effects (large surface-to-volume ratio) and inter-particle and particle-matrix 
interactions (dipole-dipole interaction, exchange-coupling, etc.) also play an im-
portant role in the final magnetic properties of the system, leading to some effects 
such as high field irreversibility, high saturation field, extra anisotropy contributions 
or shifted loops after field cooling. (Batlle & Labarta 2002; Kodama et al. 1997; 
Kachkachi et al. 2000; Knobel et al. 2004; Dormann et al. 1999) The magnetic prop-
erties of nanoparticles are also determined by many further factors, such as chemical 
composition, crystalline structure, particle size, shape and morphology. In principle, 
by changing one or more of these parameters it is possible to control, to a certain 
extent, the magnetic characteristics of the material. Therefore, during the last decade 
the range of application of magnetic nanoparticles has remarkably increased thanks to 
the combination of the size-dependent properties of magnetic nanoparticles and the 
possibility of tuning them through the control of synthetic parameters . In particular, 
magnetic nanoparticles are currently used in magnetic seals in motors, (Zahn 2001) 
magnetic inks, (Voit et al. 2003) magnetic recording media, (Reiss & Hütten 2005) 
magnetic separation, (Lee et al. 2006) magnetic resonance contrast media (MRI), 
(Yoon et al. 2011) highly sensitive biosensing assays, (Lee et al. 2009) drug delivery, 
(Arruebo et al. 2007) and hyperthermia. (Salata 2004). Moreover, magnetic nanopar-
ticles have shown remarkably promising properties, which can be exploited in the 
permanent magnet research area.  
Permanent magnets are key elements of many technological devices that have a 
direct use in several aspects of contemporary life because of their role in the transfor-
mation of energy from one form to another. (Gutfleisch et al. 2011; Strnat 1990) In-
deed, the possibility of maintaining large magnetic flux both in absence of an applied 
magnetizing field and upon modification of the environment (demagnetizing field, 
temperature, etc.) is a unique feature which allows permanent magnet to be used in a 
wide variety of applications, as summarized in Table 1.2.  
Table 1.2: Schematic classification of applications for permanent magnets and list of some 
examples. (Jimenez-Villacorta & Lewis 2014) 
Category Application Examples 
Alternative energy Energy storage systems 
Power generation systems 
Wind, wave, tidal power systems 






Electric bicycles and hybrid/electric vehicles 
Electric fuel pumps 
Starter motors and brushless DC motors 
Computer and office 
automation 
Hard disk drive and CS-ROM spindle motors 
Printer and fax motors 
Voice coil matron and pick-up motors 
Consumer electronics Cell phones 
Speakers, microphones and headsets 
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Factory automation Magnetic coupling and bearings 
Motors, servo motors and generators 
Pumps 
Medical industry MRI equipment 
Surgical tools and medical implants 
Military Communication systems, radar, satellites 
Vehicles, watercraft, avionics 
Weapon systems, precision-guided munitions 
 
The potential applications of a permanent magnet are determined by the energy 
density that can be stored in the material and which is described in term of maximum 
energy product, (BH)max, (see Figure 1.1). In particular, (BH)max is an expression of 
the combination of the operative flux density (the magnetic induction, in working 
condition) and the magneto-motive force (the resistance of the magnet to demagneti-
zation, i.e. the coercive force).  
The materials exhibiting large magnetic induction values are mainly transition 
metals Fe, Co and Ni and their alloys but, on the other hand, they have low magnetic 
anisotropy, and consequently low coercive force. Higher magnetic anisotropy requires 
materials with non-centrosymmetric structures comprising ions with high values of 
orbital moment. The materials with the largest magnetic performance are composed 
of rare-earths (RE) and transition metals alloys, such as Nd2Fe14B and SmCo5, where 
the large magnetic induction values of transition metals are combined with the high 
magnetic anisotropy of RE. More in detail, as reported in Figure 1.2, the energy prod-
uct of RE-based permanent magnets is between 100-400 kJm-3, while it is much 
smaller for the rest of magnetic materials (ca. 30 kJm-3 for ferrites and 45 kJm-3 for 
Alnico).  
From these considerations, it emerges that RE-based magnets are required for 
high performance applications or microscalable devices of high technological impact 
due to their performance-to-size ratio. Therefore, many industries depend critically on 
the production of such type of magnets. This is a major problem for E.U., and other 
developed country as most of the mines and reserves are under the monopoly of 
mainly only one country (China). As a consequence, the production of devices con-
taining RE elements is potentially subject to price fluctuations which may arise from 
restrictive export politics. Actually, the possibility of sudden price oscillations come 
into reality in 2011 during the so-called “RE-crisis” when, as reported in Figure 1.3, 
the cost increase of RE exceeded 600% in few months, after some restrictions imposed 
to the exportation in RE-based raw-materials towards Japan. Besides, RE elements 
refinement requires environmental harmful processes whose reduction efforts are ex-
pected to further raise their price. Such fluctuations are becoming frighteningly rele-
vant considering the large range of applications of RE, particularly those related to 
automotive industry (e.g., components of motors, alternators, gearboxes), renewable 
energy (e.g., components of wind and hydroelectric turbines) and data storage (e.g., 
hard disk drive), which are exponentially growing. The global market for permanent 
magnets is expected to move 14 billion Euros in 2020.  
Therefore, it does not surprise if the report of the Ad-hoc Working Group of Eu-
ropean Community, on defining critical raw materials depicts RE elements as the 
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group with the highest supply risk. (European Commission (EC) n.d.) Hence, the crit-
icality of RE has brought forward that it is of great strategic, geographic and socio-
economic importance to consider the development of permanent magnets without or 
with reduced amounts of these elements. Starting from these remarks, the European 
Union's Research and Innovation funding programme is supporting several research 
projects investigating different strategies for rare-earth elements substitution or reduc-
tion in permanent magnet application. (NANOPYME n.d.; ROMEO n.d.; VENUS 
n.d.; REFREEPERMAG n.d.) 
Importantly, a relevant number of key technologies requires magnets with mod-
erate energy product within the range of 35-100 kJm-3. This “no man's land” applica-
tion area includes fundamental fields such as diverse components for transport 
(mainly automotive industry) and energy (with new generation of friendly environ-
mental platforms such as wind turbines or photovoltaics, and more classical ones such 
as refrigeration motors). Currently, this gap is filled by low-performing RE-based 
magnets simply because ferrites energy products reach only the lower limit. However, 
it has been shown for “already effective” RE-based permanent magnets that their per-
formance can be significantly improved through their microstructure and the compo-
sition optimization. (Sugimoto 2011; Skomski & Coey 1993) Therefore, it can be ar-
gued that the same approach would result in similar improvements on the magnetic 
properties of transition metal-based nanostructures. Consequently, the research on 
both nanostructured ferrites and transition metal alloys has grown exponentially, with 
the aim of understanding the correlation between properties and material nanostruc-
ture and achieving enhanced performances for permanent magnet applications. 
(Jimenez-Villacorta & Lewis 2014; Kneller & Hawig 1991; Fullerton et al. 1999; 
Papaefthymiou 2009; Gutfleisch et al. 2011; López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015; Lu 
et al. 2007; Nogués et al. 2005; Vasilakaki et al. 2015)  
The present work moves within this contest, as it addresses the design and devel-
opment of novel RE-free nanostructured materials for permanent magnet applications. 
In particular, ferrite-based magnetic materials doped with transition metal ions (co-
balt, manganese, zinc) are studied with particular attention to the correlation between 
their magnetic properties and nanostructure. The study of ferrite-based nanomaterials 
was carried out considering two different strategies: 
(a) In a first step the magnetic behaviour of single-phase ferrites nanocrystals 
with enhanced anisotropy was analysed, in order to better understand the cor-
relation between the final properties and particle size, shape, crystallinity, 
composition, etc. To carry out this task, we prepared monodisperse nanocrys-
tals with controlled size, shape and stoichiometry and studied the size/shape-
dependent evolution of their magnetic properties.  
(b) In a second step, we prepared hybrid bi-magnetic core|shell nanoparticles) 
focussing on the aftermath and required conditions of exchange-coupling es-
tablishment between the two moieties. In particular, crystalline nanocompo-
sites presenting spring-magnet or exchange-bias behaviour were analysed in 
order to assess the possibility of improving the material performances by con-
trol of the interface quality as well as of the relative amount or size of the two 
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tion area includes fundamental fields such as diverse components for transport 
(mainly automotive industry) and energy (with new generation of friendly environ-
mental platforms such as wind turbines or photovoltaics, and more classical ones such 
as refrigeration motors). Currently, this gap is filled by low-performing RE-based 
magnets simply because ferrites energy products reach only the lower limit. However, 
it has been shown for “already effective” RE-based permanent magnets that their per-
formance can be significantly improved through their microstructure and the compo-
sition optimization. (Sugimoto 2011; Skomski & Coey 1993) Therefore, it can be ar-
gued that the same approach would result in similar improvements on the magnetic 
properties of transition metal-based nanostructures. Consequently, the research on 
both nanostructured ferrites and transition metal alloys has grown exponentially, with 
the aim of understanding the correlation between properties and material nanostruc-
ture and achieving enhanced performances for permanent magnet applications. 
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The present work moves within this contest, as it addresses the design and devel-
opment of novel RE-free nanostructured materials for permanent magnet applications. 
In particular, ferrite-based magnetic materials doped with transition metal ions (co-
balt, manganese, zinc) are studied with particular attention to the correlation between 
their magnetic properties and nanostructure. The study of ferrite-based nanomaterials 
was carried out considering two different strategies: 
(a) In a first step the magnetic behaviour of single-phase ferrites nanocrystals 
with enhanced anisotropy was analysed, in order to better understand the cor-
relation between the final properties and particle size, shape, crystallinity, 
composition, etc. To carry out this task, we prepared monodisperse nanocrys-
tals with controlled size, shape and stoichiometry and studied the size/shape-
dependent evolution of their magnetic properties.  
(b) In a second step, we prepared hybrid bi-magnetic core|shell nanoparticles) 
focussing on the aftermath and required conditions of exchange-coupling es-
tablishment between the two moieties. In particular, crystalline nanocompo-
sites presenting spring-magnet or exchange-bias behaviour were analysed in 
order to assess the possibility of improving the material performances by con-
trol of the interface quality as well as of the relative amount or size of the two 
magnetic phases.  
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Within these approaches, different chemical-physical effects cooperate together 
to define material magnetization and anisotropy, and thus the performances as perma-
nent magnets. The main properties, which we want to exploit, can be schematized as 
follows: 
(I) Size effects. Reducing the particle size to the single domain regime, particu-
larly close to the single-to-multidomain threshold, the coercivity increases en-
hancing the performances of the material. 
(II) Magnetocrystalline anisotropy of highly anisotropic metal oxides can be 
transmitted to low-anisotropy metal with large magnetic induction values 
through exchange-coupling and interface effects. 
(III) Chemical composition. Through different doping of ferrite nanoparticles it is 
possible to modify directly the material properties, increasing in turn mag-
netic anisotropy, saturation magnetization, ordering temperature and struc-
tural features. 
(IV) Surface anisotropy. With magnets formed by nanoparticles (0D materials), 
the overall contribution of the surface anisotropy is enhanced leading to 
higher average anisotropy. In addition, the creation of proper interfaces in 
specific exchange-coupled systems could be used to tune exchange-coupling 
interaction optimizing the material performances. 
 
The present work is structured in the following sections: 
Chapter 2.  A brief summary of the theory of magnetism and magnetic materials 
is presented with particular attention to nanostructured systems and related as-
pects such as size-effects and interaction effects. 
Chapter 3.  The preparation of 0D materials is discussed both from the theoret-
ical point of view and regarding technical aspects. In particular, bottom-up colloid 
chemical synthesis is described considering different synthetic procedures. 
Chapter 4.  The synthesis and characterization of narrowly distributed cobalt 
ferrite nanocrystals in a broad range of particle size and fixed stoichiometry is 
reported. Consequently, the size/shape-dependence of magnetic properties of na-
noparticles is discussed in terms of their potential applications in the field of per-
manent magnets. 
Chapter 5. The synthesis of core|shell bi-magnetic nanoparticles formed by cu-
bic spinel ferrites doped with different divalent ions (cobalt, manganese and zinc) 
is investigated. Subsequently magnetic characterization is discussed in order to 
assess the establishment of exchange-coupling interactions to obtain spring-mag-
nets. In addition, the magnetic behaviour of nanocomposites based on cobalt fer-
rite and cobalt-iron alloy is analysed in order to investigate the spring-magnet 
behaviour under different coupling regimes. 
Chapter 6.  The synthesis and magnetic properties of core|shell bi-magnetic na-
noparticles formed by cobalt ferrite and mixed cobalt-iron monoxide exhibiting 
exchange-bias is presented. In particular, the exchange-coupling effects are ana-
lysed in terms of the size of the cobalt-iron monoxide component. In addition, a 
detailed investigation is discussed which allows better understanding the mecha-
nism driving the formation of a high quality interface.  
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Chapter 7. The final section briefly summarizes the main conclusions obtained 
from the experimental work presented above. These conclusions are then used as 
a basis for a more general discussion on feasibility of the proposed approach for 
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Chapter 7. The final section briefly summarizes the main conclusions obtained 
from the experimental work presented above. These conclusions are then used as 
a basis for a more general discussion on feasibility of the proposed approach for 
the realization of RE-free permanent magnets and to comment on its perspective.  
  





Figure 1.1: Typical magnetization (M, blue curve) and magnetic induction (B, red curve) de-
pendence on the applied field (H) for a permanent magnet. The maximum energy product 
((BH)max) corresponds to the area of the largest rectangle that can be inscribed under the de-
magnetizing branch of the B(H) curves at negative fields (the second quadrant).  
 
 
Figure 1.2: The development of permanent magnets in the 20th Century. (BH)max has improved 





Figure 1.3: Rare earths vs. gold and silver prices from 2005 to 2012: 2011 “RE-crisis” is de-
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Magnetism in nanostructures  






Since this thesis is focused on the investigation of the magnetic behaviour of novel 
nanostructured materials, in this Chapter the basic concepts needed to understand the 
physical behaviour of magnetic materials and, particularly, of magnetic nanoparticles, 
are briefly overviewed.    
2.1. Magnetic materials 
Any substance gives rise to a response to the application of an external applied 
field (H), known as magnetic induction (B). The relationship between B and H de-
pends on the material and is expressed as (in SI units): 
where μ0 is the vacuum permeability (μ0 = 4π·10-7 Hm-1) and M the magnetization 
of the material. In turn, M is defined as the material magnetic moment (m) per unit of 
volume (V). 
The magnetization of the material depends on the applied field and, when it is not 
too large, M is proportional to H: 
where χ is the magnetic susceptibility and describes the magnetization degree of 
the material in response to H. The magnetic susceptibility is a property of the material 
and it is commonly used to classify different magnetic behaviours. 
More in detail, the magnetic moment of a material and, thus, its magnetic suscep-
tibility depends on the individual atoms and more precisely on their electrons, which 
have a magnetic moment because of their motion. In addition, the nucleus has a small 
magnetic moment which is negligible compared to that of the electrons. In particular, 
there are two contributions to the electron magnetic moment: the orbital moment (le⁻), 
related to electron spatial movement around the atomic nucleus, and the spin moment 
(se⁻), related to the revolution of the electron around its own axis. The atomic magnetic 
moment is the vector sum of all its electronic moments and, in accordance with Pauli 
exclusion principle, can give rise to two possibilities:  
(I) The magnetic moments of the electrons are so oriented that they cancel one 
another out and the atom as a whole has no net magnetic moment. 
 𝑩𝑩 = 𝜇𝜇0(𝑯𝑯 + 𝑴𝑴) 
 
𝑴𝑴 = 𝒎𝒎𝑉𝑉  
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(II) The cancellation of electronic moments is only partial and the atoms is left 
with a net magnetic moment.  
In turn, the magnetic moment of a material is the vector sum of the magnetic 
moment of constituent atoms. Nevertheless, although each atom has a net magnetic 
moment, in the absence of an external field the magnetic moments are randomly ori-
ented and the net magnetic moment is zero. However, such representation is appro-
priate for non-interacting atomic magnetic moments, while in the case of interacting 
systems a net magnetization can be observed. Indeed, neighbouring magnetic mo-
ments are subject to a force, which depends on the relative orientation of the electron 
spins, i.e. the exchange force. In particular, the exchange interaction energy, Eex, be-
tween two atoms i and j can be written as follows: 
where Jex is the exchange integral and S the spin angular momentum. If Jex is 
positive, Eex is minimized when the spins are parallel (cosφ = 1); if Jex is negative, Eex 
has  minimum when the spins are antiparallel (cosφ = -1). Therefore, the sign and 
value of Jex, which depends on the nature and arrangement of interacting atoms, gives 
rise to different ordered magnetic materials (Figure 2.1). (Cullity & Graham 2011) 
2.1.1. Diamagnetic materials 
In the presence of an applied field, all atoms display the diamagnetic effect; i.e., 
a change in the orbital motion of the electrons producing a field opposing to the ex-
ternal one. In fact, when the magnetic field is applied, extra currents are generated in 
the atoms by electromagnetic induction. In accordance with the Lenz law, the current 
generates an induced magnetic moment proportional to the applied field and with op-
posite direction. Thus, the magnetic susceptibility of diamagnetic materials is negative 
(Equation 2.3). Moreover, because of the nature of the diamagnetic effect, χ is inde-
pendent of the magnetic field and temperature (see Figure 2.2). 
However, diamagnetism is such a weak phenomenon that only those atoms that 
have no net magnetic moment, i.e., atoms with completely filled electronic shells, are 
classified as diamagnetic. In other materials the diamagnetism is overshadowed by 
the much stronger interactions between atomic magnetic moments and applied field.  
2.1.2. Paramagnetic materials 
Contrary to the diamagnetic ones, paramagnetic (PM) materials have unpaired 
electrons and, thus, present a net atomic magnetic moment. However, in PM materi-
als, atomic magnetic moments have only weak exchange interaction with their neigh-
bours and the thermal energy causes their random alignment (Figure 2.3). Therefore, 
the material has no net magnetic moment until a magnetic field is applied. Indeed, as 
the field is turned on, the atomic moments start to align resulting in a macroscopic 
magnetization of the material. For small applied field only a fraction of atomic mo-
ments is deflected along the field direction, which increases linearly with the applied 
field. A further increase in the applied field results in a deviation from the linear be-
haviour; the M vs field curve then is described by the Langevin function until the 
 𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = − 2𝐽𝐽𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑺𝑺𝒊𝒊𝑺𝑺𝒋𝒋 =  − 2𝐽𝐽𝑺𝑺𝒊𝒊𝑺𝑺𝒋𝒋cos𝜑𝜑  
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saturation value, at which all atomic moments are aligned, is reached. Moreover, the 
alignment degree decreases as temperature increases because of the disordering effect 
of the thermal energy. Therefore, the susceptibility has a positive value, which is in-
versely proportional to the temperature as expressed by the well-known Curie law: 
Where C is the Curie constant and it is typical of the considered material. 
2.1.3. Ordered magnetic materials 
Like paramagnets, ferromagnetic (FM), ferrimagnetic (FiM) and antiferromag-
netic (AFM) materials have unpaired electrons. However, such materials present a 
strong exchange interaction (Hex) between atomic moments. Therefore, they are char-
acterize by an ordered network of magnetic moments at room temperature, which 
could be aligned parallel or antiparallel as described in Equation 2.4. In particular, a 
positive value of Jex, i.e. parallel-aligned spin moments, leads to FM materials; while 
negative values to FiM or AFM ones. 
Since FM materials have the all the atomic moments parallel one to each other, 
they are characterized by the presence of a net magnetic moment even without an 
applied field (Figure 2.4). This spontaneous magnetization is maximum at 0 K, (M0), 
where all the atomic moments are perfectly parallel aligned. As the temperature in-
creases, the thermal energy introduces some disorder in the alignment, which makes 
the magnetization to decrease, until a critical temperature, called Curie temperature 
(TC), is reached, where the thermal energy overcomes the exchange interaction and 
the material assumes a PM behaviour. Therefore, TC depends on the strength of the 
exchange interaction between the atomic magnetic moments and it is typical of each 
considered material. Accordingly, in FM materials the temperature dependence of 
susceptibility can be expressed by the Curie-Weiss law: 
where ϴ is the temperature at which the susceptibility becomes infinite and it is 
equal to TC of the FM material. 
On the contrary, FiM and AFM materials present negative values of Jex leading to 
an antiparallel alignment of neighbouring atomic magnetic moments. Such materials 
can be schematized through the combination of two antiparallel aligned magnetic sub-
lattices, inside of which magnetic moments are parallel-aligned. While in AFM ma-
terials the magnetic sub-lattices compensate each other nullifying the total magneti-
zation, in FiM systems they have different values resulting in a net magnetization. 
Therefore, FiM materials can be imaged as FM ones where the net magnetization cor-
responds to the difference between the values of the two sub-lattices (Figure 2.5). 
Consequently, FiM materials can be treated as FM ones and their behaviour can be 
described by the Curie-Weiss law (Equation 2.6) presenting a characteristic ordering 
temperature (TC) above which the material becomes PM.  
 
𝜒𝜒 = 𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 
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Similarly, AFM materials are characterized by an ordering temperature, called. 
Néel temperature (TN), above which they start to behave like PM phases. Indeed, 
above TN, AFM materials follow the Curie-Weiss law (see Equation 2.6), where ϴ has 
negative value. However, unlike FM materials ϴ does not coincide with T because of 
the effects of superexchange interactions (i.e., next-nearest-neighbour interactions). 
2.1.4. Magnetic domains and hysteresis 
As described above, the exchange interaction tends to align atomic magnetic mo-
ments. In particular, in order to be minimized the exchange anisotropy requires the 
entire magnetic material has completely aligned moments. However, in ordered mag-
netic systems there are other contributions to the total energy that must be considered 
to understand the final configuration of the material: the magnetocrystalline energy, 
originated from spin-orbit coupling forcing a specific magnetic moment orientation 
and the magnetostatic energy, arising from the presence of a net magnetic moment 
originating a magnetic field. (Cullity & Graham 2011; Chikazumi 2009) 
More in detail, in FM, or FiM, crystals, as a consequence of the spin-orbit cou-
pling, the magnetization tends to preferably align along certain crystallographic di-
rections. Because along these directions it is easier to magnetize a sample to satura-
tion, i.e., the saturation value is reached at a lower field, they are called easy axes. On 
the contrary, there exist directions along which is more difficult to magnetize the sam-
ple, which are called hard axes. Therefore, the alignment along the preferred crystal-
lographic directions corresponds to a minimum of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
energy, defined as the difference in energy between magnetizing a sample along the 
easy and hard axes, and any deviation from the preferred crystallographyc directions 
results in an increase in the energy of the system.  
In addition, because of the order of magnetic moments, FM or FiM materials have 
a macroscopic magnetization, which originates a magnetic field both around and in-
side the material. This field, known as demagnetizing field (Hd), is oriented in such a 
way that it magnetizes the material in the opposite direction with respect to its own 
magnetization. Thus, Hd causes a magnetostatic energy that is proportional to the field 
and depends on the shape of the material. This energy can be minimized by dividing 
the material into domains (see Figure 2.6).  
However, it has to be taken into account that the presence of domains results in 
the formation of domain walls, i.e. the interface between adjacent domains, gives rise 
to an other energy contribution, which is proportional to the domains area. The sche-
matic presentation of a 180° domain wall in a FM material, reported in Figure 2.7, 
illustrates this contribution: the magnetic moments within the wall are not parallel one 
to,each other, hence the exchange energy is higher inside the domain wall than in the 
domain. In addition, the dipole moments of the atoms within the wall are not pointing 
in the easy direction of magnetization (i.e., they are not at 180° one to each other), 
thus they have also higher magnetocrystalline energy.  
The energy contribution per units of area, called domain wall energy, Ew depends 
on the material magnetocrystalline anisotropy and strength of the exchange interaction 
between neighbouring atoms: 
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where K is the anisotropy energy constant and A is the exchange energy density. 
The thickness of the walls (δ) will also vary in relation to these parameters as 
described by the following equation: 
Therefore, a strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy favours narrow walls, whereas 
a strong exchange interaction will favour wider walls. 
Accordingly, a global minimum energy of the system can be achieved by the bal-
ance between exchange, magnetostatic and magnetocrystalline energies, resulting in 
a specific number, size and shape of domains that will depend on the composition, 
crystallographic structure, size and shape of the material. The presence of domains 
strongly affects the magnetic behaviour of FM, or FiM, materials. In fact, in the ab-
sence of an applied fields, the domains are arranged so as to reduce the magnetostatic 
energy and therefore the material net magnetization (see Figure 2.6). When an exter-
nal field is applied, the domain whose magnetization is parallel to the field direction 
starts to grow decreasing the other domains. The domains growth occurs through wall 
motion, as showed in Figure 2.8. 
Eventually, if the applied field is large enough to eliminate all domain walls, a 
single domain with its magnetization aligned along the easy axes oriented most 
closely to the applied field will remain. A further increase in magnetization can only 
occur by rotating the magnetic moments from the easy axis into the direction of the 
applied field. Once all magnetic moments are aligned with the applied field, the max-
imum value of magnetization is reached. This value is called saturation magnetization 
(MS). The field at which MS is reached is larger the higher the magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy of the material is. Then, once removed the applied field, the magnetic mo-
ments rotate back to their easy axis of magnetization. In addition, magnetostatic en-
ergy pushes the domain wall motion back to their initial configuration. However, the 
domain walls movement should pass through imperfections of the material such as 
defects or crystal dislocations. Such imperfections have associated an energy contri-
bution because exchange-interaction are not minimized, i.e., parallel/antiparallel 
alignment is not fulfilled, and that are eliminated as the walls move across them; thus, 
it is necessary to provide some energy to a domain wall to move it across these im-
perfections. Accordingly, when the applied field is removed, the material cannot re-
turn to the initial domain configuration but maintains a net magnetization know as 
remanent magnetization (MR). On the contrary, in order to demagnetize the material 
(M=0) it is necessary to apply an external field in the opposite direction with respect 
to the magnetizing one; this field takes the name of coercive field (HC). 
Therefore, FM and FiM materials present a hysteretic response of the magnetiza-
tion to an applied field as shown in Figure 2.9. 
The shape of the hysteresis loop depends on the nature of the material, its size, its 
crystallinity and purity. In particular, it is possible to distinguish between two main 
classes of magnetic materials according to the different behaviour:  
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(I) Hard magnetic materials, which are characterized by high HC values (few tens 
Oe). 
(II) Soft magnetic materials, which are characterized by low HC values (hundreds 
Oe). 
2.2. Magnetic properties of nanoparticles 
As previously reported, matter behaves differently when its size is reduced to the 
nanoscale. In general, structure-sensitive properties are affected by finite-size effects 
once the size of the material is comparable to their characteristic length scale. In par-
ticular, the domain walls thickness, which falls in the nanometric range, is one of the 
characteristic lengths affecting material magnetic behaviour. Moreover, also the in-
crease in the ratio between surface and volume, typical of the nanostructures, produces 
further effects, such as surface anisotropy, atomic disorder, spin frustration and core-
surface extra exchange anisotropy. (Batlle & Labarta 2002; Papaefthymiou 2009; 
Peddis et al. 2009) 
2.2.1. Single magnetic domain nanoparticles 
As described above, the formation of magnetic domains in bulk materials occurs 
in order to reduce the magnetostatic energy of the system. However, when the size of 
the material becomes smaller than the domain walls thickness, the energy gain ob-
tained by the formation of a multi domain structure is lower than the energy spent for 
the wall formation, leading to a single domain system. In particular, for a spherical 
particle the critical diameter (dsd), below which it consists of a single domain, is given 
by the following equation. (Dormann et al. 2007; Frenkel & Doefman 1930; Kittel 
1946) 
In most common magnetic material dsd is in the range of 20-800 nm, depending 
on its magnetization, anisotropy and exchange energy. (Dormann et al. 2007) The 
main consequence of being in the single domain region is that changes in the material 
magnetization cannot longer occur through domain wall motion but require the rota-
tion of all the spins, resulting in an enhancement in the coercivity of the system. 
(Leslie-Pelecky & Rieke 1996) Indeed, spin rotation is opposed by the magnetocrys-
talline and exchange anisotropy forces, which are usually much greater than the local 
forces opposing movement of a domain wall. 
2.2.2. Single magnetic domain nanoparticles 
The Stoner and Wohlfarth model (Stoner & Wohlfarth 1948) describes the energy 
related to the magnetization reversal in terms of the material anisotropy. The model 
assumes a coherent rotation of all the spin in a particles and the presence of a uniaxial 
anisotropy (the system is characterized by a single easy axis of magnetization) thus 








where ϴ is the angle between M and the magnetization easy axis, and ϕ the angle 
between H and the magnetization easy axis (see Figure 2.10). In particular, the first 
term (KVsin2(ϴ)) refers to the magnetic anisotropy and the second one (HMcos(ϕ−ϴ)) 
is the Zeeman energy corresponding to the torque energy on the particle moment by 
the external field.  
As illustrated in Figure 2.10, when H=0 the Zeeman term is zero and there exist 
two equilibrium states for ϴ=0 and ϴ=π. The energy barrier separating these two 
states is equal to KV. This is the magnetic anisotropy energy of the system, (Knobel 
et al. 2008) and corresponds to the energy for the magnetization reversal to occur. 
On the other hand, for a fixed temperature, the presence of an applied field will 
modify the particle energy through the Zeeman term. If H < 2K/MS the system energy 
maintains two minima although they are no more equivalent in energy; in particular 
the lowest level will be the one closest to the applied field direction. On the contrary, 
if H ≥ 2K/MS only a single minimum will be present. The H value at which the energy 
of the system starts to present only one minimum (H0 = 2K/MS) is called anisotropy 
field. 
2.2.3. Superparamagnetism 
Since the energy barrier of a single domain particle with uniaxial anisotropy is 
KV, as the volume decreases, it becomes increasingly smaller. Eventually, for particle 
of few nanometers, the term KV becomes sufficiently small, that, even in the absence 
of an external field, the thermal energy (kBT, where kB is the Boltzman's constant) is 
sufficient to induce magnetic fluctuations and spontaneous reverse of the magnetiza-
tion from one easy direction to the other. In these conditions the system acts like a 
paramagnet (see section 1.1.2), however the magnetic moment value is much higher, 
because it corresponds to the sum of 102-105 spins. For this reason, this state is called 
superparamagnetic state.  (Bean & Livingston 1959; Knobel et al. 2008; Leslie-
Pelecky & Rieke 1996)The temperature at which the system reaches the superpara-
magnetic state depends on particles volume and anisotropy. In order to maintain the 
exchange energy unchanged, in the superparamagnetic state the thermal fluctuations 
reverse all the atomic magnetic moment of the particles at the same time keeping them 
parallel (or antiparallel), i.e. the magnetization reversal occurs through coherent rota-
tion of all the atomic magnetic moment moments.  
In addition, for a given temperature, it is possible to introduce a relaxation time 
(τ) for the magnetization reversal. 
where τ0 is a time constant characteristic of the material and usually is of the order 
of 10-9-10-12 s for non interacting ferro/ferrimagnetic particles. The magnetic behav-
iour of single domain particles is then strongly time dependent, i.e. the observed mag-
netic state of the system depends on the characteristic measuring time of the used 
 𝐸𝐸𝐵𝐵 = KV𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2(𝜃𝜃) + 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠(𝜙𝜙 − 𝜃𝜃) 
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experimental technique, τm. Therefore, it can be defined a temperature, called blocking 
temperature (TB), at which the relaxation time equals the measuring one (τ = τm):. 
Consequently, being TB dependent on the time scale of the measurements, for ex-
perimental techniques with τm > τ the system reaches the thermodynamic equilibrium 
in the experimental time window and a superparamagnetic behaviour is observed. On 
the contrary, when τm < τ quasi-static properties (similar to bulk materials) are ob-
tained, i.e. the particles are in the blocked regime. Therefore, a nanoparticle’s assem-
bly at a given temperature can be both in superparamagnetic and blocked regime de-
pending on the measuring technique. In particular, for typical ZFC-FC measurement 
as those often used in this work, m = 100 s and, assuming 0=109, Equation 2.12 
becomes: 
It has to be reminded that, these relations are obtained for monodisperse, non-
interacting, single domain nanoparticles. In fact, being TB proportional to the volume 
of the particles, the presence of a size distribution implies also a distribution of TB 
values. Besides, inter-particle interactions, which will be discussed later, can increase 
TB due to extra energy terms introduced by the dipolar and/or exchange interactions. 
2.2.4. Surface effects 
In the previous paragraphs, it has been reported how finite-size effects affect the 
magnetic properties of nanoparticles; however, the reduction of particles size to the 
nanoscale leads to further modification in the material magnetic behaviour due to the 
increased ratio between surface and volume. In fact, in few nanometers particles, the 
number of atoms on the surface is no longer negligible with respect to the inner atoms 
and surface effects become relevant. Surface atoms suffer by the break in the coordi-
nation sphere resulting in a lack of symmetry, which often reflects in surface spin 
disorder, (Batlle & Labarta 2002; Knobel et al. 2008) e.g. canted spin, frustration and 
spin-glass behaviour. In particular, spin canting arises from the fact that the change in 
the surface atom coordination may lead to a change in the lattice constant of the ma-
terial. In this situation, a local change in the direction of the magnetization easy axis 
can occur, canting the superficial spin with respect to the inner ones. (D. Li et al. 2009; 
Batlle et al. 1993) Magnetic frustration arises from the reduced numbers of magnetic 
neighbours at the particle surface or around defects in the interior. (Serna et al. 2001; 
Winkler et al. 2005; Kodama et al. 1997) In addition spin canting and frustration could 
result in a deficiency of long-range magnetic ordering and leading to the so-called 
spin-glass-like behaviour. (Kodama et al. 1996; Martínez et al. 1998) 
As a result, the ideal model where all the spins undergo to the coherent reversal 
of the magnetization is no longer valid. It is possible to consider the system to be 
composed of two phases: a crystalline core governed by the magnetic bulk properties, 















et al. 2000) Therefore, the effective anisotropy, Keff, for a core|surface spherical nano-
particle with diameter d can be defined as: 
where K is the anisotropy constant of the ordered core region and KS is the surface 
anisotropy constant, taking into account the contribution of the disordered surface 
layer. Thus surface anisotropy increases the overall particle anisotropy and enhances 
the coercive field. Given the increasing role of the surface anisotropy contribution as 
the size decreases, the increase in HC is strongly related with the reduction of the 
particle size. (Dimitrov & Wysin 1994) Moreover, the presence of the surface disorder 
has reported to affect also the saturation magnetization of the material, resulting both 
in a MS reduction or enhancement. Indeed, while canted spins lead to a decrease in 
spins orientation with field and thus to a decreased MS, (Daou et al. 2010; Mazo-
Zuluaga et al. 2009) frustration can cause an uncompensation between antiparallel 
sub-lattices producing a larger MS. (Huang et al. 2008; Tobia et al. 2008; Liu et al. 
1989) In addition, the instauration of a spin-glass-like behaviour has been reported to 
cause large irreversibility field in the hysteresis loops (i.e., the loops do not close up 
to high fields) and lack of saturation even for extremely large fields. (D. Li et al. 2009; 
Batlle et al. 1993) In addition, the spin-glass state can create an exchange field inter-
action between core and surface regions, which is responsible for the experimentally 
observed loop shifts in the field axis after a field cooling, i.e. exchange bias (HE, see 
below). (Martínez et al. 1998) 
Interestingly, also AFM nanoparticles present novel properties which are drasti-
cally different from the bulk properties due to surface and finite-size effects,. Partic-
ularly, below TN the presence of the surface magnetism can lead to FM-like properties, 
with finite MS and large HC. Other effects such as changes in TN can also take place. 
(Bhowmik & Ranganathan 2007; Ghosh et al. 2006; Wesselinowa 2010) On the other 
hand, an exchange coupling between the spin-glass surface and the AFM core can 
occur producing an enhanced HC and the presence of HE. (Mazo-Zuluaga et al. 2009; 
Huang et al. 2008) 
2.3. Interaction effects in nanostructures 
As reported above, FM or FiM nanoparticles in the blocked state are characterized 
by the presence of a net magnetic moment even in absence of an external applied field. 
Therefore, blocked nanoparticles produce a magnetic field, which can interact with 
the magnetic moment of neighbouring nanoparticles. Such interaction, known as di-
pole-dipole interaction, is a long-range anisotropic interaction which strength depends 
on the distance between the nanoparticles and on the degree of mutual alignment. In 
particular, dipole-dipole interactions modify the energy barrier of each particle (that 
arising from the anisotropy contribution, KV), which in the limit of weak interactions 
becomes: 
 
𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = K + 
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where Hint represents the mean interaction field. (Shtrikman & Wohlfarth 1981) 
On the other hand, as interaction strength increases, the evolution of the system occurs 
through a complex series of energy minima, changing as nanoparticles reverse their 
magnetization. Extensive experimental and theoretical works agree that the interac-
tion among magnetic particles plays a fundamental role in the magnetic behaviour of 
granular systems. (Knobel et al. 2004; Dormann et al. 1999; Dormann et al. 1988; Luo 
et al. 1991; Sasaki et al. 2004; Mørup & Tronc 1994) Despite of this, there exist sev-
eral inconsistencies. For example several theoretical models predict the increase of 
the TB with strength of the dipolar interactions, i.e. increasing particle concentration 
or decreasing particle distance. (Mørup & Tronc 1994; Shtrikman & Wohlfarth 1981; 
Dormann et al. 1988) On the other hand, in the weak interaction limit some theoretical 
models propose the opposite dependence of TB with the dipole-dipole interaction 
strength. Both different behaviours have been experimentally reported. (Dormann et 
al. 1999; Dormann et al. 1988; Luo et al. 1991; Mørup & Tronc 1994) Dipole-dipole 
interactions can also affect the shape of the hysteresis loop in magnetic nanoparticles. 
In fact, when the particles are randomly oriented, the reduction of the inter-particle 
distance can cause a decrease in the energy barrier of the system and thus to its coer-
civity. This behaviour has been both theoretically predicted (Kechrakos & Trohidou 
1998; Trohidou & Vasilakaki 2010) and experimentally demonstrated. 
(Gangopadhyay et al. 1993) In contrast, when the particles are not randomly oriented 
the coercivity can increase or decrease depending on the type of arrangement. 
(Lyberatos & Wohlfarth 1986; Kechrakos et al. 2007) 
If nanoparticles are in close proximity, exchange interactions between surface at-
oms can also be operative because of the overlap of their wave functions resulting in 
a modification of the energy barrier of the system. Therefore, since this interaction is 
related to surface atoms, it is appreciable only in nanostructured materials, i.e. when 
the surface-to-volume ratio is large. As a matter of fact, exchange interaction is an 
interfacial effect, which takes place by the direct contact between subsequent layers. 
Two main exchange effects can appear: 
(I) Exchange-spring arising from the interface contact between two FM, or FiM, 
phases. 
(II) Exchange bias originated usually from interface contact between an AFM phase 
and a FM, or FiM, one. However, it can occur in other type of bi-magnetic systems 
(FM-FM, FiM-FiM) or spin-glass materials. 
However, in most of the single-phase magnetic nanoparticles synthesized via wet 
chemistry, exchange inter-particle effects are avoided due to organic molecules cov-
ering the particles. Conversely, these effects appear in hybrid nanostructure, e.g. 
core|shell nanoparticles or heterodimers, where the different magnetic phases are in 
direct contact.  
2.3.1. Exchange-spring magnets 
Historically, studies on exchange-spring magnets are strictly related to attempt of 
enhancing permanent magnet performances producing an increase in the area of the 
hysteresis loops. In fact, Kneller and Hawig (Kneller & Hawig 1991) proposed a new 
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concept to develop permanent magnets based on exchange-coupled magnetic nano-
composites where a hard-FM phase, characterized by high magnetocrystalline anisot-
ropy (large HC), and a soft phase with high magnetic moment (large MS) are coupled 
through exchange interactions, producing a so-called exchange-spring permanent 
magnet. The behaviour of these systems can be primarily understood from the intrin-
sic parameters of the hard and soft phases, as the resultant hysteresis loop should 
maintain a high HC close to that of the hard phase and a large MS close to the soft 
phase one. (Fullerton et al. 1999) 
More in detail, the exchange coupling results in the following modifications of 
the magnetic properties (see Figure 2.11): 
(I) Remanence (R=MR/MS) enhancement. In accordance with Stoner-Wohlfarth 
prediction, (Stoner & Wohlfarth 1948) in a non-interacting ensemble of sin-
gle-domain grains with uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy and isotropic 
distribution of easy axes, MR = 0.5MS. However, if neighbouring grains are 
coupled through exchange interaction, interfacial magnetic moments of the 
soft grains are aligned parallel to the magnetic moments of the hard ones re-
sulting in MR > 0.5MS. 
(II) Coercive field variation. Due to exchange interaction, interfacial atoms of the 
soft phases are characterized by a larger coercivity, which tends to that of the 
hard one. At the same time, exchange interaction between grains leads to a 
reduced coercivity of the hard phase. Indeed, when the demagnetizing field 
reverses the moments in some grains, they tend to reverse the moments in the 
neighbouring ones by exchange coupling. As a result, the final coercive field 
of the system assumes an intermediate value between those of the two mag-
netic phases. 
(III) Demagnetizing curve modification. If all the soft phase is exchange-coupled 
with the hard one, both phases reverse their magnetization at the same nucle-
ation field (HN) and the demagnetizing curve in the second quadrant is convex 
like for a single-phase material. Conversely, if the interfacial atoms are only 
a fraction of the entire soft phase, the magnetization reversal of the uncoupled 
fraction of soft phase occurs at significantly lower fields than the HN of the 
system. Hence, the demagnetizing curve in the second quadrant has a concave 
shape.  
(IV) Spring-magnet behaviour. In the demagnetizing process, the reversal of mag-
netic moments is reversible when the applied field is smaller than HN, i.e. 
before the hard phase starts to reverse its magnetization. However, for H < 
HN the moments of the soft phase can already have reversed their magnetiza-
tion and, as the field is removed, they return reversibly to their original direc-
tion due to the coupling with the hard phase. Thus, because of the large con-
tribution of the soft phase to the final M value, the reversible magnetization 
of the hard-soft two-phase magnets is much larger than that of conventional 
hard magnets. Therefore, the magnetic behaviour recalls the one of a mechan-
ical spring, whence the name spring-magnet. 
All these modifications in the magnetic behaviour are strictly affected by the frac-
tion of exchange-coupled soft phase and, since exchange-coupling occurs at the inter-
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concept to develop permanent magnets based on exchange-coupled magnetic nano-
composites where a hard-FM phase, characterized by high magnetocrystalline anisot-
ropy (large HC), and a soft phase with high magnetic moment (large MS) are coupled 
through exchange interactions, producing a so-called exchange-spring permanent 
magnet. The behaviour of these systems can be primarily understood from the intrin-
sic parameters of the hard and soft phases, as the resultant hysteresis loop should 
maintain a high HC close to that of the hard phase and a large MS close to the soft 
phase one. (Fullerton et al. 1999) 
More in detail, the exchange coupling results in the following modifications of 
the magnetic properties (see Figure 2.11): 
(I) Remanence (R=MR/MS) enhancement. In accordance with Stoner-Wohlfarth 
prediction, (Stoner & Wohlfarth 1948) in a non-interacting ensemble of sin-
gle-domain grains with uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy and isotropic 
distribution of easy axes, MR = 0.5MS. However, if neighbouring grains are 
coupled through exchange interaction, interfacial magnetic moments of the 
soft grains are aligned parallel to the magnetic moments of the hard ones re-
sulting in MR > 0.5MS. 
(II) Coercive field variation. Due to exchange interaction, interfacial atoms of the 
soft phases are characterized by a larger coercivity, which tends to that of the 
hard one. At the same time, exchange interaction between grains leads to a 
reduced coercivity of the hard phase. Indeed, when the demagnetizing field 
reverses the moments in some grains, they tend to reverse the moments in the 
neighbouring ones by exchange coupling. As a result, the final coercive field 
of the system assumes an intermediate value between those of the two mag-
netic phases. 
(III) Demagnetizing curve modification. If all the soft phase is exchange-coupled 
with the hard one, both phases reverse their magnetization at the same nucle-
ation field (HN) and the demagnetizing curve in the second quadrant is convex 
like for a single-phase material. Conversely, if the interfacial atoms are only 
a fraction of the entire soft phase, the magnetization reversal of the uncoupled 
fraction of soft phase occurs at significantly lower fields than the HN of the 
system. Hence, the demagnetizing curve in the second quadrant has a concave 
shape.  
(IV) Spring-magnet behaviour. In the demagnetizing process, the reversal of mag-
netic moments is reversible when the applied field is smaller than HN, i.e. 
before the hard phase starts to reverse its magnetization. However, for H < 
HN the moments of the soft phase can already have reversed their magnetiza-
tion and, as the field is removed, they return reversibly to their original direc-
tion due to the coupling with the hard phase. Thus, because of the large con-
tribution of the soft phase to the final M value, the reversible magnetization 
of the hard-soft two-phase magnets is much larger than that of conventional 
hard magnets. Therefore, the magnetic behaviour recalls the one of a mechan-
ical spring, whence the name spring-magnet. 
All these modifications in the magnetic behaviour are strictly affected by the frac-
tion of exchange-coupled soft phase and, since exchange-coupling occurs at the inter-
face, by its thickness (tS). In particular, there exists a critical thickness of the soft phase 
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(tS,c), below which the system is completely exchange-coupled, corresponding 
roughly to twice the width of a domain wall in the hard phase (δH). 
where AH and KH are the exchange and anisotropy constants of the hard phase, 
respectively. Therefore, the two different behaviours described in point (III) can occur 
when tS ≤ tS,c and tS > tS,c. In particular, when tS ≤ tS,c the system behaves as a single 
phase with averaged magnetic properties of the two phases and its nucleation field, 
which controls the reversibility of the demagnetizing process, is given by the follow-
ing equation: 
where KH/S and MH/S are the anisotropy constants and the magnetization of the 
hard/soft phases, respectively. On the other hand, when tS > tS,c the magnetization 
reversal of the soft phase occurs at fields well below the nucleation field. Indeed, the 
soft phase remains parallel to the hard one until the applied field reaches the exchange 
field (Hex) given by: 
Then, once the applied field exceeds Hex, magnetic reversal proceeds via a twist 
of the uncoupled soft phase magnetization while the coupled fraction remains strongly 
pinned at the interface as shown in Figure 2.12. The spins in the uncoupled soft phase 
exhibit continuous rotation, as in a magnetic domain wall, with the angle of rotation 
increasing with increasing the distance from the interface. However, due to exchange 
coupling interaction with neighbouring spins, once the external field is removed the 
magnetization rotates back along the hard phase direction.  
In has to be pointed out that the partial reversibility of the demagnetizing process 
occurs both in the totally and partially exchange-coupled systems (i.e., tS ≤ tS,c and tS 
> tS,c, respectively). However, in the latter case the phenomenon is more prominent 
and, being MS > MH, it can occur also when the net magnetization of the material has 
opposite direction to the hard phase. Therefore, spring-like behaviour, and thus the 
spring-magnet definition, is commonly associated to materials which present inhomo-
geneous magnetization reversal.  
2.3.2. Exchange bias 
Exchange bias, firstly reported by Meiklejohn and Bean in 1956, (Meiklejohn & 
Bean 1956) arises from exchange-coupling interactions between AFM and FM, or 
FiM, materials. In particular, exchange bias manifests as a horizontal hysteresis loop 
shift and an enhancement of the coercivity, as the system is cooled through the TN of 
the AFM (with TC of the FM, or FiM, larger than TN) in the presence of an applied 
field. (Nogués & Schuller 1999) In addition, exchange bias has also been observed in 
other type of bi-magnetic systems, e.g. FM-FM, FiM-FiM or spin-glass materials, 
 
















where, due to its random character, spin-glasses can play the role of both the AFM 
and FM phases. (Nogués et al. 2005)  
As for exchange-coupling effects occurring in spring-magnets, exchange-bias is 
appreciable only in nanostructured materials since it is a surface related effect. More 
in detail, assuming a nanostructured AFM-FM system with TC > TN, when a static 
external field is applied and the system is cooled down from a temperature below TC 
(TC > T > TN) to a temperature below TN (T < TN), the hysteresis loop shifts horizon-
tally, i.e. moves its centre from H = 0 to HE ≠ 0 in the opposite direction of the cooling 
field. Moreover, the material shows an increased coercivity, i.e. a widening of the 
hysteresis loop. Both these effects, reported separately in Figure 2.13, disappear as 
the measuring temperature approaches to the AFM TN, confirming the role of the 
AFM-ordered structure in inducing the observed features.  
This unusal magnetic behaviour can be explained in term of a new type of induced 
unidirectional anisotropy (Kua), presenting a Kuacos(ϴ) angular dependence, different 
from the Kusin2(ϴ) of the common uniaxial anisotropy (see Equation 2.10). As can be 
seen in Figure 2.14 the energy of a system with uniaxial anisotropy presents two min-
ima at 0° and 180°, while the exchange bias induced anisotropy produces a unique 
minimum at 0°. Therefore, the two opposite direction along the easy axis of an uniax-
ial anisotropy system do not longer have the same energy, which is now minimized 
only in the ϴ = 0 direction.  
Even if the cause of exchange bias in nanoparticles is still not completely under-
stood, usually the observed unidirectional anisotropy and the loop shift are explained 
in terms of parallel alignment of the interfacial FM and AFM uncompensated spins 
occurring during the field cooling process. (Nogués & Schuller 1999; Nogués et al. 
2005) This coupling entails an extra energy barrier for FM spin to reverse leading the 
system to behave as show in Figure 2.15.  
More in detail, above TN of the AFM, the spins of both phases are aligned in the 
same direction of the external field (H), but as the temperature decreases below TN 
the spins of the AFM align antiparallel to each other with the interfacial layer parallel 
to the FM and thus to H. Then, during the demagnetizing process two different situa-
tions can occur depending on the anisotropy constant of the two phases: if KAFM ≫ 
KFM, when the FM starts reversing its magnetization, the exchange-coupling interac-
tion with the AFM, whose spins remain pinned in the original direction, increases the 
coercive value at negative fields. Conversely, during the magnetization process from 
negative saturation, exchange-coupling interaction with AFM promotes the magneti-
zation reversal in the direction of the cooling field decreasing the coercive value at 
positive field. As a result, the hysteresis loop shifts to the left in the field axis and is 
now centered in -HE instead that on the origin. On the other hand, if KAFM ≤ KFM, the 
two phases reverse their magnetization together. Then, the energy needed to switch 
FM spins becomes larger in both branches of the hysteresis loop, since the FM has to 
drag AFM spins. Therefore, the final loop shows an enhancement of both coercive 
fields. 
Assuming the magnetization to rotate coherently and that the FM and AFM easy 
axes are parallel, the energy per unit surface in the AFM-FM exchange coupled sys-
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and FM phases. (Nogués et al. 2005)  
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(TC > T > TN) to a temperature below TN (T < TN), the hysteresis loop shifts horizon-
tally, i.e. moves its centre from H = 0 to HE ≠ 0 in the opposite direction of the cooling 
field. Moreover, the material shows an increased coercivity, i.e. a widening of the 
hysteresis loop. Both these effects, reported separately in Figure 2.13, disappear as 
the measuring temperature approaches to the AFM TN, confirming the role of the 
AFM-ordered structure in inducing the observed features.  
This unusal magnetic behaviour can be explained in term of a new type of induced 
unidirectional anisotropy (Kua), presenting a Kuacos(ϴ) angular dependence, different 
from the Kusin2(ϴ) of the common uniaxial anisotropy (see Equation 2.10). As can be 
seen in Figure 2.14 the energy of a system with uniaxial anisotropy presents two min-
ima at 0° and 180°, while the exchange bias induced anisotropy produces a unique 
minimum at 0°. Therefore, the two opposite direction along the easy axis of an uniax-
ial anisotropy system do not longer have the same energy, which is now minimized 
only in the ϴ = 0 direction.  
Even if the cause of exchange bias in nanoparticles is still not completely under-
stood, usually the observed unidirectional anisotropy and the loop shift are explained 
in terms of parallel alignment of the interfacial FM and AFM uncompensated spins 
occurring during the field cooling process. (Nogués & Schuller 1999; Nogués et al. 
2005) This coupling entails an extra energy barrier for FM spin to reverse leading the 
system to behave as show in Figure 2.15.  
More in detail, above TN of the AFM, the spins of both phases are aligned in the 
same direction of the external field (H), but as the temperature decreases below TN 
the spins of the AFM align antiparallel to each other with the interfacial layer parallel 
to the FM and thus to H. Then, during the demagnetizing process two different situa-
tions can occur depending on the anisotropy constant of the two phases: if KAFM ≫ 
KFM, when the FM starts reversing its magnetization, the exchange-coupling interac-
tion with the AFM, whose spins remain pinned in the original direction, increases the 
coercive value at negative fields. Conversely, during the magnetization process from 
negative saturation, exchange-coupling interaction with AFM promotes the magneti-
zation reversal in the direction of the cooling field decreasing the coercive value at 
positive field. As a result, the hysteresis loop shifts to the left in the field axis and is 
now centered in -HE instead that on the origin. On the other hand, if KAFM ≤ KFM, the 
two phases reverse their magnetization together. Then, the energy needed to switch 
FM spins becomes larger in both branches of the hysteresis loop, since the FM has to 
drag AFM spins. Therefore, the final loop shows an enhancement of both coercive 
fields. 
Assuming the magnetization to rotate coherently and that the FM and AFM easy 
axes are parallel, the energy per unit surface in the AFM-FM exchange coupled sys-
tem can be expressed as: 
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where H is the applied magnetic field, MFM is the saturation magnetization in the 
FM, tFM and tAFM are the thicknesses of the FM and AFM layers, respectively, KFM 
and KAFM are the magnetic anisotropies and JINT is the exchange coupling constant at 
the interface. The angles α, β and θ are the angles between the spins in the AFM and 
the AFM easy axis, the direction of the spins in the FM and the FM easy axis and the 
direction of H and the FM easy axis, respectively. As can be seen from the different 
energy terms, if no coupling exists between the two phases and H is turned off, the 
overall energy of the AFM-FM system reduces to the terms due to the FM and the 
AFM magnetic anisotropies (2nd and 3rd terms). When a magnetic field is applied, a 
work has to be carried out to rotate the spins in the FM (1st term). Finally, the 4th term 
represents the AFM-FM coupling. 
Assuming that the AFM has a very large anisotropy and that its spins remain 
pinned along their direction and do not rotate with the field (α = 0), we obtain that the 
horizontal shift for the hysteresis loop is given by 
Conversely, for low values of the AFM anisotropy the rotation of both the FM 
and AFM spins is more energetically favourable and no horizontal shift is induced. 
However, since the overall anisotropy of the system is changed, an increase of the 
coercivity is induced. (Meiklejohn & Bean 1956; Meiklejohn 1962) 
In has to be pointed out that, Equation 2.20 slightly overestimates HE value be-
cause of the assumptions of having homogeneous layers in the x-y plane, sharp inter-
face, coherent magnetization reversal and parallel uncompensated spins of both 
phases. Therefore, more complex approaches have been developed accounting lateral 
magnetic structure of the layers, different spin configuration, interface roughness and 
domain walls formation. (Nogués & Schuller 1999; Nogués et al. 2005; Kiwi 2001) 
Nevertheless, even if it provides a simplified view of the system, Equation 2.20 indi-
cates that HE is inversely proportional to the FM thickness. This aspect can have a 
dramatic effect in nanostructured system as nanoparticles, since the FM thicknesses 
involved are rather small and, thus, large loop shift would be expected. Besides, HC 
dependence with tFM follows a similar trend increasing as tFM decreases.  
On the other hand, the dependence of HE on the AFM thickness is more compli-
cated (tAFM). The general trend is that for thick AFM layers, e.g. over 20 nm, HE is 
independent of the thickness of the AFM layer. As the AFM thickness is reduced, HE 
decreases abruptly and finally, for thin enough AFM layers (usually few nm), when 
KAFMtAFM < JINT, HE becomes zero. Therefore, it is possible to define the critical AFM 
thickness, above which HE disappears and HC drops to the value of the uncoupled FM, 
with the following equation: (Nogués et al. 2005) 
 𝐸𝐸
𝑆𝑆 = −  𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽) + 𝐾𝐾𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
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Remarkably, the theory of exchange bias systems assumes that TC > TN, however, 
it has been extensively proved that exchange bias also occurs in inverted systems 
where TC < TN. (Cai et al. 1999; Wu & Chien 1998; Blamire et al. 2007; Sossmeier et 
al. 2011) In some cases, it was observed that the HE induced in these systems can 
persist also into the PM state of the FM (T > TC) and close to TN. This effect has been 
proposed to arise from the moments of the FM layer at the interface which are polar-
ized by the magnetic field even in the PM regime. Under certain conditions, these 
polarized moments couple with the AFM leading to the exchange bias properties. 
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 𝐸𝐸
𝑆𝑆 = −  𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃 − 𝛽𝛽) + 𝐾𝐾𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
2(𝛽𝛽)













Remarkably, the theory of exchange bias systems assumes that TC > TN, however, 
it has been extensively proved that exchange bias also occurs in inverted systems 
where TC < TN. (Cai et al. 1999; Wu & Chien 1998; Blamire et al. 2007; Sossmeier et 
al. 2011) In some cases, it was observed that the HE induced in these systems can 
persist also into the PM state of the FM (T > TC) and close to TN. This effect has been 
proposed to arise from the moments of the FM layer at the interface which are polar-
ized by the magnetic field even in the PM regime. Under certain conditions, these 
polarized moments couple with the AFM leading to the exchange bias properties. 
(Blamire et al. 2007; Sossmeier et al. 2011) 
 
  









Figure 2.2: Field dependence of magnetization of diamagnetic materials (left) and tempera-







Figure 2.3: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied, field 
dependence of the magnetization and temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility 




Figure 2.4: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied (at T = 0 
K); field dependence of first magnetization at different temperatures; temperature dependence 












Figure 2.2: Field dependence of magnetization of diamagnetic materials (left) and tempera-







Figure 2.3: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied, field 
dependence of the magnetization and temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility 




Figure 2.4: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied (at T = 0 
K); field dependence of first magnetization at different temperatures; temperature dependence 
of magnetic susceptibility of ferromagnetic substances. 
 
 




Figure 2.5: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied (at T = 0 
K), field dependence of magnetization and temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility 














Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the domain wall motion as an external field is applied 






Figure 2.5: From the left: relative spin orientation when no magnetic field is applied (at T = 0 
K), field dependence of magnetization and temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility 














Figure 2.8: Schematic representation of the domain wall motion as an external field is applied 
(Hex,1 < Hex,2). 
  










Figure 2.10: Stoner and Wohlfarth model: definition of the axis system (left) and angular de-





Figure 2.11: Scheme of typical demagnetization curves M(H) in bi-magnetic systems. Top: 
exchange-spring magnet with tS ≤ tS,c (left) and tS > tS,c (right) Bottom: conventional single 
ferromagnetic phase magnet (left) and mixture of two independent ferromagnetic phases with 












Figure 2.10: Stoner and Wohlfarth model: definition of the axis system (left) and angular de-





Figure 2.11: Scheme of typical demagnetization curves M(H) in bi-magnetic systems. Top: 
exchange-spring magnet with tS ≤ tS,c (left) and tS > tS,c (right) Bottom: conventional single 
ferromagnetic phase magnet (left) and mixture of two independent ferromagnetic phases with 
largely different hardness (right). (Kneller & Hawig 1991) 
 









Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the two main effects induced by the AFM-FM ex-






Figure 2.14: Change from uniaxial (left) to unidirectional anisotropy (right); solid lines repre-
sent torque measurements (sin(ϴ)) and dashed ones the global magnetic energy (sin2(ϴ)). 





Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of magnetic behaviour during a hysteresis loops for a AFM-
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Figure 2.14: Change from uniaxial (left) to unidirectional anisotropy (right); solid lines repre-
sent torque measurements (sin(ϴ)) and dashed ones the global magnetic energy (sin2(ϴ)). 





Figure 2.15: Schematic diagram of magnetic behaviour during a hysteresis loops for a AFM-








Synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles 






Because of the large range of applications requiring increasing variety of nano-
particles with different size, shape, composition, etc., many different methods have 
been developed for nanoparticles production. In particular, being at intermediate size 
between bulk materials and molecules or structures at atomic level, nanoparticles can 
be obtained through two different strategies: the “top-down” approach, which em-
ploys physical methods for the size reduction of bulk materials, and the “bottom-up” 
approach, where nanostructures are grown starting from constituent atoms or mole-
cules. (Klabunde 2001; Rogach et al. 2002; Hyeon 2003; Schmid 2004; Fendler 1998) 
Top-down approach includes milling or attrition, repeated quenching and lithography. 
The main advantage of most of these techniques is the possibility to yield a large 
amount of material, although often the synthesis of uniform-sized nanoparticles and 
their size and shape control is very difficult to achieve. Moreover, as is the case of 
milling, nanoparticles may contain a significant amount of impurities from the milling 
medium and defects arising from the milling process. Conversely, bottom-up ap-
proach allows obtaining nanoparticles with controlled size and size distribution, de-
spite generally only sub-gram quantities can be produced. Among bottom-up synthetic 
techniques, the colloidal chemical synthesis allows the formation of various-shaped 
nanoparticles and hybrid nanostructure where different materials are combined 
providing new and innovative materials not present as bulk phases.  
Because of the high control on particles morphology, shape, size-distribution, 
composition and structure required for an accurate analysis of the correlation between 
magnetic properties and nanostructure, in the present work bottom-up colloidal chem-
ical synthesis was used for nanoparticles preparation. Therefore, in this Chapter we 
will briefly discuss the theoretical and technical aspects of this technique.  
3.1. Nucleation and growth theory 
The mechanism of formation of monodisperse nanoparticles is composed of two 
main processes: nucleation and growth. (Park et al. 2007; Cozzoli 2008; Sugimoto 
2001) Although these two processes are strongly correlated, from the theoretical point 
of view they can be described separately, so that a better understanding of the driving 
forces at the basis of each of them can be realized. The first theory, which is based on 
the conceptual separation of nucleation and growth into two stages, was reported by 
LaMer in 1950. (LaMer & Dinegar 1950; Mer 1952) According to the LaMer mech-
anism, the process of nucleation and growth can be divided into three steps: 
(I) a rapid increase in the concentration of free monomers (i.e., the minimum subunit 
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(II) the monomer undergoes “burst nucleation” i.e., many nuclei are generated at the 
same time, which significantly reduces the concentration of free monomers in 
solution avoiding additional nucleation;  
(III) the particle growth occurs under the control of the diffusion of the monomers 
through the solution.  
The three stages are shown in Figure 3.1 where the concentration of the mono-
mers, in term of monomers supersaturation (see Equation 3.1), is schematically plot-
ted as a function of time.  
Therefore, in order to obtain monodisperse particles it is necessary to induce a 
single nucleation event preventing additional nucleation during the subsequent growth 
process. This will ensure that the growth of each formed nucleus will be the same. 
Consequently, any variation in particle size, size-distribution and shape can be 
achieved controlling these two stages. In general, the final size depends mainly on the 
nucleation process, while the size-distribution and shape depend on the growth one. 
The nucleation and growth steps are affected by many parameters such as nanoparti-
cles interface energy, chemical potential of the monomers, and the different atomic 
species in the monomers and particles. Moreover, also stabilizing agents, as surfac-
tants, which are usually involved in the reaction intermediate, play an important role 
in both steps, which will be separately discussed in the following sections.  
3.1.1. Nucleation 
The term “nucleation” refers to the process of spontaneous formation of the small-
est stable crystallites. In this process, many nuclei are generated at the same time, and 
then start to grow without additional nucleation. The nucleation process involves ba-
sically an initial homogeneous solution which is transformed into a heterogeneous one 
due to the formation of the nuclei. Since the solution needs to spontaneously change 
from a homogeneous to a heterogeneous system, there exists a high energy barrier for 
nucleation. Therefore, for the homogeneous nucleation to occur, i.e. the nucleation in 
absence of pre-existing nuclei or seeds, favourable kinetic and thermodynamic condi-
tions are required. In contrast, heterogeneous nucleation is governed by pre-existing 
nuclei in the solution, i.e. it starts from a heterogeneous initial solution, where the 
nanocrystals grow on the pre-existing nuclei, consequently avoiding the need to over-
come the high energy barrier for nuclei formation. (Park et al. 2007; LaMer & Dinegar 
1950; Lifshitz & Slyozov 1961; Sugimoto 2001; Cozzoli 2008) 
The homogeneous nucleation takes place when the supersaturation, S, of the pre-
cursors overcomes its critic value (SC) (see Figure 3.1). As soon as nuclei are formed, 
the precursors supersaturation decreases below SC, avoiding, thus, further nucleation 
processes. (LaMer & Dinegar 1950) The energy barrier, which must be overcome to 
reach the nucleation step, is thermodynamically represented by the sum of two con-
tributions: the Gibbs free energy needed to create a nucleus per unit of volume (ΔGV) 
and the surface energy of the formed nucleus (ΔGS) given by. (Mullin 1993) 
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑉𝑉  = −
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙     where     𝑙𝑙 = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑆𝑆
 3.1 
 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥𝑆𝑆 = 𝛾𝛾𝛾𝛾 3.2 
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where R is the gas constant, T the temperature, VM the molar volume of the bulk 
crystal, C the precursor concentration, CS the saturation concentration of the precur-
sor, γ the surface free energy per unit area and A the surface area of the formed nuclei. 
In Equation 3.1 when the concentration overcomes the supersaturation regime (C > 
CS), lnS reaches positive values leading to negative ΔGV. On the contrary, ΔGS is al-
ways positive. Then, combining both equations and assuming spherical shape of the 
nuclei, the total Gibbs free energy becomes: 
 ∆G = 4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝛾𝛾 + 43 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟
3∆𝐺𝐺𝑉𝑉 3.3 
where r is the radius of the formed nuclei. Because of the opposite signs of the 
two contributions, a plot of ΔG versus r has a maximum (see Figure 3.2). The value 
of r at which ΔG is maximum is called the critical radius, rC, and corresponds to the 





 = 2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 3.4 
Substituting Equation 3.4 into Equation 3.3 gives the critical free energy, ΔGcrit, 
which is the free energy necessary to form a stable nucleus. 
 






The nucleation rate, Ṅ, defined as the rate of increase of the number of particle, 
N,  can be expressed by an Arrhenius law: (Mullin 1993) 
 
𝑁𝑁 ̇ =  𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  =  A exp [−
∆𝐺𝐺𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐
𝑘𝑘𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅




It should be noted that it is hard to define exactly a SC level at which nucleation 
begins; indeed, because of energy fluctuation in the solution, nucleation and re-disso-
lution could happen at any concentration. (Sugimoto 2001) In fact, the nucleus can 
form even in unsaturated solution; on the other hand, the formed particles can re-
dissolve unless they are stable enough to resist the free energy fluctuation of their 
surroundings. However, rewriting Equation 3.6 with S expressed as a function of Ṅ, 
it emerges another necessary condition related to the degree of supersaturation: 
 






Namely, to start the accumulation of the nuclei, the nucleation rate should be high 
enough to overcome the re-dissolution rate of the particles. Thus, we can define SC as 
the point at which the nucleation rate is sufficiently high that the number of nuclei 
increases even while smaller nuclei may dissolve away.  
3.1.2. Growth 
The growth process can be divided in two different steps: first the monomers for-
mation, diffusion and adsorption at the particle surface, and, after, the monomers re-
action at the surface and the particle growth. (Sugimoto 2001) As a typical kinetic 
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Namely, to start the accumulation of the nuclei, the nucleation rate should be high 
enough to overcome the re-dissolution rate of the particles. Thus, we can define SC as 
the point at which the nucleation rate is sufficiently high that the number of nuclei 
increases even while smaller nuclei may dissolve away.  
3.1.2. Growth 
The growth process can be divided in two different steps: first the monomers for-
mation, diffusion and adsorption at the particle surface, and, after, the monomers re-
action at the surface and the particle growth. (Sugimoto 2001) As a typical kinetic 
problem, the growth rate can be easily treated by choosing the slowest mechanism as 
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the limiting step. Taking into account that nucleation, monomers formation and mon-
omer reaction are instantaneous processes, the diffusion can be considered as the lim-
iting step of the entire process. (Park et al. 2007; LaMer & Dinegar 1950; Lifshitz & 
Slyozov 1961; Sugimoto 2001) Therefore, the growth of nanoparticle can be ex-
pressed in term of the flux of the monomers (J), i.e. the monomer diffusion to the 
particle surface. In the Reiss  model, (Park et al. 2007; Reiss 1951) also called growth 
by diffusion, the growth rate of spherical particles depends solely on J according to 







Moreover, applying the Fick’s first law J is also given by:  
 J = 4𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥2𝐷𝐷 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥  3.9 
where D is the diffusion coefficient, C the monomer concentration, x (≥ r) is the 
monomer distance inside the solution from the centre of the particle and r is the par-
ticle radius. Therefore, assuming D to be constant with x and integrating C(x) in the 
entire diffusion layer, Equation 3.9 becomes: 
 J = 4𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥2𝐷𝐷(𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 3.10 
where Cbulk and Csurf are the bulk  and surface concentration, respectively. Then, 
combining equations 3.8 and 3.10 it is possible to relate the growth rate to the mono-
mer diffusion: 
 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  = 
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷
𝑟𝑟 (𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 3.11 
Consequently, if Cbulk and Csurf are considered constant for all the particles, the 
growth rate is inversely proportional to the nanoparticle radius. This implies that the 
growth rate of a particle decreases as the radius increases, and, thus, the size-distribu-
tion of the nanoparticles is always smaller than the distribution of the nuclei. This is 
a self-regulating mechanism of the size-distribution during the growth process and it 
is often referred to as the focusing effect. (Park et al. 2007; Peng et al. 1998) 
However, Reiss model is an oversimplification of the process not accounting for 
the reaction kinetics of crystal growth and its size dependence. Indeed, during the 
growth process, precipitation and dissolution of the particles occur simultaneously. 
Therefore, in order to figure out the general size dependence of the process, both 
mechanisms have to be considered. 
 
𝑛𝑛𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏
   𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝  
⇌
   𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑
 𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐 3.12 
where Msol and Mcrist refer to monomers in solution and in the crystal, while kp and 
kd are the reaction rate constants for precipitation and dissolution, respectively. From 
the activated complex theory, the reaction rate constants are related to the change in 
chemical potential, μ(r), with respect to the bulk values, μ0:  
 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 =  𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 [− 𝛼𝛼
∆𝜇𝜇
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅] 3.13 





where α is the transfer coefficient and k0 the rate constant for the bulk crystal. 
(Talapin et al. 2001) In particular, the change of μ(r) arises from the surface free en-
ergy variation related to size modification accordingly to Gibbs-Thomson equation. 
 ∆𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇(𝑟𝑟) − 𝜇𝜇0 =  2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟  3.15 
Thus, being Δμ inversely proportional to the particles radius, Equations 3.13 and 
3.14 reveal that, the smaller are the particles, the slower is the growth process, while 
the dissolution becomes easier. The combination of these two effects contributes in 
opposite direction with respect to what predicted by the Reiss model. Therefore, in 
order to properly describe the effective growth rate dependence on particle radius, 
Equation 3.11 has to be modified introducing the effect of kinetic processes on Csurf, 
which cannot be considered constant for all the nanoparticles. Indeed, both precipita-
tion and dissolution generate a monomer flux at the particle surface, indicated as Jp 
and Jd, respectively:  
  𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝0𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [− 𝛼𝛼
2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ] 3.16 
 𝐽𝐽𝑑𝑑 = − 4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝑘𝑘𝑑𝑑0 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [(1 − 𝛼𝛼)
2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ] 3.17 
The net flux is the sum of the two contributions and can be equated to the inte-
grated form of Fick’s law (Equation 3.10) to obtain the Csurf dependence with r: (Park 
et al. 2007) 
 𝐽𝐽 = 𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝 +  𝐽𝐽𝑑𝑑 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝0𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [− 𝛼𝛼
2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ] 
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From Equation 3.20, it emerges the non-monotonic dependence of the growth rate 
with particle size, as reported in Figure 3.3. In particular, for small r, the crystal chem-
ical potential is highly sensitive to changes in particle size and hence to precipitation 
and dissolution processes. Moreover, the exponential contribution makes the growth 
mechanism to be mainly determined by the kinetic process. Hence, as particles size 
decreases the precipitation rate decreases while the dissolution rate increases broad-
ening the size distribution (“defocusing” region). On the other hand, for large r, size 
dependent variations in crystal chemical potential become relatively small and the 
growth rate mainly depends on the diffusion process. In this case, the growth rate 
decreases with particle size narrowing the size-distributions (“focusing” region). 




the limiting step. Taking into account that nucleation, monomers formation and mon-
omer reaction are instantaneous processes, the diffusion can be considered as the lim-
iting step of the entire process. (Park et al. 2007; LaMer & Dinegar 1950; Lifshitz & 
Slyozov 1961; Sugimoto 2001) Therefore, the growth of nanoparticle can be ex-
pressed in term of the flux of the monomers (J), i.e. the monomer diffusion to the 
particle surface. In the Reiss  model, (Park et al. 2007; Reiss 1951) also called growth 
by diffusion, the growth rate of spherical particles depends solely on J according to 







Moreover, applying the Fick’s first law J is also given by:  
 J = 4𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥2𝐷𝐷 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑥𝑥  3.9 
where D is the diffusion coefficient, C the monomer concentration, x (≥ r) is the 
monomer distance inside the solution from the centre of the particle and r is the par-
ticle radius. Therefore, assuming D to be constant with x and integrating C(x) in the 
entire diffusion layer, Equation 3.9 becomes: 
 J = 4𝜋𝜋𝑥𝑥2𝐷𝐷(𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 3.10 
where Cbulk and Csurf are the bulk  and surface concentration, respectively. Then, 
combining equations 3.8 and 3.10 it is possible to relate the growth rate to the mono-
mer diffusion: 
 𝑑𝑑𝑟𝑟
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑  = 
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝐷𝐷
𝑟𝑟 (𝑑𝑑𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 − 𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) 3.11 
Consequently, if Cbulk and Csurf are considered constant for all the particles, the 
growth rate is inversely proportional to the nanoparticle radius. This implies that the 
growth rate of a particle decreases as the radius increases, and, thus, the size-distribu-
tion of the nanoparticles is always smaller than the distribution of the nuclei. This is 
a self-regulating mechanism of the size-distribution during the growth process and it 
is often referred to as the focusing effect. (Park et al. 2007; Peng et al. 1998) 
However, Reiss model is an oversimplification of the process not accounting for 
the reaction kinetics of crystal growth and its size dependence. Indeed, during the 
growth process, precipitation and dissolution of the particles occur simultaneously. 
Therefore, in order to figure out the general size dependence of the process, both 
mechanisms have to be considered. 
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where Msol and Mcrist refer to monomers in solution and in the crystal, while kp and 
kd are the reaction rate constants for precipitation and dissolution, respectively. From 
the activated complex theory, the reaction rate constants are related to the change in 
chemical potential, μ(r), with respect to the bulk values, μ0:  
 𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝 =  𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝0 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 [− 𝛼𝛼
∆𝜇𝜇
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅] 3.13 





where α is the transfer coefficient and k0 the rate constant for the bulk crystal. 
(Talapin et al. 2001) In particular, the change of μ(r) arises from the surface free en-
ergy variation related to size modification accordingly to Gibbs-Thomson equation. 
 ∆𝜇𝜇 = 𝜇𝜇(𝑟𝑟) − 𝜇𝜇0 =  2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑟𝑟  3.15 
Thus, being Δμ inversely proportional to the particles radius, Equations 3.13 and 
3.14 reveal that, the smaller are the particles, the slower is the growth process, while 
the dissolution becomes easier. The combination of these two effects contributes in 
opposite direction with respect to what predicted by the Reiss model. Therefore, in 
order to properly describe the effective growth rate dependence on particle radius, 
Equation 3.11 has to be modified introducing the effect of kinetic processes on Csurf, 
which cannot be considered constant for all the nanoparticles. Indeed, both precipita-
tion and dissolution generate a monomer flux at the particle surface, indicated as Jp 
and Jd, respectively:  
  𝐽𝐽𝑝𝑝 = 4𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟2𝑘𝑘𝑝𝑝0𝐶𝐶𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 [− 𝛼𝛼
2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ] 3.16 
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2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ] 3.17 
The net flux is the sum of the two contributions and can be equated to the inte-
grated form of Fick’s law (Equation 3.10) to obtain the Csurf dependence with r: (Park 
et al. 2007) 
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From Equation 3.20, it emerges the non-monotonic dependence of the growth rate 
with particle size, as reported in Figure 3.3. In particular, for small r, the crystal chem-
ical potential is highly sensitive to changes in particle size and hence to precipitation 
and dissolution processes. Moreover, the exponential contribution makes the growth 
mechanism to be mainly determined by the kinetic process. Hence, as particles size 
decreases the precipitation rate decreases while the dissolution rate increases broad-
ening the size distribution (“defocusing” region). On the other hand, for large r, size 
dependent variations in crystal chemical potential become relatively small and the 
growth rate mainly depends on the diffusion process. In this case, the growth rate 
decreases with particle size narrowing the size-distributions (“focusing” region). 
(Thanh et al. 2014) 
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It has to be noted that in the defocusing region the growth rate changes sign indi-
cating the minimum particle radius in equilibrium within the bulk solution (r*) that is 
equal to the evaluated rC from the nucleation model (see Equation 3.4). 
 r* = 𝑟𝑟𝐶𝐶  = 
2𝛾𝛾𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 3.21 
According to Equation 3.20 S and D/kP0, that represents the ratio between the dif-
fusion and the precipitation rates, strongly affect the growth rate dependence on r. 
Particularly, if D/kP0 is very small, the overall growth reaction rate is controlled by 
the diffusion process (diffusion-controlled growth). Consequently, the smaller the 
value is, the more effective the narrowing of the size-distribution becomes. Con-
versely, if D/kP0 is very large, the growth rate is mainly determined by the kinetic 
process (reaction-controlled growth) and the “focusing” effect is weakened. On the 
other hand, an increase in the value of S always results in the enhancement of the 
growth rate, however, such an increment is more important for smaller particles. In 
conclusion, both the increase of S and the decrease of D/kP0 enhances the “focusing” 
mechanism. 
3.1.3. Separating the Nucleation and Growth processes  
As it has been described above, the route to synthesize monodisperse nanoparti-
cles is to separate the nucleation and growth processes and to control the growth via 
diffusion of monomers as the limiting step. Heterogeneous nucleation is, probably, 
the most apparent way for the separation of nucleation and growth. In particular, the 
separation is achieved by avoiding the nucleation step by using pre-synthesized nano-
particles as seed nuclei and controlling the precursor concentration far below the su-
persaturation regime. This method, known as the “seeded-mediated growth”, allows 
to create a broad range of different nanocrystalline structures. For example, it has been 
extensively used in the synthesis of large particles composed of a single material (Sun 
& Zeng 2002; Sun, Zeng, David B. Robinson, et al. 2004) or hybrid nanostructures 
composed of different phases like core|shell, onion-like structures or heterodimers. 
(Jézéquel et al. 1995; Salazar-Alvarez et al. 2011; López-Ortega et al. 2012; Buck et 
al. 2011) Nevertheless, there exist also techniques separating the nucleation and 
growth processes starting from a homogeneous nucleation and afterwards establishing 
the diffusion process as the limiting step: “hot-injection” and “heating-up” methods 
are two examples. Hot-injection consists of injecting the precursors into a hot surfac-
tant solution to force a burst nucleation by the high degree of supersaturation occur-
ring after the addition of the precursor. During the nucleation process, the monomers 
concentration sharply decreases and, thus, nucleation rate decays. (Puntes 2001; 
Bracconi 1983; Hyeon et al. 2001) The heating-up approach consists in mixing the 
precursors, surfactants and solvent at room temperature and subsequently heating the 
mixture to the desired decomposition temperature at which the nucleation occurs and, 
at the same time, the supersaturation decreases. (Park et al. 2004; Sun, Zeng, David 





3.2. Synthetic techniques 
The bottom-up approach comprises several different techniques, both occurring 
in liquid (e.g., co-precipitation, microemulsion, thermal decomposition, etc.), gas 
(chemical vapour deposition, arc discharge, laser pyrolysis) or solid phases (combus-
tion, annealing). (Faraji et al. 2010) Thanks to their versatility, control on size and 
size-distribution and purity of the obtained materials, liquid phase syntheses are the 
most popular strategies. (Laurent et al. 2008; Lu et al. 2007) Here a brief description 
of the main liquid phase synthesis techniques for the production of magnetic metal 
oxides nanoparticle is provided. 
3.2.1. Co-precipitation 
Co-precipitation is a facile and scalable way to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles 
starting from aqueous solutions of inorganic salts by the addition of a base or a reduc-
ing agent. The reaction is carried out under inert atmosphere at room temperature or 
at elevate temperature. (Iida et al. 2007) The size, shape and composition of the na-
noparticles can be tuned by varying the precursors (e.g. chlorides, nitrates, sulphates), 
(Lu et al. 2007) the precursors concentrations, (Laurent et al. 2008) the type of base, 
(Hu et al. 2006) the reaction temperature, (Ziolo et al. 1992) the aqueous media (e.g. 
pH values and ionic strength) (Shen et al. 1999; Qiu 2010) and the presence of sur-
factants. However, nanoparticles synthesized by co-precipitation are characterized by 
high polidispersity and poor crystallinity. In fact, generally, subsequent annealing pro-
cesses are necessary in order to achieve good magnetic properties.   
3.2.2. Microemulsion 
Water-in-oil (W/O) microemulsion are based on the same process of co-precipi-
tation, although the reaction is carried out in a confined media, thus decreasing the 
polydispersity of nanoparticles. In fact, in W/O micelles the aqueous phase is dis-
persed as nanodroplets surrounded by a surfactant monolayer in a hydrocarbon media. 
Such dispersion can be used as a series of nanoreactors for the formation of nanopar-
ticles, the precipitation occurring within the micelles. In particular, the nanoparticle 
synthesis is carried out by mixing two water-in-oil microemulsion containing the 
proper reagents and, as the droplets collide and coalesce, they reactants mix and the 
nanoparticles formation takes place. (López Pérez et al. 1997; Dresco et al. 1999) 
Size, size-distributions and shape of the nanoparticles are determined by the micelles 
acting as cages and can be tuned varying surfactant, water-to-surfactant ratio, water-
to-oil ratio and temperature. (Santra et al. 2001) However, the range of stability of the 
microemulsion has to be taken in account in the synthesis condition selection; the 
temperature working window for this synthesis is usually quite narrow often affecting 
the size-range and the crystallinity of the product. Moreover, the yield of nanoparticles 
is extremely low compared to other techniques and large amounts of solvent are nec-





It has to be noted that in the defocusing region the growth rate changes sign indi-
cating the minimum particle radius in equilibrium within the bulk solution (r*) that is 
equal to the evaluated rC from the nucleation model (see Equation 3.4). 
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According to Equation 3.20 S and D/kP0, that represents the ratio between the dif-
fusion and the precipitation rates, strongly affect the growth rate dependence on r. 
Particularly, if D/kP0 is very small, the overall growth reaction rate is controlled by 
the diffusion process (diffusion-controlled growth). Consequently, the smaller the 
value is, the more effective the narrowing of the size-distribution becomes. Con-
versely, if D/kP0 is very large, the growth rate is mainly determined by the kinetic 
process (reaction-controlled growth) and the “focusing” effect is weakened. On the 
other hand, an increase in the value of S always results in the enhancement of the 
growth rate, however, such an increment is more important for smaller particles. In 
conclusion, both the increase of S and the decrease of D/kP0 enhances the “focusing” 
mechanism. 
3.1.3. Separating the Nucleation and Growth processes  
As it has been described above, the route to synthesize monodisperse nanoparti-
cles is to separate the nucleation and growth processes and to control the growth via 
diffusion of monomers as the limiting step. Heterogeneous nucleation is, probably, 
the most apparent way for the separation of nucleation and growth. In particular, the 
separation is achieved by avoiding the nucleation step by using pre-synthesized nano-
particles as seed nuclei and controlling the precursor concentration far below the su-
persaturation regime. This method, known as the “seeded-mediated growth”, allows 
to create a broad range of different nanocrystalline structures. For example, it has been 
extensively used in the synthesis of large particles composed of a single material (Sun 
& Zeng 2002; Sun, Zeng, David B. Robinson, et al. 2004) or hybrid nanostructures 
composed of different phases like core|shell, onion-like structures or heterodimers. 
(Jézéquel et al. 1995; Salazar-Alvarez et al. 2011; López-Ortega et al. 2012; Buck et 
al. 2011) Nevertheless, there exist also techniques separating the nucleation and 
growth processes starting from a homogeneous nucleation and afterwards establishing 
the diffusion process as the limiting step: “hot-injection” and “heating-up” methods 
are two examples. Hot-injection consists of injecting the precursors into a hot surfac-
tant solution to force a burst nucleation by the high degree of supersaturation occur-
ring after the addition of the precursor. During the nucleation process, the monomers 
concentration sharply decreases and, thus, nucleation rate decays. (Puntes 2001; 
Bracconi 1983; Hyeon et al. 2001) The heating-up approach consists in mixing the 
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mixture to the desired decomposition temperature at which the nucleation occurs and, 
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The bottom-up approach comprises several different techniques, both occurring 
in liquid (e.g., co-precipitation, microemulsion, thermal decomposition, etc.), gas 
(chemical vapour deposition, arc discharge, laser pyrolysis) or solid phases (combus-
tion, annealing). (Faraji et al. 2010) Thanks to their versatility, control on size and 
size-distribution and purity of the obtained materials, liquid phase syntheses are the 
most popular strategies. (Laurent et al. 2008; Lu et al. 2007) Here a brief description 
of the main liquid phase synthesis techniques for the production of magnetic metal 
oxides nanoparticle is provided. 
3.2.1. Co-precipitation 
Co-precipitation is a facile and scalable way to synthesize magnetic nanoparticles 
starting from aqueous solutions of inorganic salts by the addition of a base or a reduc-
ing agent. The reaction is carried out under inert atmosphere at room temperature or 
at elevate temperature. (Iida et al. 2007) The size, shape and composition of the na-
noparticles can be tuned by varying the precursors (e.g. chlorides, nitrates, sulphates), 
(Lu et al. 2007) the precursors concentrations, (Laurent et al. 2008) the type of base, 
(Hu et al. 2006) the reaction temperature, (Ziolo et al. 1992) the aqueous media (e.g. 
pH values and ionic strength) (Shen et al. 1999; Qiu 2010) and the presence of sur-
factants. However, nanoparticles synthesized by co-precipitation are characterized by 
high polidispersity and poor crystallinity. In fact, generally, subsequent annealing pro-
cesses are necessary in order to achieve good magnetic properties.   
3.2.2. Microemulsion 
Water-in-oil (W/O) microemulsion are based on the same process of co-precipi-
tation, although the reaction is carried out in a confined media, thus decreasing the 
polydispersity of nanoparticles. In fact, in W/O micelles the aqueous phase is dis-
persed as nanodroplets surrounded by a surfactant monolayer in a hydrocarbon media. 
Such dispersion can be used as a series of nanoreactors for the formation of nanopar-
ticles, the precipitation occurring within the micelles. In particular, the nanoparticle 
synthesis is carried out by mixing two water-in-oil microemulsion containing the 
proper reagents and, as the droplets collide and coalesce, they reactants mix and the 
nanoparticles formation takes place. (López Pérez et al. 1997; Dresco et al. 1999) 
Size, size-distributions and shape of the nanoparticles are determined by the micelles 
acting as cages and can be tuned varying surfactant, water-to-surfactant ratio, water-
to-oil ratio and temperature. (Santra et al. 2001) However, the range of stability of the 
microemulsion has to be taken in account in the synthesis condition selection; the 
temperature working window for this synthesis is usually quite narrow often affecting 
the size-range and the crystallinity of the product. Moreover, the yield of nanoparticles 
is extremely low compared to other techniques and large amounts of solvent are nec-
essary to synthesize appreciable quantities of material. 
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3.2.3. Hydrothermal synthesis 
Hydrothermal synthesis exploits the increase of the reaction temperature to im-
prove nanoparticles crystallinity. In fact, an aqueous solution of inorganic salts pre-
cursors is heated in reactors or autoclaves at high pressure increasing, hence, the mix-
ture boiling point. During the heating process, metal hydroxides form as intermediate, 
which then evolves to metal oxide nanoparticles. (Wang et al. 2003) Moreover, hy-
drothermal synthesis can be carried out using other solvents (e.g., ethylene glycol) 
instead of water. Such modified route takes the name of solvothermal synthesis. 
(Gözüak et al. 2009) In both cases, precursor concentrations, reaction time and tem-
perature can be properly adjusted to tune particle size and shape. (Wang et al. 2009) 
However, even if solvothermal technique is very versatile, this method is character-
ized by slow reaction kinetics at any temperature that dramatically increases the reac-
tion time resulting in enhanced polydispersity of the system. 
3.2.4. Polyol synthesis 
Like hydrothermal synthesis, polyol one is a feasible alternative approach for the 
synthesis of nanoparticles with improved crystallinity and relatively low polydisper-
sity. In this method, the use of polyols (e.g polyethyleneglycol) as a solvent offers the 
possibility of both dissolving inorganic salt and carrying out the reaction at high tem-
perature, thanks to their relatively high boiling points. (Jézéquel et al. 1995) Moreo-
ver, polyols act also as reducing agents as well as stabilizers to control particle growth 
and prevent interparticle aggregation. In this process, the precursors are dissolved in 
a liquid polyol and the mixture is heated to the desired reaction temperature that can 
be as high as the boiling point of the polyol. During the heating process the metal 
precursors create an intermediate complex forming firstly the nuclei and, then, the 
final particles. Precursor concentration, reaction time and temperature can be proper 
adjusted to tune particle size and shape. (FIEVET et al. 1989) 
3.2.5. Thermal decomposition  
Highly monodispersed nanoparticles with a good control on their size and shape 
can be obtained by high-temperature decomposition of organometallic precursors as 
metal-acetylacetonate, metal-carbonyl, metal complex with fatty acids conjugate 
base, etc. in organic solvents. The synthesis takes place in the presence of surfactant 
(e.g., oleic acid, oleylamine, lauric acid, 1,2-hexadecanediol, etc.) that acts both as 
stabilizing agents for the obtained nanoparticles and as reagent for the formation of 
reaction intermediates in the synthetic process. Thermal decomposition of organome-
tallic precursors where the metal is in the zero-valent oxidation state (e.g., metal-car-
bonyl) initially leads to a formation of metal nanoparticles that, if followed by an 
oxidation step, can lead to a high quality monodispersed metal oxides. (Lefebure et 
al. 1998) On the other hand, decomposition of precursors with cationic metal centres 
(e.g., metal-acetylacetonate) leads directly to metal oxides nanoparticles. (Lu et al. 
2007) Principally, precursor concentration, metal-to-surfactant ratio, types of surfac-
tants and solvents are the decisive parameters for controlling the size and morphology 
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of the obtained nanoparticles. Moreover, the reaction temperature and time, the heat-
ing rate as well as the aging period may also be crucial for the precise control of size, 
morphology and crystal phase. (Basak et al. 2007; Massart et al. 1995)  
 
In this thesis, we have investigated different metal-doped iron oxide nanoparti-
cles; thanks to the high control level on size, size-distribution, shape, composition and 
crystallinity, thermal decomposition technique has been chosen for the synthesis of 
the entire series of the presented materials. As described above, nanoparticle synthe-
sized thorough thermal decomposition approach are affected from a large series of 
parameters. Based on the previously reported nucleation and growth theory and on 
the large number of experimental data reported in the literature, here a brief descrip-
tion  on the effect of the synthetic parameters is provided.  
As can be deduced from Equation 3.6, high temperature during nucleation process 
(T1) will promote the formation of a high number of nuclei, while an increase in tem-
perature during the growth stage (T2) results in an enhancement of dissolution of 
smaller nanoparticles (see Equations 3.16). Hence, the setting of high T1 or T2 in the 
heating procedure will produce smaller or larger nanoparticles, respectively. Thus, the 
choice of the solvent, which boiling point determines the exploitable T2 upper limit, 
affects strongly the final particle size. (Calero-ddelc et al. 2010) 
Besides temperature, also reaction time can be varied: with long growth time (t2), 
larger nanoparticle size are obtained while the size-distribution decreases because the 
focusing region is extended. On the other hand, short nucleation time (t1) avoid (lim-
its?) heterogeneous nucleation. Hence, in order to have small size-distribution it is 
appropriate to set short t1 and long t2. (Calero-ddelc et al. 2010) Another crucial pa-
rameter is the type of surfactant used in the synthetic process. In fact the surfactant 
strongly affects both monomers reactivity and particles surface energy, controlling, 
thus, the entire crystal growth. (Casula et al. 2006; Murray et al. 2001) Indeed, during 
the synthesis the surfactant is involved both in the nucleation process, forming an 
intermediate complex with the precursor, and in the growth stage where it acts as 
stabilizing agent preventing nanoparticles agglomeration. Therefore, as the interaction 
between surfactant and precursor becomes stronger, the lower will be the intermediate 
reactivity and higher T1 and T2 are necessary for nucleation and growth processes to 
occur, and vice versa. Similarly, as the strength of the interaction between surfactants 
and particles surface increases (i.e., lower surface energy), the growth stage slows 
down, accordingly with Equation 3.17. (Murray et al. 2001; Samia et al. 2006) More-
over, exploiting the different affinity of surfactants for different crystallographic 
faces, it is also possible to tune nanoparticle shape (i.e., lower affinity faces will grow 
faster). (Cozzoli 2008) Particularly, the effect of surfactants on nanoparticle synthesis 
is depends both on its polar part, (oxygen or nitrogen determine stronger or weaker 
interaction with precursors or particle surface), and on the hydrophobic chain, (longer 





3.2.3. Hydrothermal synthesis 
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of the obtained nanoparticles. Moreover, the reaction temperature and time, the heat-
ing rate as well as the aging period may also be crucial for the precise control of size, 
morphology and crystal phase. (Basak et al. 2007; Massart et al. 1995)  
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faces, it is also possible to tune nanoparticle shape (i.e., lower affinity faces will grow 
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Figure 3.2: Free energy diagram for nucleation explaining the existence of a “critical nucleus”. 






Figure 3.3: Evolution of the growth rate as a function of particle radius. 
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Chapter 4  
Single-phase cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 






Spinel ferrites are a class of ceramic compounds with general formula MFe2O4, 
where iron ions are in the trivalent oxidation state (Fe3+) and M represents one or more 
divalent cation such as Fe2+, Co2+, Mn2+, Zn2+. These ferrites are typical spinel-type 
oxides with crystallographic structure, shown in Figure 4.1, belonging to the 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹3𝑚𝑚̅̅ ̅̅  
space group. In particular, the unit cell contains 32 O2- ions, which form a face-centred 
cubic (fcc) lattice, and divalent and trivalent cations occupy 16 of 32 octahedral (Oh) 
and 8 of 64 tetrahedral (Td) crystallographic cavities generated by the oxygen frame-
work.  
Depending on the ion distribution, ferrites are classified as: 
 normal spinel. Trivalent ions occupy Oh sites while divalent ions are placed 
in the Td cavities; 
 inverse spinel. Trivalent ions occupy both Td sites and half of the Oh ones 
while divalent ions are placed in the remaining Oh cavities; 
 partially inverted spinel. Both trivalent and divalent ions occupy Oh and Td 
sites.  
In order to take into account the different ion distribution, the general formula for 
ferrites can be expressed as (M1-iFei)[MiFe2-i]O4, where parentheses, (), and brackets, 
[ ], are used to denote tetrahedral and octahedral sites, respectively; i is the inversion 
parameter that can vary from 0 (normal spinel) to 1 (inverse spinel). More in detail, 
in the case of transition metal cations the preferred site occupancy can be explained 
by the theory of Crystal Field Stabilisation Energy (CFSE), which predicts that a given 
geometry would be occupied by the cation with higher stabilization energy. Hence, if 
the trivalent cation has higher CFSE value in Oh site than the divalent cation, a normal 
spinel is expected. Conversely, an inverse spinel is formed when the divalent cation 
has higher CFSE value in Oh cavities than the trivalent one. Particularly, in the case 
of cobalt ferrites, being the oxide anion a weak ligand, a high-spin ground state is 
expected for Fe3+ ion (maximum spin multiplicity). Since high spin Fe3+ ions (d5 elec-
tronic configuration) have lower CFSE in Oh than Co2+ (d7 electronic configuration), 
Crystal Field Stabilisation Energy predicts CoFe2O4 would assume an inverse spinel 
structure. However, several experiments demonstrated that CoFe2O4 is a partially in-
verted spinel structure with cobalt atoms predominantly in the Oh sites (high degree 
of inversion). (Vaingankar et al. 1980) In particular, inversion parameter ranging be-
tween i = 0.68 - 0.80 has been reported. (Carta et al. 2009; Carta et al. 2007) 
From the magnetic point of view, ferrites are generally ferrimagnetic (FiM). In 
fact, the magnetic moment of the cations are parallel to those placed in sites with same 
geometry (e.g., Oh-Oh and Td-Td) and antiparallel to cations in cavities with different 
geometry (e.g., Oh-Td). Such orientation originates two sublattices of parallel mag-
netic moments (Td and Oh ones) which are antiferromagnetically coupled. However, 
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in most of the cases, the magnetic moments of Td and Oh sublattices do not com-
pletely compensate, leading to a net magnetic moment of the material. Thus, even if 
sharing the same crystallographic and magnetic structures, the magnetic properties of 
spinel ferrites are strictly related to the nature of the divalent ions. Among various 
light transition metals, high-spin Co2+ ions in Oh sites exhibit both notable magneto-
crystalline anisotropy (due to the high spin-orbit coupling arising from the partially 
unquenched orbital moment) and magnetization value (considerable spin and orbital 
moments). (Carlin 1986) Consequently, thanks to its high magnetic anisotropy cobalt 
ferrite is a suitable material for permanent magnet applications.  
In this Chapter, the synthesis and the magnetic behaviour of cobalt ferrite nano-
particles are described. The primary goal of this investigation was that of identifying 
the optimal size and shape, which maximize the performance of this material as per-
manent magnet. In order to evaluate the magnetic properties evolution with particle 
size, narrow size distributed and highly crystalline systems with fixed stoichiometry 
(CoxFe3-xO4, with x = 0.6-0.7) were been prepared. In particular, the x = 0.6-0.7 stoi-
chiometry was chosen as it has been recently demonstrated it corresponds to the high-
est magnetic anisotropy among all non-stoichiometric cobalt ferrites. (Slonczewski 
1958; Tachiki 1960; Fantechi et al. 2012) This behaviour arises from a lower sym-
metry ground state because of the presence of both Fe2+ and Co2+ in the Oh cavities 
instead of only Co2+, which causes a distortion of the ligand field. In addition, despite 
of the different Co2+ ions amount, non-stoichiometric cobalt ferrites maintain practi-
cally the same moderate magnetic moment typical of the stoichiometric compound 
CoFe2O4. 
4.1. Synthesis and characterization of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 
Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were synthesized through the thermal decomposition 
approach as it provides high control on particle size, size distribution, stoichiometry 
and crystallinity. However, despite of the large amount of scientific reports in the 
literature, thermal decomposition synthesis of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles has till now 
focused only on a narrow range of particle size, from 6 to 14 nm. (Crouse & Barron 
2008; Sun, Zeng, David B Robinson, et al. 2004; Calero-ddelc et al. 2010; Fantechi 
et al. 2012) Therefore, since we were interested in investigating a much broader par-
ticle size range, maintaining under control their particle size distribution, stoichiome-
try and crystallinity, we could not rely on previous work. Therefore, we explored dif-
ferent modifications of the procedure by varying all the parameters involved, as nature 
of metal precursors, surfactants, heating rate and digestion time.  
In particular, a family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with average size from 4 to 
60 nm and with a narrow size distribution was synthesized by thermal decomposition 
of metal-organic precursors in high-boiling point solvents containing oleic acid (OA) 
and oleylamine (OAm) as stabilizing surfactants following a slightly modified proce-
dure previously reported for the synthesis of iron-based cubic spinels, (MFe2O4). 
(Sun, Zeng, David B Robinson, et al. 2004; Seo et al. 2004) In a typical synthesis 1 
mmol of metal precursors (iron(III) acetylacetonate, Fe(acac)3, and cobalt(II) acety-
lacetonate, Co(acac)2, or cobalt(II) chloride, CoCl2) in a Fe:Co molar ratio of 2:1 were 
dissolved in a solution containing 4 mmol of OA, 4 mmol of OAm and 50 mL of 
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benzyl ether (Bz2O) in a 100 mL three-neck round bottomed flask. Initially, the mix-
ture was degassed by bubbling N2 at 120°C for 30 min and then it was heated up to 
the desired decomposition temperature setting heating rate, nucleation step and diges-
tion time in order to control the final particle size. During the heating and digestion 
processes the mixture was exposed to a N2 flow. Finally, the flask was removed from 
the heating mantle and allowed cooling down under inert atmosphere. All nanoparti-
cles were washed by several cycles of coagulation with ethanol, centrifugation at 5000 
rpm, disposal of supernatant solution and re-dispersion in hexane. The obtainment of 
the target stoichiometry  was verified through X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) spectrom-
etry which confirmed all the nanoparticles have the same composition, Co0.6-0.7Fe2.4-
2.3O4,.  
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were acquired in order to eval-
uate the correlation between synthetic parameters and the obtained nanoparticles. In 
particular, particle size was monitored through mean particle diameter (?̅?𝑑) and stand-
ard deviation (σ) obtained by calculating the number average by manually measuring 
the diameters length of >200 particles from TEM micrographs. Figure 4.2 shows some 
representative bright field, low magnification TEM images of obtained cobalt ferrite 
nanoparticles and the corresponding particle size histograms. The different samples 
are labelled CFO#, where # represents the mean particles size.  
The control of the nanoparticles size was obtained by modifying the synthetic 
parameters related to the nucleation and growth processes (see Table 4.1). The smaller 
nanoparticles, with mean particle size from 4 to 11 nm, were synthesized by decom-
position of Fe(acac)3 and Co(acac)2 using OA and OAm as surfactants, with the ex-
ception of 4 nm nanoparticles. Indeed, the latter were synthesized using only OAm as 
surfactant, following a slightly modified procedure already reported for the synthesis 
of MnO nanoparticles. (Seo et al. 2004) In fact, this choice reduces the probability of 
the Fe2+ → Fe3+ oxidation, which, as recently demonstrated by Fantechi et al., 
(Fantechi et al. 2012) is significantly large for small non-stoichiometric cobalt ferrite 
nanoparticles synthesized using OA and OAm surfactants, providing, as final product 
cobalt doped maghemite (γ-Fe2O3). The control of the mean particles size in this range 
was achieved by modifying the digestion time and the decomposition temperature. 
Low decomposition temperature (210 °C) leaded to small nanoparticles with an aver-
age diameter of 4(1) nm. It should be noted that, at this decomposition temperature, 
the digestion time must be larger than 300 min in order to obtain crystalline nanopar-
ticles. Conversely, increasing the decomposition temperature to 270 °C, adding a 2 
hours nucleation step at 210 °C and shortening the digestion time from 300 min to 30 
min or 60 min, nanoparticles with average diameter of 7(1) and 11(1) nm, respec-
tively, were obtained. TEM images show that small nanoparticles exhibit a spherical 
shape. All the size histograms obtained from TEM micrographs by evaluating the par-
ticle diameter, d, can be well fitted by a Gaussian distribution, showing unique size 
population with a narrowly distributed diameter (deviation < 20%).  
Larger nanoparticles with mean edge length from 20 to 60 nm were synthesized 
using anhydrous CoCl2 as cobalt precursor. Different particle sizes were obtained con-
trolling the digestion time and heating rate and keeping the decomposition tempera-
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nanoparticles. On the other hand, a slow heating rate (1 °C/min) favoured the for-
mation of larger nanoparticles in the 40 to 60 nm range. For a given heating rate, the 
particle size could be further tuned by varying the digestion time from 15 to 60 
minutes.  
Interestingly, TEM images demonstrated that on increasing the nanoparticles size 
the shape evolves from sphere to octahedron, passing through an intermediate size 
around 20 nm, where spheres and cubes coexist. In Figure 4.2 the cubic, rhombohedral 
and hexagonal 2D projections along [100], [110] and [111] directions of a regular 
octahedron/truncated octahedron placed over {111} or {100} faces is shown together 
with the corresponding TEM images. (Lopes-Moriyama et al. 2014) The particle size 
histograms for non-spherical nanoparticles, also reported in Figure 4.2, are referred to 
the average edge length of cubes or octahedrons (l). In addition, the formation of oc-
tahedral nanoparticles at large size was confirmed by helium ion microscopy, (HIM), 
as shown in Figures 4.3, where images of 20 and 40 nm nanoparticles are shown. 
Theoretically, cubic spinel structures should generate a cubic crystal habit, re-
flecting the growth along the preferential <100> axes, but our experimental result 
suggests that with our synthetic procedure, spherical and octahedral shapes are the 
most favoured, depending on the size. For small nanoparticles the dominant role of 
surface tension drives the nanocrystal growth towards a spherical shape, which corre-
sponds to the smallest surface area. Conversely, when the particle size is increased, 
the change in the shape from spheres to octahedrons is due to the faster growth rate 
along the <100> directions with respect to <111>, being 111} lowest energy facets. 
(Wang & Feng 2003) Interestingly, nanoparticles with size close to the threshold be-
tween the two morphologies (20 nm), where surface tension and preferential <100> 
directions growth are balanced, exhibit a cubic shape.  
In order to verify the formation of crystalline cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, powder 
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded for the family of cobalt ferrite na-
noparticles. As shown in Figure 4.4, all diffraction patterns show the formation of a 
single crystallographic phase, which can be indexed as the cubic structure of spinel 
oxides (JCPDS PDF #221086). The series of diffractograms reveals the expected 
gradual narrowing of the peaks associated with the increase of the particles size. The 
crystal size, evaluated from the diffraction patterns are consistent with those obtained 
from TEM images, indicating the growth of single crystal nanoparticles and their high 
crystallinity. 
In addition, cell parameter and crystallographic strain were determined and are 
reported in Figure 4.5. The cell parameter for the whole series of cobalt ferrite nano-
particles is constant and close to 0.840 nm. This fact supports the similar stoichiome-
try of all the synthesized nanoparticles, as indeed indicated by XRF analysis. How-
ever, this value is slightly larger than that reported for Co-doped maghemite nanopar-
ticles with similar stoichiometry (Fantechi et al. 2012) suggesting the stabilization, 
even at small size, of a pure cobalt doped magnetite phase (Fe3O4, Fe2+/Fe3+ oxide) 
where oxidation of Fe2+ ions did not take place. The evaluated microstrain is highest 
at the smallest crystallite size and then it decreases on increasing particles size, van-
ishing, in the resolution limit of our experimental device, for size  20 nm. Interest-
ingly, the structural distortions disappear at the same size at which the morphology of 
the nanoparticles changes, suggesting that finite-size and surface effects can induce 
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surface strain and concomitant structural perturbations leading to preferential mor-
phological structures. (Cammarata & Sieradzki 1989) These results demonstrate the 
intimate correlations between particle morphology, crystal structure and particle size 
existing at the nanoscale.  
Table 4.1: Summary of the synthesis parameters and structural data obtained from TEM, 
XRD and XRF analysis for the family of samples. 
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CFO30 CoCl2 OA/OAm 270 60 3 30(4) l 0.7 35 0.840(1) 
CFO40 CoCl2 OA/OAm 270 15 1 40(7) l 0.6 50 0.841(1) 
CFO60 CoCl2 OA/OAm 370 60 1 60(4) l 0.6 80 0.840(1) 
 
4.2. Magnetic properties of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 
In order to evaluate the magnetic behaviour dependence on the mean particle size, 
a deep analysis of the static magnetic properties was performed by standard magne-
tometric techniques. In particular, magnetic properties of the nanoparticles were 
measured on tightly randomly packed powder samples using a vibrating sample mag-
netometer (VSM). In this section, both magnetization (M) dependence with tempera-
ture (T) and applied field (H) for the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticle is reported.  
At first, the temperature dependence of the magnetization was investigated after 
zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) procedures in the presence of a 50 Oe 
applied field (see Figure 4.6). For each particle size, ZFC-FC curves show the char-
acteristic behaviour of an ensemble of single-domain nanoparticles.  
In particular, ZFC curves of nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm present a maximum 
at a given temperature, Tmax, lower or close to room temperature. At higher tempera-
tures the ZFC and FC curves merge and magnetization values decay as the tempera-
ture increases. These features are characteristic of the progressive thermally activated 
unblocking of an assembly of single domain nanoparticle. transition to the superpar-
amagnetic state above which nanoparticles are unblocked. As a first approximation, 
Tmax can be identified with the blocking temperature, TB, of the system. Above Tmax 
the particles are in the superparamagnetic state, while below they are blocked. Con-
versely, larger nanoparticles (as shown for 20 nm nanoparticles) are still in the blocked 
state at room temperature, as required for the realization of permanent magnets.  
The TB dependence on the mean particle size is reported in Figure 4.7. For nano-
particle ≥20 nm, whose thermal deblocking at the time scale of standard static mag-
netometric techniques, requires temperatures higher than that experimentally investi-
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phological structures. (Cammarata & Sieradzki 1989) These results demonstrate the 
intimate correlations between particle morphology, crystal structure and particle size 
existing at the nanoscale.  
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a deep analysis of the static magnetic properties was performed by standard magne-
tometric techniques. In particular, magnetic properties of the nanoparticles were 
measured on tightly randomly packed powder samples using a vibrating sample mag-
netometer (VSM). In this section, both magnetization (M) dependence with tempera-
ture (T) and applied field (H) for the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticle is reported.  
At first, the temperature dependence of the magnetization was investigated after 
zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) procedures in the presence of a 50 Oe 
applied field (see Figure 4.6). For each particle size, ZFC-FC curves show the char-
acteristic behaviour of an ensemble of single-domain nanoparticles.  
In particular, ZFC curves of nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm present a maximum 
at a given temperature, Tmax, lower or close to room temperature. At higher tempera-
tures the ZFC and FC curves merge and magnetization values decay as the tempera-
ture increases. These features are characteristic of the progressive thermally activated 
unblocking of an assembly of single domain nanoparticle. transition to the superpar-
amagnetic state above which nanoparticles are unblocked. As a first approximation, 
Tmax can be identified with the blocking temperature, TB, of the system. Above Tmax 
the particles are in the superparamagnetic state, while below they are blocked. Con-
versely, larger nanoparticles (as shown for 20 nm nanoparticles) are still in the blocked 
state at room temperature, as required for the realization of permanent magnets.  
The TB dependence on the mean particle size is reported in Figure 4.7. For nano-
particle ≥20 nm, whose thermal deblocking at the time scale of standard static mag-
netometric techniques, requires temperatures higher than that experimentally investi-
gated, TB was estimated from the hysteresis loops recorded at various temperatures, 
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using the Stoner-Wohlfarth equation: (Bean & Livingston 1959; Kneller & Luborsky 
1963; Garcı́a-Otero et al. 1998) 
where HC(0) is the anisotropy field and β is an exponential factor which is 0.5 or 
0.77 for oriented or randomly oriented assembly of particles, respectively. (J. 
Dormann et al. 1996; Usov & Peschany 1997; Garcı́a-Otero et al. 1999) Interestingly, 
extending this procedure to smaller nanoparticles provides TB values that well match 
those extracted from ZFC magnetization curves, supporting the validity of this ap-
proach.  
As expected, TB increases with the mean particle size (see Table 4.5). However, 
it has to be pointed out that TB is not directly proportional to the volume of the nano-
particles, as predicted from the classical description for superparamagnetism (TB ∝ 
KeffV, where Keff is the effective magnetic anisotropy). (Knobel et al. 2008) Such de-
viation may be taken as an indication that Keff itself has evolves with the size of the 
nanoparticles (see discussion in the following section for data and details).  
Hysteresis loops for the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were recorded at 
different temperatures in the range from 5 to 380 K. As reported in Figure 4.8-a, hys-
teresis loops recorded at low temperature (5 K), i.e. where thermal demagnetization 
processes are negligible for all particle size, exhibit the characteristic features ex-
pected for hard ferro- or ferri-magnetic materials (nonzero MR and high HC). Con-
versely, room temperature (300 K) hysteresis loops reported in Figure 4.8-b, show 
that only nanoparticles larger than 20 nm maintain the ferromagnetic behaviour, act-
ing thus as permanent magnets, while smaller nanoparticles exhibit the typical fea-
tures of the superparamagnetic state (zero MR and HC and Langevin-like M vs. H de-
pendence).  
Coercive field, (HC), saturation magnetization, (MS) and reduced remanence, (R 
= MR/MS, where MR is the remnant magnetization) for each particle size were ex-
tracted from recorded hysteresis loops (see Table 4.2 summarizing low temperature 
magnetic properties). In addition, HC, MS and R were analysed as a function of the 
mean particle size (see Figure 4.9).  





















CFO4 4(1)d 115 110 11.0 59.4 0.51 12.7 3.3 6.0 
CFO7 7(1) d 220 200 13.5 77.4 0.76 14.0 1.9 8.5 
CFO11 11(1) d 300 310 14.7 80.4 0.76 15.5 1.8 9.7 
CFO20 20(2) l - 430 16.7 85.5 0.83 17.4 2.0 11.6 
CFO30 30(4) l - 480 12.1 89.1 0.77 12.5 2.0 8.7 
CFO40 40(7) l - 540 10.0 88.7 0.77 10.2 1.5 7.0 
CFO60 60(4) l - 620 8.0 84.7 0.74 8.3 1.4 5.0 
 
 








Interestingly, a non-monotonous dependence of HC with particle size was ob-
served: initially HC increases until it reaches the maximum value of 16.7 kOe for 20 
nm of particle size, which is followed by a fast abatement for larger particles sizes. A 
similar size-dependence of HC is retained at room temperature although some differ-
ences are observed: indeed, due to the increased relevance of thermal demagnetization 
processes, the maximum HC value is decreased to 3 kOe and shifted to larger particles 
size (40 nm). The non-monotonic HC dependence at low temperature can result from 
a crossover in the magnetization switching mode and/or a shape-induced demagneti-
zation effect. In other words, initially, HC increases with the size as expected for single 
domain nanoparticles, where the magnetization reverses its orientation through a uni-
form coherent rotation of all the atomic spins. (Cullity & Graham 2011; Fonseca et 
al. 2002; Song & Zhang 2004; Salazar-Alvarez et al. 2008) However, according to 
micromagnetic theory, curling (non-coherent) rotation becomes favoured with respect 
to the coherent reversal mode when the radius of a particle surpasses a certain limit, 
called coherent radius (rcoh). For small spherical nanoparticles: 
where lex is the exchange length, which reflects the competition of exchange and 
dipolar interactions and can be expressed as: 
being A the exchange stiffness constant and μ0 the vacuum permeability. (Brown 
1969; Guimarães 2009; Coey 2010) In particular, using the intrinsic magnetic prop-
erties of bulk cobalt ferrite, lex ≈ 5.35 nm can be estimated from which rcoh ≈ 17 nm. 
(Rafique et al. 2012) According to this value, cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with size 
larger than 35 nm should show a crossover on the magnetization reversal process from 
coherent to incoherent mode (curling), decreasing HC as the particle size is further 
increased. (Rafique et al. 2012; Okamoto et al. 2003) Interestingly, this value matches 
the diagonal of 20 nm cubic nanoparticles. Moreover, a concomitant effect of the var-
iation of the particle shape can also be envisaged. Indeed, nanoparticles with small 
and intermediate size mostly have regular spherical or mixed spherical/cubic shapes. 
However, in larger nanoparticles, where the octahedron emerges as the preferential 
crystal habit, the demagnetization fields are preferentially generated at the corners 
regions, where incoherent rotation modes can be generated more easily as the particle 
size becomes larger, leading to a decrease of HC. (Skomski 2003) It should be noted 
that a change in the shape may also affect the total magnetic anisotropy of the nano-
particles through the surface contribution. (Song & Zhang 2004; Salazar-Alvarez et 
al. 2008) However, in our case, the high magnetocrystalline anisotropy of cobalt fer-
rite and the large particle size make this contribution negligible. It has to be noted that 
a non-monotonous behaviour at room temperature was previously observed in a sim-
ilar range of particle sizes for cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles synthesized by various tech-
niques and was ascribed to the magnetic single- to multi-domain transition. 
(Chinnasamy et al. 2003; Wang et al. 2012; Ponce et al. 2013) Conversely, we do 
believe that this behaviour originates from the combination of a crossover on magnetic 
rotation and/or demagnetization shape-induced effect, which are responsible for the 
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maximum at low temperature, and thermal fluctuation of the blocked moment across 
the anisotropy barrier. The latter, being more important for lower sizes and at higher 
temperatures, produces a shift to large particle size of the HC maximum. (Maaz et al. 
2010)  
On the other hand, MS and R show the same trend both at low and room tempera-
ture, increasing with the average particle size up to 20 nm and then remaining roughly 
constant as particle size is further increased, at MS = 80−90 emu/g, R = 0.75−0.83 and 
MS =80−85 emu/g, R = 0.5 for low and room temperature, respectively (see Table 
4.2). Low temperature data are in good agreement with those theoretically expected 
for randomly oriented cobalt ferrite nanograins with cubic magnetic anisotropy, while 
the room temperature ones, due to thermal effects, show a more pronounced increase 
with size for both MS and R. In addition, it has to be noted that larger nanoparticles 
(≥20 nm) presents notably large MS value both at low and room temperature, similar 
to those of bulk cobalt ferrite. Such values, which are not obvious in nanostructured 
systems, are a direct evidence of the high crystallinity of the systems, previously ob-
served. (Chikazumi 2009; Stoner & Wohlfarth 1948) On the other hand, 4 nm nano-
particles present peculiar magnetic properties with respect to the rest of the series. At 
low temperature, we observed a 25% reduction of MS, while R is only 0.6. These re-
sults indicate that for particles size <20 nm (see Figure 4.12) the magnetic disorder 
induced by large structural strain deteriorates the magnetic properties. In addition, for 
very small nanoparticles a symmetry change of the magnetic anisotropy from cubic 
to uniaxial may concur to lower R. (Stoner & Wohlfarth 1948; Moumen et al. 1996; 
Kodama 1999)   
In order to further investigate the magnetic properties of the series of samples, the 
effective magnetic anisotropy (Keff) was estimated from the temperature dependence 
of HC. Assuming the magnetic anisotropy is temperature-independent and the mag-
netization reversal driven by a coherent rotation, the effective cubic magnetic anisot-
ropy can be expressed as:  
where HC(0) values were obtained for each particles size from the analysis of the 
temperature-dependence of the coercive field following the Equation 4.1. In Figure 
4.10, Keff estimated from the hysteresis loops recorded at various temperature in the 
range from 5 to 380 K and neglecting the contribution from unblocked nanoparticles 
is shown. 
It emerges that Keff follows the same non-monotonic dependence on particle size 
observed at low temperature for HC. Moreover, it has to be noted that the whole series 
of cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles presents Keff values in the same range of bulk stoichio-
metric cobalt ferrite, CoFe2O4, (Keff ≈ 19·106 ergcm-3), (Shenker 1957) the largest es-
timated value being 11.5·106 ergcm-3 for 20 nm nanoparticles (see Table 4.5). Nota-
bly, not exceeding the bulk value as often observed for very small nanoparticles, es-
timated Keff values suggest in our case the surface contribution does not significantly 
modify the effective magnetic anisotropy.  
In addition, the temperature evolution of the magnetic properties of the family of 







normalized temperature T/TB a decrease in both HC and R can be observed as temper-
ature increases, vanishing for T = TB (see Figure 4.11). 
With respect to the R decay, different temperature dependencies are clearly ob-
served: for small nanoparticles (4 and 7 nm), R decays almost linearly, while for the 
intermediate size (from 10 to 40 nm) a plateau can be observed at low temperatures, 
which shifts the linear decay to high T/TB values. Then, for larger nanoparticles (60 
nm) a linear decrease similar to that observed for small nanoparticles is restored. On 
the contrary, HC shows a constant decay for all particle size as T/TB increases, although 
a change in the curvature occurs within the series, being convex for smaller and larger 
nanoparticles and almost linear for intermediate particle sizes. In addition, the fit of 
the HC vs T/TB curves using the Stoner−Wohlfarth model provided β factors (reported 
in Table 4.5) much larger than that theoretically predicted (0.5 or 0.77), indicating a 
stronger variation of HC as a function of the temperature. This discrepancy can be 
ascribed to the change of the intrinsic magnetic anisotropy upon varying temperature, 
which so far was not taken into account. Such evolution is expected to vary with the 
particle size and shapes. (de Julián Fernández 2005) Moreover, the effect of inter-
particle interactions can contribute to the observed behaviour as well. (Knobel et al. 
2008) Besides, both effects are strongly correlated with the trend of Keff: that is, nano-
particles with higher Keff present lower thermal fluctuations as the temperature in-
creases, and thus, different variation of the magnetic anisotropy occurs with the tem-
perature.  
In order to corroborate the obtained values, Keff for small cobalt ferrite nanoparti-
cles (<20 nm) was evaluated also from AC susceptibility measurements. In particular, 
AC susceptibility was measured at different temperatures, in the range between 10 
and 350 K, and log-spaced frequencies in the range between 1 and 1000 Hz using a 
SQUID magnetometer (Quantum Design). Due to the limited range of accessible tem-
peratures, only the three smallest samples (4, 7 and 11 nm) could be analysed by this 
technique. The temperature dependence of the in-phase (χ’) and out-of-phase (χ’’) 
components of the magnetic susceptibility for the five investigated frequencies is 
shown in Figure 4.12 for CFO4, CFO7 and CFO11. 
For all samples the characteristic thermal dependence of slow relaxing single do-
main magnetic nanoparticles is observed, as clearly demonstrated by the presence of 
a peak in both the real and imaginary components, which shifts to higher temperature 
with increasing the measuring frequency (ν). Information about the relaxation dynam-
ics were extracted by assuming that the maximum of χ’’, corresponds to the TB, i.e. 
the temperature at which the characteristic relaxation time equals the experimental 
observation time (τω = 1/2πν). According to the Néel model, previously described in 
Chapter 2, in non-interacting superparamagnetic systems the curve of lnτω vs. 1/TBω 
must be a straight line, whose slope and intercept directly provide an estimate of the 
parameters determining the relaxation dynamics (Arrhenius law): 
where τ0 is the attempt time and kB is the Boltzmann constant. In figure 4.13 the 
lnτω vs. 1/TBω data collected for the three samples are shown, together with the corre-
sponding fits to the Arrhenius law, while the best fit parameters obtained are listed in 
Table 4.3.  
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normalized temperature T/TB a decrease in both HC and R can be observed as temper-
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The attempt time, τ0 is found to decrease with increasing the size. However, while 
for the smallest sample it falls within the range commonly assumed for not-interacting 
magnetic nanoparticles (10-8-10-13), it is much smaller for larger nanoparticles, point-
ing out that, for these samples, the relaxation dynamics can be no more described by 
the simple Néel model due to the presence of not negligible dipole-dipole interactions. 
For these samples, a fit using one of the models typically used for interacting nano-
clusters (Vogel-Fulcher or critical scaling law) would be more appropriate. However, 
in our case, due to the low number of experimental data (too low data/fitting parame-
ters ratio) no attempts using these models could be made. 
The Keff values can be extracted from the average energy barriers considering the 
samples as made up of spherical particles of average diameter equal to those estimated 
by TEM analysis. The as obtained values are reported in Table 5.6. A very good match 
with the values obtained from the analysis of the hysteresis loops at low temperature 
is observed for 4 and 7 nm samples. Conversely, for the 11 nm sample dipolar inter-
actions are too strong to get a reliable anisotropy energy density value.  
Table 4.3: Best fit parameters (τ0, Ea/kB = KeffV/kB), and effective magnetic anisotropy ob-
tained from AC and hysteresis loops measurements (KeffAC and KeffHL) for smaller nanopar-
ticles. 







CFO4 1.3·10-12 1590 6.5 6.0 
CFO7 3.5·10-23 10000 8.0 8.5 
CFO11 7.9·10-26 14700 3.7 9.7 
 
In order to quantify the performance as permanent magnets of the family of cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles, we evaluated the maximum energy product, (BH)max, at low (5 
K) and room temperature. As reported in Figure 4.14, (BH)max shows a non-monoto-
nous dependence with particle size. In particular, the maximum values we found were 
5.4 and 2.1 MGOe (43 and 18 kJm-3) at low and room temperature, respectively. 
Interestingly, (BH)max shows the same size dependence of HC, with maxima at 20 
and 40 nm for low and RT, respectively, confirming the strong relationship existing 
between the two parameters. It has to be noted that, to our knowledge, the (BH)max 
product found at room temperature largely exceeds the values previously reported for 
cobalt ferrite fine particles (from 0.5 up to 1.1 MGOe), (Ponce et al. 2013; de Assis 
Olimpio Cabral et al. 2008) although larger HC were obtained. (Ponce et al. 2013; Liu 
& Ding 2006) This result can be ascribed to the large magnetic moment of our sam-
ples. For highly anisotropic material fulfilling the condition HC ≥ 2πMS, it is theoreti-
cally predicted that (BH)max depends only on MS and R, being the limiting condition: 
(Cullity & Graham 2011; Fullerton et al. 1999) 
In our case, as it is shown in Figure 4.15, for 40 nm cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles 
μ0HC is 3000 G, larger than 2πMS (2500 G).  
 (𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵)𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ≤ (2𝜋𝜋𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆)2 
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Therefore, we can conclude that for coercivities as those commonly observed for 
cobalt ferrite particles with size in the range of tens of nanometres, only large MS, as 
is the case of the samples here presented, can efficiently further increase the (BH)max 
product. On the other hand, if we assume a complete orientation of the nanoparticles 
easy axes (i.e., a square hysteresis loops) and bulk density, a magnet obtained by com-
pacting our 40 nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, could theoretically reach a (BH)max 
product of 8 MGOe (60 kJm-3). This value largely surpasses the (BH)max of hard mag-
netic ferrites nowadays commercially available (4 MGOe, 30 kJm-3). (Gutfleisch et 
al. 2011) Therefore, cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, such as those here presented, can be 
realistically considered as a promising material to replace rare-earth based com-
pounds, at least for all those applications which do not require extraordinarily high 
magnetic performances. 
4.3. Conclusion 
In conclusion, in order to investigate the size-dependence of magnetic properties 
of nano-sized cobalt ferrite, a family of nanoparticles covering a range of mean parti-
cle size from 4 to 60 nm, with narrow size distribution, high crystallinity and con-
trolled stoichiometry, were synthesized through OA and OAm assisted thermal de-
composition. Different particles size were achieved varying synthetic parameters 
(metal precursor, heating rate and digestion time). From the magnetic point of view, 
we found cobalt ferrite nanoparticles present almost constant values of MS and MR 
with the exception of smaller nanoparticles because of the structural strain affecting 
the final magnetic properties. In addition, for particle size ≥20 nm large magnetic 
moments (similar to bulk cobalt ferrite) were observed thanks to the high crystallinity 
of the systems. On the other hand, HC and Keff depict a non-monotonic behaviour with 
two different maxima at low and room temperature. We explained the observed be-
haviour as originating from a combination of crossover on magnetic coherent/non-
coherent rotation and/or shape induced demagnetization effect, which are responsible 
for the maximum at low temperature, and thermal fluctuations of the blocked moment 
across the anisotropy energy barrier. Because the latter are more important at lower 
sizes and higher temperatures, the HC maximum shifts to larger particle size at room 
temperature. In order to assess the suitability of these cobalt ferrite nanoparticles as 
permanent magnet, the (BH)max energy product was evaluated. Interestingly, we found 
the maximum value ever reported in the literature for cobalt ferrite nanoparticles at 
room temperature, i.e. 2.1 MGOe (18 kJm−3) for 40 nm average size. Moreover, this 
investigation allowed us to establish, at least on the basis of (BH)max, the potentiality 
of cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles for the realization of rare-earth free permanent magnet. 
Indeed, if the possibility of orienting the magnetic anisotropy axes of the nanograins 
is taken into account, (BH)max as large as 8 MGOe (60 kJm-3) can be in principle ob-
tained, which is close to double the values nowadays achievable from transition metal 
based ferrites (35 kJm-3). Furthermore, by playing with the many parameters that de-
fine the physical properties of matter at the nanoscale, a further improvement of 
(BH)max can be envisaged. To this aim several strategies can be considered, such as 
increasing the particle magnetic moment through the control of the inversion degree 
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room temperature, i.e. 2.1 MGOe (18 kJm−3) for 40 nm average size. Moreover, this 
investigation allowed us to establish, at least on the basis of (BH)max, the potentiality 
of cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles for the realization of rare-earth free permanent magnet. 
Indeed, if the possibility of orienting the magnetic anisotropy axes of the nanograins 
is taken into account, (BH)max as large as 8 MGOe (60 kJm-3) can be in principle ob-
tained, which is close to double the values nowadays achievable from transition metal 
based ferrites (35 kJm-3). Furthermore, by playing with the many parameters that de-
fine the physical properties of matter at the nanoscale, a further improvement of 
(BH)max can be envisaged. To this aim several strategies can be considered, such as 
increasing the particle magnetic moment through the control of the inversion degree 
of Co2+ ions in the spinel lattice, or by doping the spinel structure with diamagnetic 
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divalent ions, such as Zn2+. In addition, in order to retain the condition HC ≥ 2πMS, 
the magnetic anisotropy must also be increased, a task which can be realized by mod-
ifying the shape and the surface or inducing stresses. On the other hand, the presented 
nanoparticles can also be considered as an excellent building block to design exchange 
coupled systems with enhanced energy product, (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015) 
an approach which will be more extensively discussed in the next chapter. To con-
clude, all the above considerations suggest that cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles may be a 
viable alternative to replace rare-earth based permanent magnet, at least in the inter-
mediate region of the energy product map, where the latter are currently employed 





Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the spinel crystallographic structure composed  on fcc 
O2- framework where metal ions occupy octahedral (MOh) an tetrahedral cavities (MTd). 
   
 
 
Figure 4.2: TEM images and particle size histograms for 4(1), 7(1), 11(1), 20(2), 30(4), 40(7) 
and 60(4) nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticle of. In the box, 2D TEM cubic, rombohedral and hex-
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the spinel crystallographic structure composed  on fcc 
O2- framework where metal ions occupy octahedral (MOh) an tetrahedral cavities (MTd). 
   
 
 
Figure 4.2: TEM images and particle size histograms for 4(1), 7(1), 11(1), 20(2), 30(4), 40(7) 
and 60(4) nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticle of. In the box, 2D TEM cubic, rombohedral and hex-
agonal projections for octahedral nanoparticles. 




Figure 4.3: (From the left) HIM images of 20(2) and 40(7) nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 




Figure 4.4: XRD patterns of the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. In red is reported the 









Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the ZFC (solid line) and FC (dotted line) magnetization 








Figure 4.3: (From the left) HIM images of 20(2) and 40(7) nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 




Figure 4.4: XRD patterns of the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. In red is reported the 









Figure 4.6: Temperature dependence of the ZFC (solid line) and FC (dotted line) magnetization 








Figure 4.7: Size dependence of the blocking temperature. TB values were obtained by ZFC 
curves (solid red spheres) or by fitting HC dependence with T using the Stoner-Wohlfarth Equa-





Figure 4.8: (From the left) Low temperature (5 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. In the inset the enlargement of the low field 






Figure 4.9: (From the top) Size dependence of HC, MS, and R measured at 5 K (full black dots) 




Figure 4.10: Evolution of Keff, of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with particle size. The data were 
obtained from hysteresis loops at variable temperature neglecting any temperature-dependent 





Figure 4.7: Size dependence of the blocking temperature. TB values were obtained by ZFC 
curves (solid red spheres) or by fitting HC dependence with T using the Stoner-Wohlfarth Equa-





Figure 4.8: (From the left) Low temperature (5 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of the family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. In the inset the enlargement of the low field 






Figure 4.9: (From the top) Size dependence of HC, MS, and R measured at 5 K (full black dots) 




Figure 4.10: Evolution of Keff, of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with particle size. The data were 
obtained from hysteresis loops at variable temperature neglecting any temperature-dependent 
term and assuming only coherent rotation switching mode. 





Figure 4.11: (From the top) Evolution of HC and R for the series of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 





Figure 4.12: (From the left) Temperature dependence of the in-phase (χ’) and out-of-phase (χ’’) 






Figure 4.13: lnτω vs. 1/TBω curves for 4, 7 and 11 nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. The straight 
lines represent the best fit to the Arrhenius low (Equation 4.6) 




Figure 4.14: (BH)max at 5 (black solid circles) and 300 K (red empty circles) as a function of 








Figure 4.11: (From the top) Evolution of HC and R for the series of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles 





Figure 4.12: (From the left) Temperature dependence of the in-phase (χ’) and out-of-phase (χ’’) 






Figure 4.13: lnτω vs. 1/TBω curves for 4, 7 and 11 nm cobalt ferrite nanoparticles. The straight 
lines represent the best fit to the Arrhenius low (Equation 4.6) 




Figure 4.14: (BH)max at 5 (black solid circles) and 300 K (red empty circles) as a function of 
the particle size. 
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The study of the magnetic behaviour of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles presented in 
Chapter 4 has enlighten how, in order to improve the magnetic performance of mate-
rials to be used as permanent magnet, an increase in saturation magnetization (MS) 
and remanence magnetization (MR) is required, while maintaining large coercive field 
(HC) values. A suitable strategy for obtaining such magnetic properties is the prepa-
ration of bi-magnetic nanoparticles, where a hard (large HC) and a soft (large MS) 
magnetic phases are magnetically coupled. Indeed, such combination can lead to the 
formation of spring magnet, systems where the combination of the properties of the 
hard and soft magnetic phases results in the improvement of the material maximum 
energy product.  
From the practical point of view, the preparation of exchange-coupled bi-mag-
netic materials requires a good control not only on the crystallinity of each of the two 
phases, which affects their magnetic properties, but also on the quality of the structural 
matching at the interface between the two magnetic phases, which dramatically affects 
the exchange-coupling interaction. (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015) Therefore, 
we decided to investigate the exchange interaction between hard and soft magnetic 
nanocrystals sharing the same crystallographic structure, facilitating thus the for-
mation of coherent interfaces. Spinel ferrite nanoparticles are particularly suitable to 
this scope since their magnetic properties can be varied in a wide range depending not 
only on their size or shape, but also on the nature of the metal ions and on the inversion 
degree, while the crystal structure is always the same. Starting from the results shown 
in the previous Chapter, we decided to use for the preparation of core|shell nanopar-
ticles non-stoichiometric cobalt ferrite (Co0.6-0.7Fe2.4-2.3O4) as hard phase. As soft 
phase, manganese-zinc ferrite (Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4) is a suitable candidate as, in bulk, 
among spinel ferrites is the one that has the highest saturation magnetization at 0 K, 
i.e. without taking into account thermal demagnetizing effects. (Chikazumi 2009) In 
fact, from the structural point of view, manganese-zinc ferrite is a partially inverted 
spinel composed of trivalent iron ions and divalent manganese and zinc ones. In this 
case the theory of Crystal Field Stabilisation Energy (CFSE) cannot be used to predict 
the ions occupancy since MnxZn1-xFe2O4 is composed by two ions with high-spin d5 
electronic configuration (Fe3+, Mn2+) and one with d10 (Zn2+) and, thus, presenting the 
same CFSE values in both octahedral (Oh) and tetrahedral (Td) sites. However, it has 
been demonstrated that Zn2+ ions preferentially occupy Td cavities because of its size, 
while Mn2+ lies both in Oh and Td sites with a larger amount in the latter. Thus Mn,Zn-
ferrite can be described by the following formula: 
(ZnxMnyFe1−x−y)[Mn1−x−yFe1+x+y]O4. Moreover, as the zinc amount increase above x = 
0.4, the compound is reported to became a normal spinel with all manganese ions in 
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From the magnetic point of view, spinel ferrites are characterized by an antipar-
allel alignment of the Oh and Td sub-lattices (see Chapter 4). Therefore, depending 
on the relative values of the magnetic moments of the two sub-lattices, spinel ferrites 
can be classified as antiferromagnetic (AFM) material or ferrimagnetic (FiM). Man-
ganese-zinc ferrite belongs to FiM spinel ferrites, particularly its magnetic order can 
be represented as shown in Figure 5.1. 
In particular, the presence of diamagnetic Zn2+ ions decreases the magnetic mo-
ment of the Td sites and, in turn, increases the final moment of the material. In addi-
tion, the presence of diamagnetic ions decreases the magnetic interaction between the 
paramagnetic ions in the Oh and Td cavities. For higher zinc concentrations (x > 0.4–
0.5) the ferrite becomes a normal spinel, i.e. with all Mn2+ in Td sites and Fe3+ in Oh 
ones. In such structure, the Td–Oh exchange interaction weakens resulting in the pres-
ence of spin canting. Accordingly, the zinc doping induces a drop of the coupling 
between the magnetic ions, which facilitates their magnetization reversal decreasing 
the material coercivity. (Mathew & Juang 2007) 
Starting from these remarks, in order to improve the magnetic performances of 
cobalt ferrite nanoparticles for permanent magnet applications, the synthesis of Co0.6-
0.7Fe2.4-2.3O4|Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 core|shell nanoparticles was attempted. In particular, 
seed-mediated thermal decomposition was chosen as synthetic procedures as it has 
been shown it allows the preparation of core-shell hetero-nanostructures with a fine 
control on the size, crystallinity and morphology. (Sun & Zeng 2002) However, all 
the preparation reported in the literature starts from small seeds (< 15 nm). (Sun & 
Zeng 2002; Sun, Zeng, David B. Robinson, et al. 2004; Song & Zhang 2012; Song & 
Zhang 2004; Bao et al. 2009; Park et al. 2005) In our case, in order to prepare hard|soft 
ferrimagnet core|shell nanoparticles for permanent magnets application, large cobalt 
ferrite core (≥20 nm) must be used as seeds. Indeed, the hard phase core has to be 
large enough to be in the blocked state at room temperature. Nevertheless, the use of 
blocked nanoparticle can strongly affect the stability of the seeds dispersion because 
of particles dipolar interaction, thus limiting the particle’s surface availability for shell 
growth.  
On the other hand, the preparation of nano-sized soft phase presenting large mag-
netic moment is a challenging aspects. Indeed, the synthesis of Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nano-
crystal, despite of the large amount of strategies reported in the literature, usually 
gives rise to systems presenting considerably low magnetization values with respect 
to the bulk counterpart. (Goodarz Naseri et al. 2011; Rath et al. 1999; Arulmurugan 
et al. 2005; Poddar et al. 2005; Calvin et al. 2002) Such problem has been commonly 
ascribed to cations rearrangement occurring at the nanoscale, which leads to devia-
tions from the expected (ZnxMnyFe1−x−y)[Mn1−x−yFe1+x+y]O4 site occupancy. (Veena 
Gopalan et al. 2009) Therefore, in order to prepare high crystalline exchange-coupled 
Co0.6-0.7Fe2.4-2.3O4|Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 core|shell nanoparticles, these two critical aspects 
(low stability of large seeds, and low magnetization of the soft phase) were first in-
vestigated separately. Therefore, first the synthetic procedure was optimized in order 
to obtain core|shell nanoparticles with a large cobalt ferrite core. In this case magnetite 
or manganese ferrite were used as soft shell. Indeed, even if not presenting high satu-
ration magnetization as the manganese-zinc counterpart, magnetite and manganese 
ferrite are easily achievable and, thanks to their magnetically soft behaviour, allow 
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assessing the establishment of exchange-coupling interaction with the cobalt ferrite 
core. In addition, as it will be shown, it has been observed a modification in magnetic 
behaviour of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles following the heating procedure required for 
the shell growth. Such evolution of the magnetic properties will be described as a 
function of the heating temperature.  
In the second step, the synthesis of pure Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nanoparticles was in-
vestigated to optimize the synthetic parameters to prepare nanoparticles with the de-
sired stoichiometry and magnetic behaviour.  
Finally, the magnetic properties of a series of hard-soft exchange-coupled nano-
composites, formed by hard cobalt ferrite and soft iron-cobalt alloy were also inves-
tigated, allowing to get precious information about the dependence of material mag-
netic performances on the exchange-coupling degree. 
5.1. Synthesis of ferrites core|shell nanoparticles 
As previously mentioned, the synthesis of core|shell nanoparticles based on fer-
rites was carried out through seed-mediated thermal decomposition. (Sun & Zeng 
2002) However, because of the requirement of using large cobalt ferrite seeds (>20 
nm), which strongly affects the stability of the seeds dispersion, different attempts 
were performed in order to detect, firstly, the proper conditions of growth of the shell 
and, then, to get coherent core and shell structures allowing the formation of a good 
quality interface. To this aim we operated as follows:  
(I) First, small size cobalt ferrite nanoparticles (13 nm) were used as seeds for 
the growth of a magnetite shell in order to evaluate the possibility to form a 
good quality interface and thus high exchange-coupling. 
(II) Then, the seed-mediated approach was optimized for the use of large size 
cobalt ferrite seeds (32 nm) for the growth of a manganese ferrite shell.  
5.1.1. Small core|shell nanoparticles 
Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with average size of 13 nm were synthesized through 
lauric acid (LA) assisted thermal decomposition by solving 1 mmol of metal precur-
sors (0.33 mmol of Co(acac)2 and 0.67 mmol of Fe(acac)3) and 4 mmol of LA in 50 
mL of Bz2O. The reaction mixture was degassed bubbling N2 at 120 °C for 60 min, 
then it was heated following the usual two stages temperature ramp (first step at 210 
°C for 120 min, second at 300 °C for 60 min). Finally, cobalt ferrite seeds were washed 
and re-dispersed in hexane; in order to avoid particles precipitation a diluted suspen-
sion has been achieved using 60 mL of hexane as solvent and 6 drops of OA as stabi-
lizing agent. Afterwards, the magnetite shell growth was carried out following a 
slightly modified procedure already reported for preparing magnetite nanoparticles 
through seed-mediated thermal decomposition. (Sun, Zeng, David B. Robinson, et al. 
2004) In particular, 15 mL of seeds dispersion was added to 50 mL of a Bz2O mixture 
containing 1 or 0.5 mmol of Fe(acac)3, 2 mmol of OA, 2 mmol of OAm, 2 mmol of 
1,2-hexadecanediol (HDD). It has to be noted that, conversely to cobalt ferrite syn-
thesis, in this case we used the presence of HDD to grant for iron reduction (Fe3+ → 
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Cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with average size of 13 nm were synthesized through 
lauric acid (LA) assisted thermal decomposition by solving 1 mmol of metal precur-
sors (0.33 mmol of Co(acac)2 and 0.67 mmol of Fe(acac)3) and 4 mmol of LA in 50 
mL of Bz2O. The reaction mixture was degassed bubbling N2 at 120 °C for 60 min, 
then it was heated following the usual two stages temperature ramp (first step at 210 
°C for 120 min, second at 300 °C for 60 min). Finally, cobalt ferrite seeds were washed 
and re-dispersed in hexane; in order to avoid particles precipitation a diluted suspen-
sion has been achieved using 60 mL of hexane as solvent and 6 drops of OA as stabi-
lizing agent. Afterwards, the magnetite shell growth was carried out following a 
slightly modified procedure already reported for preparing magnetite nanoparticles 
through seed-mediated thermal decomposition. (Sun, Zeng, David B. Robinson, et al. 
2004) In particular, 15 mL of seeds dispersion was added to 50 mL of a Bz2O mixture 
containing 1 or 0.5 mmol of Fe(acac)3, 2 mmol of OA, 2 mmol of OAm, 2 mmol of 
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evaporated and the reaction mixture degassed bubbling N2 at 120°C for 60 min; the 
nanoparticles formation was carried out heating at 300 °C for 60 min. Two samples 
were prepared (CS2 and CS5) by varying the metal precursor amount in order to as-
sess its effects on the shell thickness and, more importantly, to ensure the possibility 
of promoting heterogeneous nucleation leading to the shell grown on pre-synthesized 
seeds instead of the formation of single-phase nanoparticles (homogeneous nuclea-
tion). 
In Figure 5.2, TEM analysis shows LA-assisted thermal decomposition provided 
narrowly distributed nanoparticles with mean particles size of 13(2) nm. In addition, 
in both cases the seed-mediated synthetic procedure led to a double-distribution of 
particle size; indeed, both larger and smaller nanoparticles with respect to the starting 
cobalt ferrite seeds can be observed in the images. In particular, the larger nanoparti-
cles, of average size of 17(2) and 23(2) nm for CS2 and CS5, respectively, could arise 
from heterogeneous nucleation of magnetite over pre-formed cobalt ferrite seeds (Co-
ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles). Furthermore, even if the core|shell struc-
ture could not be recognized by TEM analysis as magnetite and cobalt ferrite have too 
similar electron density to give an appreciable contrast, the absence in grown samples 
of a population superimposable to the seeds one, corroborated the growth of a mag-
netite shell over the pre-synthesized cobalt-ferrite seeds. Accordingly, the shell thick-
ness (ts) was estimated as half the difference between the mean particles size of CS 
nanoparticles and seeds, and was found ts = 2 and 5 nm for CS2 and CS5 samples. 
The different shell thickness was achieved by varying the iron precursor concentra-
tion: particularly, ts = 2 and 5 nm were obtained starting from 1 or 0.5 mmol of 
Fe(acac)3, respectively. The observed trend could be explained in terms of competi-
tion between heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation, the latter becoming disad-
vantaged as the precursors concentration decreases. On the other hand, the presence 
of small nanoparticles, of 8(1) and 9(2) nm, for sample CS2 and CS5, respectively, 
hints the homogeneous nucleation occurred during the shell growth process of both 
samples, suggesting lower precursors amount could be investigated in order to avoid 
it.  
In order to evaluate the magnetic properties evolution following the shell growth, 
core|shell nanoparticles static magnetic properties were analysed by standard magne-
tometric techniques. In particular, magnetic properties of nanoparticles were meas-
ured on tightly randomly packed powder samples using a vibrating sample magne-
tometer (VSM). The temperature dependence of the magnetization was investigated 
after zero field cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) procedures in the presence of a 
50 Oe applied field and the obtained data are shown in Figure 5.3.  
The ZFC curve of cobalt ferrite seeds presents a maximum at 320 °C, which, as 
discussed above, can be taken as the blocking temperature, TB, of the system. Con-
versely, core|shell nanoparticles are still in the blocked state at least until 380 K, being 
the ZFC and FC curves not superimposed in all the investigated temperature range. 
Such increase of the TB of the material could be ascribed to the increase in particles 
volume, being: 






where Keff is the total effective anisotropy constant, which is intermediate between 
those of the hard and soft phase, and V is the particle volume. In addition, the ZFC 
curve of CS2 sample shows the presence of a kink at low temperature (∼120 K). The 
possibility that such feature could be attributed to the Verwey transition typical of 
magnetite can be discarded as it is not observed in the corresponding FC curves; 
(Goya et al. 2003) conversely, it can be attributed to the blocking of the small nano-
particles of the soft phase, an hypotheis supported by literature data reporting a TB 
close to 120 k for 8 nm magnetite nanocrystals (Fantechi et al. 2012) Curiously, such 
feature was not visible in the ZFC curve of CS5, even if also in this case, the presence 
of a population of small nanoparticles, was established by TEM analysis. This dis-
crepancy could be ascribed to the lower volume ratio between the small and large 
nanoparticles of CS5. In addition, the decrease in small-to-large nanoparticles volume 
ratio corroborated that the decrease of iron precursors concentration limited the ho-
mogeneous nucleation of soft phase (formation of single phase nanoparticles) in fa-
vour of heterogeneous nucleation (shell growth). 
In addition, hysteresis loops were measured to evaluate the effect the core|shell 
structure on the magnetic behaviour. Because of the small size of cobalt ferrite seeds, 
which are almost unblocked at 300 K, magnetic measurement were performed at both 
room and low temperature.  
Hysteresis loops recoded at 10 K (Figure 5.4-a) show a large decrease on HC  
when moving from cobalt ferrite seeds to Co-ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparti-
cles. In particular, the HC of core|shell are comprised between the values expected for 
pure cobalt ferrite (see Chapter 4) or for magnetite nanoparticles with the same total 
volume (17 or 23 nm for CS2 or CS5, respectively), (Guardia et al. 2010) suggesting 
the presence of exchange coupling between the two phases. In addition, HC increases 
with the shell thickness (ts) suggesting exchange coupling extends to the entire soft 
phase of core|shell nanoparticles, i.e. ts < 2δH, where δH is the width of a domain wall 
in the hard phase (see Chapter 2). Hysteresis loops of the grown sample show the 
presence of an additional nucleation field at around 2 kOe. Such nucleation field, even 
being larger than that commonly observed in magnetite nanocrystals, could be due to 
the presence of pure magnetite nanoparticles. Indeed, it is more pronounced in sample 
CS2 in good agreement with the presence of a higher relative amount of pure magnet-
ite nanoparticle. Besides, as reported in Table 5.1, the shell formation induced an en-
hancement in reduced remanence (R = MR/MS, where MR is the remnant magnetiza-
tion) becoming larger as the shell thickness increases, which corroborated the for-
mation of exchange-coupled core|shell nanoparticles. In addition, while hysteresis 
loops confirmed the cobalt ferrite seeds are in the superparamagnetic regime (zero HC 
and R) at room temperature, the increase in particle volume following the shell for-
mation resulted in opened loops with higher HC as shell thickness increases. Such 
increase in HC values could be explained as a concomitant effect of induced anisot-
ropy in the soft phase through exchange interactions with the hard one and of a de-
crease in thermal demagnetizing effects because of the nanoparticles enlargement. 
(Guardia et al. 2010) 
Finally, the maximum energy product (BH)max was evaluated at low temperature 
in order to evaluate the potential increase in magnetic performances after the for-
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mation of exchange-coupled core|shell nanoparticles. In addition, while hysteresis 
loops confirmed the cobalt ferrite seeds are in the superparamagnetic regime (zero HC 
and R) at room temperature, the increase in particle volume following the shell for-
mation resulted in opened loops with higher HC as shell thickness increases. Such 
increase in HC values could be explained as a concomitant effect of induced anisot-
ropy in the soft phase through exchange interactions with the hard one and of a de-
crease in thermal demagnetizing effects because of the nanoparticles enlargement. 
(Guardia et al. 2010) 
Finally, the maximum energy product (BH)max was evaluated at low temperature 
in order to evaluate the potential increase in magnetic performances after the for-
mation of an exchange-coupled Co-ferrite|magnetite core|shell system. As reported in 
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Table 5.1, the magnetite shell growth resulted in a (BH)max enhancement ,which is 
more pronounced as the shell thickness increases, being as large as 150 % for ts = 5 
nm. This result confirms seed-mediated thermal decomposition as a suitable approach 
to produce hard|soft core|shell nanoparticles composed on ferrite with improved mag-
netic properties for permanent magnet applications. 




















Seeds 13(2) - 19.6 35.4 0.65 0.6 - 
CS2 17(2) + 8(1) 2 4.0 47.3 0.72 1.2 + 100% 
CS5 23(2) + 9(2) 5 7.0 48.2 0.79 1.5 + 150% 
  
5.1.2. Large core|shell nanoparticles 
Starting from the promising results obtained for small core|shell nanoparticles, we 
decided to aim at the preparation of core|shell nanoparticles starting from larger cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles as seeds. In this case for the shell we selected manganese ferrite 
which in bulk is a FiM spinel ferrites presenting one of the largest magnetic moment 
(110 emug-1). (Carta et al. 2009) Larger (30 nm) cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were syn-
thesized through oleic acid (OA) and oleylamine (OAm) assisted thermal decomposi-
tion using CoCl2 as cobalt precursor. In particular, the synthesis of 30 nm nanoparti-
cles was carried out dissolving 1 mmol of metal precursors (0.33 mmol of CoCl2 and 
0.67 mmol of Fe(acac)3), 4 mmol of OA and 4 mmol of OAm in 50 mL of Bz2O. The 
reaction mixture was degassed bubbling N2 at 120 °C for 60 min, then it was heated 
following a two stages program with nucleation at 210 °C for 120 min and growth at 
270 °C for 60 min. Finally, cobalt ferrite seeds were washed and re-dispersed in hex-
ane; in order to avoid particles precipitation a diluted suspension was prepared using 
60 mL of hexane as solvent and 6 drops of OA as stabilizing agent. Afterwards, the 
manganese ferrite shell growth was carried out using the same procedure reported for 
small core|shell nanoparticles. In particular, 15 mL of seeds dispersion was added to 
40 mL of a Bz2O mixture containing 0.075 or 0.15 mmol of metal precursors 
(Mn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3,), 0.3 mmol of OA and 0.3 mmol of OAm. Then, hexane 
was evaporated and the reaction mixture degassed bubbling N2 at 120°C for 60 min, 
followed by heating at 300 °C for 60 min. It has to be noted that, compared to previous 
shell growth, the precursors amount were notably reduced in order to avoid homoge-
neous nucleation of the soft phase. In addition, the formation of a thicker shell thick-
ness was obtained through an additional shell growth process, which was performed 
by repeating the procedure used for its preparation (see Table 5.2). Three different 
samples were prepared, which in the following will be labelled as CS1, CS3 and CS7.  
In Figure 5.5, TEM images and relative histograms show the presence of octahe-
dral nanoparticles with unique size-distribution, whit the exception of sample CS7 
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(the one obtained through two thermal decomposition of the soft phase precursors 
stages). In fact, histogram of the latter reveals the presence of both larger and smaller 
nanoparticles with respect to starting cobalt ferrite seeds, (centred at 44 and 18 nm, 
respectively) the smaller nanoparticles being probably composed of pure manganese 
ferrite.  Conversely for CS1 and CS3 a monomodal distribution centred at 32 and 36 
nm, respectively, were observed. As in the previous case, the formation of a core|shell 
architecture could not be ascertained from a difference in contrast since manganese 
ferrite and cobalt ferrite have similar electron density. The estimation of the shell 
thickness was obtained from the variation in the average size detected by the size 
distribution analysis. As expected the variation in precursors concentration resulted in 
a different shell thickness (ts): particularly ts = 1 and 3 nm were obtained starting from 
0.075 or 0.15 mmol of precursors, respectively, and ts = 7 nm for the two steps proce-
dure starting from 0.15 mmol of metal precursors in each one. However, concerning 
CS1, it has to be noted that the observed increase of 2 nm in particle size lies within 
the standard deviation of the cobalt ferrite seeds population. Moreover, as shown in 
Figure 5.5-f, the corresponding particle size histograms is practically superimposed 
to that of cobalt ferrite seeds. Therefore, from the evaluation of the thickness is diffi-
cult to surely determine if a manganese ferrite shell has fully formed or not. On the 
other hand, XRF analysis confirmed the presence of manganese in all grown samples, 
suggesting the manganese ferrite shell growth occurred, although so thin to not be 
definitely determined by TEM analysis. 
Table 5.2: Synthetic parameters used for Mn-ferrite shell formation on 13 nm cobalt fer-
rite seeds.   





























40 0.05 1 0.3 0.3 300 3 60 36(5) 3 
CS7 CS3 40 0.05 1 0.3 0.3 300 3 60 44(6)+18(4) 7 
 
Hysteresis loop at different temperature in the 10 to 300 K range were measured 
for the series of samples in order to evaluate the shell effect on the magnetic proper-
ties. In Figure 5.6 ,low (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis loops are 
reported.  
Coercive field, (HC), saturation magnetization, (MS) and reduced remanence, (R 
= MR/MS), extracted from both low and room temperature hysteresis loops, are listed 
in table 5.3 and reported in Figure 5.7 as a function of the shell thickness to better 
evidence such dependence. 
MS remains almost constant for the entire set of samples around 80 and 75 emu/g 
at low and room temperature, respectively. On the contrary, the coercive field presents 
a non-monotonous trend with shell thickness at both low and room temperature. In 




Table 5.1, the magnetite shell growth resulted in a (BH)max enhancement ,which is 
more pronounced as the shell thickness increases, being as large as 150 % for ts = 5 
nm. This result confirms seed-mediated thermal decomposition as a suitable approach 
to produce hard|soft core|shell nanoparticles composed on ferrite with improved mag-
netic properties for permanent magnet applications. 
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5.1.2. Large core|shell nanoparticles 
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(the one obtained through two thermal decomposition of the soft phase precursors 
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Table 5.2: Synthetic parameters used for Mn-ferrite shell formation on 13 nm cobalt fer-
rite seeds.   
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Hysteresis loop at different temperature in the 10 to 300 K range were measured 
for the series of samples in order to evaluate the shell effect on the magnetic proper-
ties. In Figure 5.6 ,low (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis loops are 
reported.  
Coercive field, (HC), saturation magnetization, (MS) and reduced remanence, (R 
= MR/MS), extracted from both low and room temperature hysteresis loops, are listed 
in table 5.3 and reported in Figure 5.7 as a function of the shell thickness to better 
evidence such dependence. 
MS remains almost constant for the entire set of samples around 80 and 75 emu/g 
at low and room temperature, respectively. On the contrary, the coercive field presents 
a non-monotonous trend with shell thickness at both low and room temperature. In 
fact, low temperature HC first slightly increases (from 15.4 to 17.5 kOe) passing from 
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cobalt ferrite seeds to CS1 and then gradually decreases below the initial value of the 
seeds as shell thickness increases (12.9 and 5.6 kOe for CS3 and CS7, respectively). 
Curiously, hysteresis loops of core|shell samples do not show the presence of an ad-
ditional nucleation field, i.e. no kink is observed during the demagnetizing curves, 
suggesting the presence of a single phase for each samples, a result that supports the 
formation of exchange-coupled core|shell nanoparticles. In addition, even CS7 pre-
sented a single phase behaviour suggesting the small nanoparticles population to be a 
small fraction of the sample volume (their magnetic contribution is too low to be ob-
served). At room temperature, HC values present the similar trend observed at 10 K 
with the only difference that, instead of being lower, CS3 sample presents the same 
values recorded for cobalt ferrite seeds. This discrepancy can be ascribed to a decrease 
in the system anisotropy as the soft phase increases, which is counterbalanced by ther-
mal demagnetizing effects becoming less prominent as particles volume increases. In 
addition, at low temperature, R shows a similar dependence on the shell thickness 
observed for HC with a maximum value of 0.87 for CS1. Conversely, room tempera-
ture reduced remanence is constant around 0.4 for each sample, with the only excep-
tion of CS1 presenting R = 0.5. The trend of R at room temperature reflects the de-
creasing of the thermal demagnetization effects because of the increase of particles 
size. 
Taken together, all these data, and particularly the presence of a single switching 
field and the hysteresis loops evolution with the manganese ferrite shell thickness, 
agree with the presence of a single magnetic phase arising from exchange-coupling 
between the hard cobalt ferrite and the soft manganese ferrite. On the other hand, such 
coercivity loss is not accompanied by the MS and R enhancement expected for 
hard|soft exchange coupled systems. Such feature could be ascribed to the formation 
of a manganese ferrite phase with low MS as often observed in very small or disordered 
nanostructure. In addition, it has to be noted that CS1 deviates from the trend observed 
for the other samples, showing both at low and room temperature a larger HC and R 
with respect to the cobalt ferrite seeds. Curiously, such hardening of the material, 
which is not expected for hard|soft exchange-coupled systems, is observed for the 
sample whose morphological characterization did not completely granted for the for-
mation of a complete shell of manganese ferrite. A possible explanation for the ob-
served behaviour involve modification induced in the cobalt ferrite seeds by the heat-
ing process. Indeed, in order to better understand the effects on the magnetic proper-
ties of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, we performed a series of heating procedures at 
different temperature on the cobalt seeds by applying the same conditions adopted for 
the shell growth but without adding the Mn precursor. We observed the hardening of 
the material (increase of HC ad R) occurs when cobalt ferrite nanoparticles were heated 
in a temperature range between 150 and 300 °C. In particular, in accordance with CS1 
behaviour, we found HC increased by 15-25% depending on heating temperature. In-
terestingly, we observed such evolution of magnetic properties to not be accompanied 
by modification in particles size, size-distribution, shape, composition or crystallo-
graphic structure. Moreover, Mossbauer measurement did not show any modification 
in the cobalt ferrite inversion degree, which could have been responsible of the mod-
ification of the final magnetic properties. Accordingly, further investigation such as 
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the role of dipolar interactions, which is currently in progress, are required to figure 
out the origin of this unexpected behaviour. . 
Further information about the hardening/softening effect induced by the shell 
growth could be obtained from the estimation of the effective magnetic anisotropy 
(Keff) which was evaluated from the temperature dependence of HC (see Table 5.3). 
Assuming the magnetic anisotropy is temperature-independent and the magnetization 
reversal occurs through a coherent rotation, the effective cubic magnetic anisotropy 
can be expressed as:  
where HC(0) is the anisotropy field (Usov & Peschany 1997; Garcı́a-Otero et al. 
1999) and can be experimentally obtained from the analysis of the temperature de-
pendence of the coercive field, which must follows the expression:  
where β is an exponential factor which is 0.5 or 0.77 for oriented or randomly 
oriented assembly of particles, respectively. (Bean & Livingston 1959; Garcı́a-Otero 
et al. 1998; J. L. Dormann et al. 1996)  
In Figure 5.8-b, Keff estimated from the hysteresis loops recorded at various tem-
perature in the range from 5 to 380 K is shown.  




















Seeds - 15.4 84.2 0.83 1.0 76.8 0.39 11.6 
CS1 1 17.5 81.2 0.87 1.3 75.8 0.49 12.0 
CS3 3 12.9 79.8 0.80 1.0 73.1 0.39 8.9 
CS7 7 5.6 79.3 0.74 0.6 72.9 0.38 3.8 
 
Keff follows the same trend observed at low temperature for HC, slightly increasing 
for CS1 and then markedly decreasing. It has to be noted that pure cobalt ferrite na-
noparticles present Keff value in agreement with those previously observed for cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles of similar size (Chapter 4). CS1 presents a higher Keff value with 
respect to pristine cobalt ferrite nanoparticles corroborating the hypothesis that the 
heating procedure required for shell formation has a hardening effects on the cobalt 
ferrite seeds. Conversely, as shell thickness is increased the drop in Keff is in agreement 
with the formation of new exchange-coupled phases and thus the formation of a co-
herent interface between core and shell regions. In addition, the progressive softening 
with the shell thickness observed for Co-ferrite|manganese ferrite core|shell nanopar-
ticles confirms the coherency between hard and soft phases is achieved both after one 
shell grown stage (CS3) and after a two stages process (CS7), validating thus the used 
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Finally, low and room temperature maximum energy product (BH)max values were 
calculated for the series of sample in order to verify if the formation of the exchange-
coupled Co-ferrite|manganese ferrite core|shell systems improves the magnetic char-
acter of the material, in view of apossible application as permanent magnet.   
As reported in Figure 5.9, the manganese ferrite shell growth results in a (BH)max 
monotonous decrease at low temperature. On the other hand, at room temperature 
(BH)max shows a similar trend to that observed for the reduced remanence, maintaining 
a constant values around 1 MGOe for all samples, a part for CS1. Such behaviour 
could be explained by the balance between the anisotropy decrease due to the soft 
shell formation and the reduction of thermal demagnetizing effect due to the increase 
in particles mean volume. Conversely, the higher value observed at room temperature 
for CS1 with respect to that of cobalt ferrite seeds reflects the larger effective  anisot-
ropy (larger HC and R values) of this sample, the magnetization saturation being com-
parable to that of the seeds.  
5.2. Synthesis of manganese zinc ferrite nanoparticles 
Zinc manganese ferrite nanoparticles were synthesized through thermal decom-
position approach as this technique provides high control on the stoichiometry, crys-
tallinity and shell thickness. As previously reported, despite of the many preparations 
reported in the literature for the synthesis of Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nanocrystals, none of 
these allowed to obtain systems with the expected high magnetization of the corre-
sponding bulk counterpart. (Goodarz Naseri et al. 2011; Rath et al. 1999; 
Arulmurugan et al. 2005; Poddar et al. 2005; Calvin et al. 2002) However, recently, 
Jang et al. reported the synthesis by thermal decomposition of metal-organic precur-
sors in high-boiling solvents of manganese-zinc ferrite nanoparticles with outstanding 
high saturation magnetization. (Jang et al. 2009) Therefore, before attempting to grow 
a shell of this material on cobalt ferrite, we investigated the optimization of the syn-
thesis of Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nanocrystals using as a starting point the procedure de-
scribed by Jang and co-workers. In a typical synthesis 2 mmol of metal precursors and 
10 mmol of surfactants (5 mmol of oleic acid, OA, and 5 mmol of oleylamine, OAm) 
were dissolved in benzyl ether (Bz2O) in a three-neck round bottomed flask. Initially, 
the mixture was degassed bubbling N2 at 120 °C for 60 min and then it was heated at 
300 °C for 60 min under a N2 flow. Finally, the flask was removed from the heating 
mantle and allowed to cool down under inert atmosphere until the temperature de-
creased below 50 °C. Then, the as obtained nanoparticles were washed through sev-
eral cycles of coagulation with ethanol, centrifugation at 5000 rpm, disposal of super-
natant solution and re-dispersion in hexane. In particular, the relative amount of metal 
precursors were varied in order to achieve the desired stoichiometry of manganese-
zinc ferrite, i.e., Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4, corresponding to the highest saturation magnetiza-
tion among ferrites (6.4 MB). (Chikazumi 2009) 
In the first attempt (sample MZFO1), following the indication of Jang et al. (Jang 
et al. 2009) the nanoparticles were synthesized starting from 20% of anhydrous man-
ganese chloride (MnCl2), 13% of anhydrous zinc chloride (ZnCl2) and 67% of iron 
acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3) as metal precursors, which correspond to the moles per-
centage of the target stoichiometry (Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4). However, XRF analysis 
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showed the formed nanoparticles contain a remarkable low percentage of Mn and Zn, 
(0.09 and 0.04, respectively) than the nominal content. In addition, although XRD 
revealed the nanoparticles have the expected spinel fcc structure (Figure 5.10), a low 
saturation magnetization of 65.3 emug-1 was obtained from magnetometric measure-
ments, probably due to the presence of structural disorder and/or spin canting. There-
fore, larger amount of MnCl2 and ZnCl2 were used in the following synthesis (Mn 
30% and Zn 20% in sample MZFO2 and Mn 40% and Zn 30% in MZFO3) to obtain 
the target stoichiometry. However, as it is shown in Figure 5.10 and reported in Table 
5.4, although operating in this way a stoichiometry close to the desired one was ob-
tained, as the relative concentration of Mn and Zn precursors was increased, first,  
satellite phases were formed, (MZF02) and then the crystallinity of the system was 
partially lost with a consequent decay in the saturation magnetization of the material 
(MZF03). 
Table 5.4: Elements mole-percentages of reaction mixtures and synthesized nanoparti-
cles (obtained from XRF analysis), samples formula (calculated considering 100% spinel 
phase) and saturation magnetization. 
 
reaction mixture XRF analysis 














MZFO1 20 13 67 3 65.3 96 Zn0.04Mn0.09Fe2.87O4 62 65.3 
MZFO2 30 20 50 14 65.6 76 Zn0.3Mn0.4Fe2.3O4 40 65.6 
MZFO3 40 30 30 15 12.9 70 Zn0.5Mn0.5Fe2O4 - 12.9 
 
As previously discussed in Chapter 4, varying the nature of the metal precursors 
leads to modifications in its reactivity and/or diffusion, thus affecting the properties 
of the final nanoparticles. Starting from this consideration, we decided to replace man-
ganese and zinc precursors during the synthetic process in order to possibly avoid the 
formation of satellite phases. Therefore, the thermal decomposition procedure was 
performed starting from manganese acetylacetonate (Mn(acac)2) and zinc acety-
lacetonate (Zn(acac)2), instead of MnCl2 and ZnCl2, together with Fe(acac)3. In this 
case, as reported in Table 5.5, XRF analysis indicated the formation of nanoparticles 
with stoichiometry close to the target one (Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4). In addition, only the for-
mation of spinel fcc phases was detected from XRD analysis (see Figure 5.11), even 
if the presence of broad peaks revealed the formation of smaller crystallites size which 
could be ascribed to a lower degree of crystallinity of the systems. Accordingly MS is 
very low, which, in turn, could be explained in terms of small crystallite size, usually 
accompanied by high crystallite strain and structural disorder which strongly de-
creases the magnetic performances of the magnetic materials. It has to be noted that 
the substitution of manganese and zinc precursors avoided the formation of satellite 
phases. However, even if the decrease in material crystallinity appears as the most 
convincing cause of the low MS values, the presence of amorphous phase, which could 
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of the final nanoparticles. Starting from this consideration, we decided to replace man-
ganese and zinc precursors during the synthetic process in order to possibly avoid the 
formation of satellite phases. Therefore, the thermal decomposition procedure was 
performed starting from manganese acetylacetonate (Mn(acac)2) and zinc acety-
lacetonate (Zn(acac)2), instead of MnCl2 and ZnCl2, together with Fe(acac)3. In this 
case, as reported in Table 5.5, XRF analysis indicated the formation of nanoparticles 
with stoichiometry close to the target one (Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4). In addition, only the for-
mation of spinel fcc phases was detected from XRD analysis (see Figure 5.11), even 
if the presence of broad peaks revealed the formation of smaller crystallites size which 
could be ascribed to a lower degree of crystallinity of the systems. Accordingly MS is 
very low, which, in turn, could be explained in terms of small crystallite size, usually 
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convincing cause of the low MS values, the presence of amorphous phase, which could 
not be detected by XRD, acting as magnetic diluent cannot be discarded.  
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Table 5.5: Elements mole-percentages of reaction mixtures and synthesized nanoparti-
cles (obtained from XRF analysis), samples formula (calculated considering 100% spinel 
phase) and saturation magnetization. 
 

















MZFO4 20 13 67 10 12 78 Zn0.4Mn0.3Fe2.3O4 14 54.2 
MZFO5 30 13 57 14 16 71 Zn0.5Mn0.4Fe2.1O4 9 36.9 
MZFO6 40 13 47 21 17 62 Zn0.5Mn0.6Fe1.9O4 5 35.4 
 
Finally, a third series of samples was prepared by thermal decomposition synthe-
sis using a further combination of metal precursors i.e Mn(acac)2, ZnCl2 and Fe(acac)3  
(sample MZFO7). Also in this case using precursors amount corresponding to the 
target stoichiometry, XRF analysis showed the formation of Mn,Zn-doped magnetite 
with a lower amount of Mn and Zn (Zn0.2Mn0.1Fe2.7O4) than the nominal composition. 
On increasing the manganese and zinc amount (see Table 5.6 for detail on the various 
samples prepared) we still observed that when the target metal ratio is approached, 
the crystalline degree is lowered and, in one case, (MFO12), the formation of satellite 
phases occurs (see Figure 5.12). In addition, magnetic characterization showed a de-
crease in saturation magnetization of the material as manganese and zinc precursor 
amount was increased. 
Table 5.6: Elements mole-percentages of reaction mixtures and synthesized nanoparti-
cles (obtained from XRF analysis), samples formula (calculated considering from XRF 
percentages 100% spinel phase) and saturation magnetization. 
 

















MZFO7 20 13 67 3 7 90 Zn0.2Mn0.1Fe2.7O4 40 91.5 
MZFO8 25 15 60 2 6 92 Zn0.15Mn0.05Fe2.8O4 31 81.1 
MZFO9 30 15 55 8 4 88 Zn0.1Mn0.2Fe2.7O4 19 80.9 
MZFO10 35 20 45 9 10 81 Zn0.3Mn0.3Fe2.4O4 21 70.9 
MZFO11 40 20 40 12 8 80 Zn0.3Mn0.4Fe2.3O4 16 65.8 
MZFO12 40 25 35 27 13 60 Zn0.4Mn0.8Fe1.8O4 17 39.4 
MZFO13 45 25 30 30 13 57 Zn0.4Mn0.9Fe1.7O4 11 39.2 
 
The low degree of crystallinity which characterized the obtained nanoparticles 
could be either due to the reaction kinetics, not allowing for the formation of pure 
manganese-zinc ferrite nanocrystals or to the formation of small nanocrystals, which, 
because of the confined dimensionality, presents small crystallite sizes. However, 
TEM analysis was performed on a series of nanoparticles representative of each of 
used synthetic procedure (see Figure 5.13) and showed that particles sizes are always 
larger than crystallites size obtained by Rietveld analysis of XRD patterns, hinting the 
formation of polycrystalline or core/shell ordered /disordered nanoparticles.  
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In conclusion, although many attempts were performed by exploring different 
metal precursors (MnCl2, Mn(acac)2, ZnCl2, Zn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3) and different 
starting concentration, none of them proved to be effective to prepare manganese-zinc 
ferrite nanoparticles with the proper stoichiometry and good magnetic properties to 
be used for the preparation of hard|soft ferrites core|shell nanoparticles. Indeed, high 
saturation magnetizations values were never obtained for the desired composition as 
the presence of manganese and zinc ions seems to decrease the degree of crystallinity 
of the final nanoparticles and/or results in the formation of impurities either crystalline 
or amorphous. Since, to our knowledge, no other ferrite compositions have adequate 
soft magnetic behaviour, this result represent a serious drawback towards the synthe-
sis of hard|soft ferrites core|shell nanoparticles, and this strategy can be hardly further 
considered as a suitable route to improve ferrite magnetic properties for permanent 
magnet applications.    
5.3. Exchange-coupling in CoFe2O4-FeCo nanocomposites 
Among hard-soft exchange-coupled materials, CoFe2O4-FeCo nanostructures are 
one the most promising to develop rare-earth free permanent magnets. Indeed, they 
join the hard magnetic behaviour of cobalt ferrite nanostructures, extensively dis-
cussed in previous Chapters, with the notably high magnetization of FeCo alloys 
(MSbulk = 235 emug-1). (Sirvent et al. 2014) More importantly, exchange-coupled 
CoFe2O4-FeCo nanosystems are easily accessible as the partial reduction of cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles can directly lead to the formation of a CoFe2O4-FeCo nanocom-
posite, where crystallographic coherence, which is mandatory for the establishment 
of a good exchange-coupling interaction, is more readily achieved than in systems 
fabricated using two dissimilar materials. (Quesada et al. 2014) 
In this paragraph we present the investigation of the magnetic properties of a se-
ries of exchange coupled ferrite/metal nanocomposites and we will demonstrates that 
these class of material is a promising building block towards the realization of high 
efficiency RE-free permanent magnets.  
This investigation is the result of collaboration involving many partners. In fact 
the nanoparticles synthesis and XRD analysis were carried out at Center of Material 
Crystallography of Aarhus (Denmark) mainly by Miss Cecilia Granados and Dr. Mo-
gens Christensen; the partial reduction of the nanoparticles and TEM measurements 
were performed at Istituto de Cerámica y Vidrio of Madrid (Spain) by Dr. Adrian 
Quesada and Miss Cecilia Granados, while micromagnetic simulations were contrived 
at General Numerics Research Lab of Jena (Germany) by Dr. Dimitry Berkov and Dr. 
Sergey Erohkin. 
In order to elucidate the magnetic interaction between the two composing phases 
and its effect on the magnetic properties of the final nanocomposites, a series of sam-
ples with a different relative amount of the two phases was investigated. The nano-
composites were obtained by partially reduction of stoichiometric cobalt ferrite nano-
particles prepared by hydrothermal synthesis (CFO). The reduction was carried out 
through H2 exposure at high temperature, where the strength of reducing processes 
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cussed in previous Chapters, with the notably high magnetization of FeCo alloys 
(MSbulk = 235 emug-1). (Sirvent et al. 2014) More importantly, exchange-coupled 
CoFe2O4-FeCo nanosystems are easily accessible as the partial reduction of cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles can directly lead to the formation of a CoFe2O4-FeCo nanocom-
posite, where crystallographic coherence, which is mandatory for the establishment 
of a good exchange-coupling interaction, is more readily achieved than in systems 
fabricated using two dissimilar materials. (Quesada et al. 2014) 
In this paragraph we present the investigation of the magnetic properties of a se-
ries of exchange coupled ferrite/metal nanocomposites and we will demonstrates that 
these class of material is a promising building block towards the realization of high 
efficiency RE-free permanent magnets.  
This investigation is the result of collaboration involving many partners. In fact 
the nanoparticles synthesis and XRD analysis were carried out at Center of Material 
Crystallography of Aarhus (Denmark) mainly by Miss Cecilia Granados and Dr. Mo-
gens Christensen; the partial reduction of the nanoparticles and TEM measurements 
were performed at Istituto de Cerámica y Vidrio of Madrid (Spain) by Dr. Adrian 
Quesada and Miss Cecilia Granados, while micromagnetic simulations were contrived 
at General Numerics Research Lab of Jena (Germany) by Dr. Dimitry Berkov and Dr. 
Sergey Erohkin. 
In order to elucidate the magnetic interaction between the two composing phases 
and its effect on the magnetic properties of the final nanocomposites, a series of sam-
ples with a different relative amount of the two phases was investigated. The nano-
composites were obtained by partially reduction of stoichiometric cobalt ferrite nano-
particles prepared by hydrothermal synthesis (CFO). The reduction was carried out 
through H2 exposure at high temperature, where the strength of reducing processes 
was adjusted by varying the H2 pressure and/or the temperature.  
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Some selected TEM images of the samples and their composition and crystallite 
size, evaluated by Rietveld analysis of powder XRD patterns, are reported in Figure 
5.14. The main features of the samples in terms of composition, morphology and 
structure are listed below:  
CFO. CoFe2O4 nanoparticles with mean crystallite size of 9 nm presenting 5% of 
α-Fe2O3 (hematite).  
CFO1. After the first reduction step (1 mbar of H2 at 300 °C), hybrid antiferro-
magnetic(AFM)-ferrimagnetic(FiM) Fe0.67Co0.33O-CoFe2O4 nanoparticles 
with mean size of 13(3) nm were formed. In particular, the nanocomposite was 
found to be composed by 15% of AFM Fe0.7Co0.3O and 85% of FiM CoFe2O4. 
CFO2: Increasing the H2 pressure (20 mbar of H2 at 300 °C) a nanocomposites 
presenting three different phases was obtained: 30(2) nm ferromag-
netic(FM)|FiM FeCo|CoFe2O4 core|shell nanoparticles coexisting with 21(5) 
nm single phase-nanoparticles composed by FiM CoFe2O4 or AFM Fe0.9Co0.1O 
phase. The amount of each phase corresponds to 55, 30 or 15% for CoFe2O4, 
FeCo and Fe0.9Co0.1O, respectively.  
CFO3: Finally, increasing the temperature (20 mbar of H2 at 400 °C) 31(5) and 
120(50) nm FM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles with FeCo|CoFe2O4 and 
Fe2Co|CoFe2O4 stoichiometry, respectively, were obtained, together with 21(2) 
nm single-phase FiM CoFe2O4 nanoparticles. In particular, the nanocomposite 
was found to be composed by 61% of FM FeCo and Fe2Co phases and 39% of 
FiM CoFe2O4. In addition, in contrast to the other samples, which presented a 
similar particles (TEM) and crystallite (XRD) size, thus hinting the formation 
of single-crystal nanoparticles, CFO3 presented polycrystalline Fe2Co phase 
with ∼25 nm crystallites and 120(5) Fe2Co|CoFe2O4 nanoparticles.  
In order to investigate the magnetic properties of these samples, first, as shown in 
Figure 5.15, hysteresis loops were recorded at room temperature. The CoFe2O4 nano-
particles (CFO) showed a large hysteresis with a coercive field (HC) of 0.6 kOe and 
saturation magnetization (MS) and reduced remanent magnetization, (R = MR/MS) of 
55.6 emug-1 and 0.18, respectively. After the first stage of reduction (CFO1) we ob-
served that MS is not affected by the treatment, while HC and R increase with respect 
to CFO. Such hardening of the material could be ascribed to the increase of the crys-
tallite size, observed in XRD analysis (see Figure 5.14-(n)) and/or to a crystal rear-
rangement (e.g., variation in the inversion degree of the ferrite). (López-Ortega, 
Lottini, et al. 2015) Moreover, the presence of the Fe0.67Co0.33O phase, which is para-
magnetic at room temperature could also play a role acting as a magnetic diluent de-
creasing inter-particles interaction. (W. F. Li et al. 2009; Cornell & Schwertmann 
2003) As expected, as the reduction process advances (the soft phase amount in-
creases), MS increases reaching 93.9 and 140.2 emug-1, for CFO2 and CFO3 samples, 
respectively. The large MS enhancement in CFO3 is nonetheless accompanied by a 
prominent decay in R and HC. (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015)  In fact, the highest 


























CFO 13.6 65.4 48.7 0.74 0.6 55.6 9.9 0.18 0.06 
CFO1 20.0 53.9 43.8 0.81 1.5 54.1 19.3 0.36 0.31 
CFO2 2.3 95.5 57.7 0.60 1.1 93.9 36.3 0.39 0.57 
CFO3 0.6 137.7 22.4 0.16 0.3 140.2 12.5 0.09 0.06 
 
In order to better understand the magnetic properties modifications following the 
reduction processes, hysteresis loops at low temperature (10 K) were recorded after a 
field cooling process at 50 kOe. CFO1 presents a remarkable increase in HC, reaching 
20.0 kOe, and a horizontal shift of the loop of 1.1 kOe, evaluated as half the difference 
between coercive field recorded at negative and positive fields. The shift of the loop 
is a typical signature of exchange bias Hex and, therefore, it  suggests the presence of 
exchange coupling between ferrimagnetic CoFe2O4 and antiferromagnetic 
Fe0.67Co0.33O phases. (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015) Moreover, hysteresis loops 
measured at increasing temperatures show Hex decreases monotonously with temper-
ature vanishing at roughly 200 K (see Figure 5.16-(a)), in good agreement with the 
expected Néel temperature (TN) of a Fe-rich antiferromagnetic FexCo1-xO phase. 
(Cornell & Schwertmann 2003) On the other hand, in the hysteresis loop of CFO2 the 
presence of two different switching fields at 2.3 and 19.4 kOe can be recognized, 
which could be attributed to two weakly coupled magnetic phases. As can be observed 
from the dM/dH curve (see Figure 5.16-(b)), the maxima of the largest switching field 
are found at slightly different fields, i.e., -19.8 and 18.7 kOe. The difference between 
the two is 1.1 kOe, suggesting also for this sample the presence of exchange bias 
originating from the formation of CoFe2O4-Fe0.67Co0.33O exchange coupled inter-
faces, analogously to the CFO1 sample. Conversely, the switching field at 2.3 kOe 
lies between the values expected for pure CoFe2O4 and FeCo phases, which, together 
to the enhanced MS, suggests the formation of a CoFe2O4-FeCo exchange-coupled 
phase. (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015)  
Finally, in the low temperature loop of CFO3 a single switching, large Ms and 
reduced HC were observed, indicating the presence of a single exchange-coupled 
CoFe2O4-FeCo phase. However, in this case, a pronounced softening of the composite 
is observed. Indeed, the coercive field is reduced to 0.6 kOe close to the value ex-
pected for a pure FeCo phase. (Sirvent et al. 2014) It has to be noted that, the single 
step reversal of CFO3 at 10 K is a strong indication of the large interphase coupling 
within the nanocomposite, whereas the two-step reversal of the CFO2 sample suggests 
the hard and soft phases are only weakly coupled. The fact that the presence of two 
switching fields is revealed only at low temperatures in predominantly uncoupled 
composites has been reported before. (Quesada et al. 2014)  
In addition, we evaluated the maximum energy product at room temperature for 
the different samples and found the maximum value is observed for the CFO2 nano-
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from the dM/dH curve (see Figure 5.16-(b)), the maxima of the largest switching field 
are found at slightly different fields, i.e., -19.8 and 18.7 kOe. The difference between 
the two is 1.1 kOe, suggesting also for this sample the presence of exchange bias 
originating from the formation of CoFe2O4-Fe0.67Co0.33O exchange coupled inter-
faces, analogously to the CFO1 sample. Conversely, the switching field at 2.3 kOe 
lies between the values expected for pure CoFe2O4 and FeCo phases, which, together 
to the enhanced MS, suggests the formation of a CoFe2O4-FeCo exchange-coupled 
phase. (López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015)  
Finally, in the low temperature loop of CFO3 a single switching, large Ms and 
reduced HC were observed, indicating the presence of a single exchange-coupled 
CoFe2O4-FeCo phase. However, in this case, a pronounced softening of the composite 
is observed. Indeed, the coercive field is reduced to 0.6 kOe close to the value ex-
pected for a pure FeCo phase. (Sirvent et al. 2014) It has to be noted that, the single 
step reversal of CFO3 at 10 K is a strong indication of the large interphase coupling 
within the nanocomposite, whereas the two-step reversal of the CFO2 sample suggests 
the hard and soft phases are only weakly coupled. The fact that the presence of two 
switching fields is revealed only at low temperatures in predominantly uncoupled 
composites has been reported before. (Quesada et al. 2014)  
In addition, we evaluated the maximum energy product at room temperature for 
the different samples and found the maximum value is observed for the CFO2 nano-
composites, which shows an improvement of an order of magnitude with respect to 
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the initial ferrite (see Table 4.7). Conversely, the perfectly coupled composite (CFO3) 
presents the lowest energy product. 
This results suggest that the conditions to optimize the properties for application 
as permanent magnet corresponds to a weakly coupled soft-hard composite while full 
coupling leads to a drop in HC and, then, in the energy product. Interestingly, the ob-
served drop in HC as the exchange-coupling degree is increased, has been also con-
firmed by micromagnetic calculation performed by Dimitry Berkov. In this calcula-
tion, CFO2 and CFO3 samples were modelled as a mesh of sphere composed by 
CoFe2O4, FexCo or Fe0.9Co0.1O phases with crystallite size end relative amount equal 
to that evaluated from XRD analysis. The magnetic behaviour was calculated consid-
ering standard micromagnetic contributions to the total energy, namely the energy in 
the external field, magnetic anisotropy, and exchange and dipolar interaction energies. 
Minimizing the total energy it has been obtained the magnetization vector field of the 
sample at a given applied field, which straightforwardly allows the calculation of the 
magnetization reversal. (Michels et al. 2014; Erokhin et al. 2012b; Erokhin et al. 
2012a). In particular, the coercive fields were calculated varying the strength of the 
exchange-coupling interactions, which in turns was simulated by the multiplication of 
the exchange energy between two mesh elements by a factor κ (0 < κ < 1). This means 
that crystallites are perfectly exchange-coupled when κ = 1 and completely decoupled 
when κ = 0. In Figure 5.17 the room temperature HC evolution with κ is reported for 
the models representing CFO2 and CFO3. In both cases, a maximum in coercivity is 
observed for κ ≈ 0.1, which corresponds to weakly coupled phases. 
Moreover, the experimental decay of coercive field with the reduction strength 
that we observed, can be descripted phenomenologically by the relation derived  by 
Kronmüller et al. using the Brown-Aharoni model: (Aharoni 1962; Brown 1945; 
Kronmüller 1987; Kronmüller 1978) 
where HA is the anisotropy field,  is a microstructural parameter defined mainly 
by grain sizes, particle arrangements or defects and Neff is the effective demagnetiza-
tion factor. From Equation 5.2 it appears that a larger amount of soft phase, and thus 
an increase in MS, would result in a decrease of Hc. In addition, the increase of the 
grain size, which occurred as the reduction progressed (Figure 5.14-(n)), can further 
decrease the coercivity as uncoherent reversal mechanisms start to be effective. 
(López-Ortega, Lottini, et al. 2015; López-Ortega, Estrader, et al. 2015) Moreover, 
the degree of intergrain coupling can also affects the coercivity. Indeed, perfect ex-
change-coupling between randomly oriented particles can decrease the effective ani-
sotropy of the system(the value of HA). (Herzer 1990) Finally, perfect exchange cou-
pling favours the domain wall propagation, which facilitates magnetization reversal 
process. (Li et al. 2013) Therefore, even if the dimension of the soft component is 
below the critical size for domain wall formation, the grain boundaries between ex-
change-coupled particles with randomly oriented easy axis may promote their for-
mation with the following propagation into the hard phase. (Hernando 1992; 
Hernando et al. 1992) Conversely, the decoupling of grains prevents the decrease of 
the effective anisotropy and increases the pinning of domain walls at grain boundaries, 
 𝐻𝐻𝐶𝐶 = 𝛼𝛼𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴  − 𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆 
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hindering the domain wall propagation and, thus the coercivity decrease. (Kronmüller 
& Goll 2002)  
On passing from CFO2 to CFO3, a notably decrease in R was also observed. This 
effect can be ascribed to the different size of the nanoparticles and crystallites. In fact, 
having smaller crystallites (~25 nm) than the particle size (~120 nm), CFO3 is ex-
pected to have multi-domain magnetic structure which result in decreased R and HC 
values.  
In addition, the exchange-coupling degree also affects the remanence of the com-
posites; indeed uncoupled hard-soft interfaces act as pinning centres, which are known 
to enhance MR as they hinder the domain wall motion that demagnetizes the system. 
(Fischer & Kronmüller 1996; Montero et al. 1998; Kronmüller & Goll 2002) Con-
versely, domain wall motion is favoured between perfectly coupled magnetic parti-
cles, thus decreasing the remnant magnetization in CFO3 sample. Therefore, the com-
bination of crystal size below the single-domain threshold and the low degree of ex-
change-coupling between hard and soft phases results in a larger remanence of CFO2 
with respect to CFO3.  
Finally, it has to be noted that, even if the obtained (BH)max is low with respect to 
best magnetic materials currently used for permanent magnet application, our results 
demonstrate that the partial reduction of RE-free metal oxide nanoparticles can be a 
suitable strategy for significantly increasing their magnetic performances. Indeed, 
there is plenty of room to increase the absolute value of (BH)max For example, if we 
would have started from the optimized cobalt ferrite nanoparticles described in Chap-
ter 4 which display a maximum energy product of 2.1 MGOe (18 kJm-3), in principle 
a (BH)max as large as 20 MGOe can be forecast. On the other hand, the present strategy 
has the additional advantage that the enhancement of magnetic performances is real-
ized through a reduction process which can be easily scaled up to industrial produc-
tion. This is a fundamental aspect to be taken into consideration when the potential 
impact of a technology fro development of permanent magnets is evaluated. 
5.4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have investigated different approaches to prepare hard|soft ex-
change coupled magnetic nanoparticles to be exploited for realizing RE-free perma-
nent magnets. First, hard|soft ferrites core|shell nanoparticles were synthesized 
through seed-mediated thermal decomposition both starting from small and large co-
balt ferrite seeds. In particular, varying the metal precursor concentration of the shell 
we found the proper conditions to avoid homogenous nucleation (the formation of 
pure soft magnetic phase nanoparticles) in favour of heteregenous growth of the soft 
ferrite shell onto pre-synthesised cobalt ferrite seeds. In addition, the establishment of 
a coherent interface between core and shell regions were achieved, resulting in the 
formation of high exchange-coupled systems. The evidences of the preparation of ex-
change-coupled core|shell nanoparticles were obtained from the softening of the nano-
composites (decrease of HC, R and Keff) as the shell thickness was increased. These 
results demonstrates that thermal decomposition is a viable technique to grow 
hard|soft core|shell nanoparticles starting from large seeds and with a high degree of 




the initial ferrite (see Table 4.7). Conversely, the perfectly coupled composite (CFO3) 
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pected to have multi-domain magnetic structure which result in decreased R and HC 
values.  
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to enhance MR as they hinder the domain wall motion that demagnetizes the system. 
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change-coupling between hard and soft phases results in a larger remanence of CFO2 
with respect to CFO3.  
Finally, it has to be noted that, even if the obtained (BH)max is low with respect to 
best magnetic materials currently used for permanent magnet application, our results 
demonstrate that the partial reduction of RE-free metal oxide nanoparticles can be a 
suitable strategy for significantly increasing their magnetic performances. Indeed, 
there is plenty of room to increase the absolute value of (BH)max For example, if we 
would have started from the optimized cobalt ferrite nanoparticles described in Chap-
ter 4 which display a maximum energy product of 2.1 MGOe (18 kJm-3), in principle 
a (BH)max as large as 20 MGOe can be forecast. On the other hand, the present strategy 
has the additional advantage that the enhancement of magnetic performances is real-
ized through a reduction process which can be easily scaled up to industrial produc-
tion. This is a fundamental aspect to be taken into consideration when the potential 
impact of a technology fro development of permanent magnets is evaluated. 
5.4. Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have investigated different approaches to prepare hard|soft ex-
change coupled magnetic nanoparticles to be exploited for realizing RE-free perma-
nent magnets. First, hard|soft ferrites core|shell nanoparticles were synthesized 
through seed-mediated thermal decomposition both starting from small and large co-
balt ferrite seeds. In particular, varying the metal precursor concentration of the shell 
we found the proper conditions to avoid homogenous nucleation (the formation of 
pure soft magnetic phase nanoparticles) in favour of heteregenous growth of the soft 
ferrite shell onto pre-synthesised cobalt ferrite seeds. In addition, the establishment of 
a coherent interface between core and shell regions were achieved, resulting in the 
formation of high exchange-coupled systems. The evidences of the preparation of ex-
change-coupled core|shell nanoparticles were obtained from the softening of the nano-
composites (decrease of HC, R and Keff) as the shell thickness was increased. These 
results demonstrates that thermal decomposition is a viable technique to grow 
hard|soft core|shell nanoparticles starting from large seeds and with a high degree of 
exchange coupling. On the other hand, it was observed a hardening of pre-synthesized 
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cobalt ferrite nanoparticles following the heating procedure required for the shell 
growth. The origin of this phenomenon is currently under investigation, however we 
can anticipate it could be used as a strategy to further improve the coercivity of cobalt 
ferrite nanoparticles.  
Starting from these promising results, we investigated the thermal decomposition 
synthesis of manganese-zinc ferrite in order to be able to prepare nanocrystals with 
larger MS values to be used as soft phase together with cobalt ferrite for the preparation 
of exchange-coupled core|shell nanoparticles. Unfortunately, synthetic attempts 
demonstrated a decrease in crystallinity and purity of the soft phase as the manganese 
and zinc amount is increased to achieve the Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 stoichiometry, corre-
sponding to the largest magnetization values Indeed, the highest MS values we ob-
tained, which is close to that of pure magnetite, was provided by poorly doped ferrite 
nanoparticles (Mn0.2Zn0.1Fe2.7O4). Although, we do not have any conclusive explana-
tion about this unexpected behaviour we can argue that the slower nucleation kinetics 
of manganese and zinc precursors or of their reaction intermediates, is the responsible 
for the poor crystallinity and the formation of satellite phases. However, since both 
the presence of Mn2+ and Zn2+ ions and high crystallinity are required in order to 
obtain ferrites with large magnetic moment, further investigations would be necessary 
in order to prepare ferrite-based hard|soft exchange coupled systems for high perfor-
mance RE-free permanent magnets. To this purpose, a possible strategy could the 
separation of the Zn2+ and Mn2+ doping process in order to assess the optimal condi-
tion to achieve high crystalline nanoparticles. Indeed, the obtainment of 
Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nanocrystal could be carried out through a first optimization of the 
synthesis of crystalline Zn-doped cobalt ferrite nanoparticles and a subsequent substi-
tution of Co2+ ions with Mn2+ ones. 
Among the possible alternative strategies for hard|soft nanocomposite production, 
we explored the reduction of hard magnetic oxides to their metallic form. This appears 
as a promising approach being also suitable for the production of large amount of 
material. In particular, a series of exchange-coupled hard-soft CoFe2O4-FeCo nano-
composites, prepared by Adrian Quesada and Cecilia Granados through H2 reduction 
of pre-synthesized cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, were investigated. The series of sam-
ples revealed improved magnetic performances with respect to the single-phase hard 
magnetic material. In particular, we observed a material softening as the amount of 
soft phase and the coupling degree between the two phases increase. In this case, be-
cause of the remarkably large magnetic moment of the FeCo phase, we observed a 
large enhancement of the (BH)max (up to ten times with respect to the pre-synthesized 
cobalt ferrite nanoparticles) despite of the reduction of HC. Nevertheless, we observed 
the largest (BH)max value for the weakly coupled nanocomposites. This experimental 
observation was explained in terms of the presence of a well-defined hard-soft inter-
faces assuring strong exchange coupling and facilitating the magnetization reversal 
though wall motion. Accordingly, a collapse in HC and MR occurred decreasing the 
nanocomposites (BH)max. This interpretation was corroborated by MonteCarlo simu-
lations performed by Dimitry Berkov. From this investigation we can then conclude 
that the optimization of the coupling degree is an important parameter to optimize the 










Figure 5.2: (From the left) TEM images of pristine 13(2) nm cobalt ferrite seeds (a) and 17(2) 
and 23(2) nm cobalt ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles, (b) and (c) respectively. Size 
histograms of seeds (black) and core|shell nanoparticles (red); in the histogram of CS nanopar-
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Figure 5.2: (From the left) TEM images of pristine 13(2) nm cobalt ferrite seeds (a) and 17(2) 
and 23(2) nm cobalt ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles, (b) and (c) respectively. Size 
histograms of seeds (black) and core|shell nanoparticles (red); in the histogram of CS nanopar-
ticles the size distribution of seeds is also reported for the purpose of better comparison.  
 
 




Figure 5.3: Temperature dependence of the ZFC (solid line) and FC (dashed line) magnetiza-





Figure 5.4: (From the left) Low temperature (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of cobalt ferrite seeds and Co-ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles. The inset shows 
the region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature measure-
ments were performed following a field cooling process with 50 kOe applied field. In the figure 
magnetization value are reported for the weight of the as prepared samples, being the amount 






Figure 5.5: (From the left) TEM images of 30(5) nm cobalt ferrite seeds (a) and 32(5), 36(5) 
and 44(6) nm cobalt ferrite|manganese ferrite core|shell nanoparticles, (b), (c) and (d) respec-
tively. Representation of seeds (black) and core|shell nanoparticles (red) particles size histo-





Figure 5.6: (From the left) Low temperature (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of cobalt ferrite seeds and cobalt ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles. The inset 
shows the region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature 
measurements were performed following a field cooling process with 50 kOe applied field. In 
the figure magnetization value are reported for the total weight of the samples, being the 
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Figure 5.4: (From the left) Low temperature (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of cobalt ferrite seeds and Co-ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles. The inset shows 
the region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature measure-
ments were performed following a field cooling process with 50 kOe applied field. In the figure 
magnetization value are reported for the weight of the as prepared samples, being the amount 






Figure 5.5: (From the left) TEM images of 30(5) nm cobalt ferrite seeds (a) and 32(5), 36(5) 
and 44(6) nm cobalt ferrite|manganese ferrite core|shell nanoparticles, (b), (c) and (d) respec-
tively. Representation of seeds (black) and core|shell nanoparticles (red) particles size histo-





Figure 5.6: (From the left) Low temperature (10 K) and room temperature (300 K) hysteresis 
loops of cobalt ferrite seeds and cobalt ferrite|magnetite core|shell nanoparticles. The inset 
shows the region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature 
measurements were performed following a field cooling process with 50 kOe applied field. In 
the figure magnetization value are reported for the total weight of the samples, being the 
amount of organic fraction unknown (too low amount of material available for analysis). 




Figure 5.7: (From the top) Shell thickness dependence of HC, MS, and R measured at 10 K (full 
black dots) and 300 K (empty red dots). 
   
 
Figure 5.8: (a) Evolution of HC for the series of nanoparticles as a function of the temperature; 




Figure 5.9: (BH)max at 10 (black solid circles) and 300 K (red empty circles) as a function of 




Figure 5.10: XRD pattern of manganese-zinc ferrite synthesized starting with MnCl2, ZnCl2 
and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the reference 
pattern of the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF #742401 and in blue are 






Figure 5.7: (From the top) Shell thickness dependence of HC, MS, and R measured at 10 K (full 
black dots) and 300 K (empty red dots). 
   
 
Figure 5.8: (a) Evolution of HC for the series of nanoparticles as a function of the temperature; 




Figure 5.9: (BH)max at 10 (black solid circles) and 300 K (red empty circles) as a function of 




Figure 5.10: XRD pattern of manganese-zinc ferrite synthesized starting with MnCl2, ZnCl2 
and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the reference 
pattern of the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF #742401 and in blue are 
indicated reflections belonging to unidentified satellite phases.  
 




Figure 5.11: XRD pattern of manganese zinc ferrite synthesized starting from Mn(acac)2, 
Zn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the 
reference pattern of the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF #742401. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: XRD pattern of manganese zinc ferrite synthesized starting with Mn(acac)2, 
Zn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the 
reference pattern corresponding to the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF 






Figure 5.13: TEM images for some representative samples of manganese-zinc ferrite nanopar-






Figure 5.11: XRD pattern of manganese zinc ferrite synthesized starting from Mn(acac)2, 
Zn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the 
reference pattern of the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF #742401. 
 
 
Figure 5.12: XRD pattern of manganese zinc ferrite synthesized starting with Mn(acac)2, 
Zn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 and corresponding metal precursors percentage. In red is reported the 
reference pattern corresponding to the spinel fcc structure for Zn0.4Mn0.6Fe2O4 JCPDS PDF 






Figure 5.13: TEM images for some representative samples of manganese-zinc ferrite nanopar-
ticles synthesized through thermal decomposition approach. 
 




Figure 5.14: (from the top) HR-TEM images of CFO1, CFO2 and CFO3 samples. Magnifica-
tion increases from left to right so that scale bars in (a-c) correspond to 50 nm, in (d-f) to 10 
nm and in (g-i) to 5 nm. On the right, particle size histograms for samples (j) CFO1, (k) CFO2 
and (l) CFO3. (m) Histogram showing the phase composition in weight percentage for each 
sample and (n) crystallite size for each of the three phases present in the samples. In both 





Figure 5.15: (from the left) Hysteresis loops recorded at 10 (a) and 300 K (b). Inset shows the 
region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature measurements 




Figure 5.16: (from the left) Dependence of HE with temperature for CFO1. Data are obtained 
from hysteresis loops recorded after a 50 kOe field cooling process from room temperature. b) 
CFO2 first derivative of magnetization vs applied field curve at low temperature (10 K). Data 








Figure 5.14: (from the top) HR-TEM images of CFO1, CFO2 and CFO3 samples. Magnifica-
tion increases from left to right so that scale bars in (a-c) correspond to 50 nm, in (d-f) to 10 
nm and in (g-i) to 5 nm. On the right, particle size histograms for samples (j) CFO1, (k) CFO2 
and (l) CFO3. (m) Histogram showing the phase composition in weight percentage for each 
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Figure 5.15: (from the left) Hysteresis loops recorded at 10 (a) and 300 K (b). Inset shows the 
region near H = 0 to better visualize the behaviour of R and HC. Low temperature measurements 




Figure 5.16: (from the left) Dependence of HE with temperature for CFO1. Data are obtained 
from hysteresis loops recorded after a 50 kOe field cooling process from room temperature. b) 
CFO2 first derivative of magnetization vs applied field curve at low temperature (10 K). Data 








Figure 5.17: Simulated HC values as a function of the degree of exchange-coupling () for 












As it has been previously discussed, exchange coupled structures are perfect can-
didates to develop novel materials for permanent magnetic applications. Among ex-
change-coupled bi-magnetic nanostructures, exchange biased magnets has recently 
emerged as an alternative strategy to realize hard magnetic nanocomposites. (Jiang et 
al. 2001; Meiklejohn & Bean 1956; Nogués et al. 2005) In fact, as shown in Chapter 
2, exchange interaction at the interface between ferro- (FM) or ferrimagnetic (FiM) 
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases gives rise to a new type of magnetic uniaxial 
anisotropy. Indeed, the magnetic composite presents exchange bias (HE), that is an 
increase of both coercive field (HC) and remanent magnetization (MR) and, therefore, 
enhanced maximum energy product ((BH)max). However, the use of AFM material 
present a critical drawback, the reduction of the magnetic flux of the composite due 
to the reduced magnetic moment of AFM at the nanoscale. (Kodama et al. 1997) 
Therefore, an imperative task consists in the optimization of the FM(FiM)|AFM vol-
ume ratios. (Sort et al. 2002) This requirement could be partially fulfilled using 
nanostructures with large surface-to-volume ratio such as core|shell nanoparticles 
However, in the case of FM(FiM)|AFM core|shell nanoparticles some crucial issues 
are still unsolved. Indeed, the magnetic properties dependence as a function of the 
AFM size is a crucial aspect in order to tune their performances for permanent mag-
netic applications which needs to be further investigated. (Jimenez-Villacorta & 
Lewis 2014) On the other hand, being an interfacial effect (see Chapter 2), the inter-
face quality and the relative crystallographic alignment dramatically affect the final 
magnetic properties of exchange-biased systems. (Evans et al. 2011; Leighton et al. 
2000)  
Accordingly, several transition metal oxides have been exploited to realize ex-
change-coupled core|shell nanoparticles, being the inverted rock-salt|spinel 
FexO|Fe3O4 AFM| FiM core|shell system the most investigated. (Sun et al. 2012; Lak 
et al. 2013; Khurshid et al. 2013; Estrader et al. 2015) Interestingly, both structures 
present similar packing of oxygen ions as shown in Figure 6.1, and thus are useful 
building blocks to produce high-quality epitaxial superlattices. (Wetterskog et al. 
2013) Amongst the various synthetic strategies recently developed to access to this 
complex architecture, one-pot thermal decomposition of metal-oleate precursors 
(Park et al. 2004; Kwon et al. 2007) is particularly promising, as it can lead to the 
formation of core|shell nanoparticles with remarkable epitaxial relationships between 
the two constituent phases. In fact, the FexO phase forms during the decomposition of 
the iron oleate precursor due to the generation of large amount of reducing species, 
(mostly, carbon monoxide). The Fe3O4 shell can be generated afterwards by surface 
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al. 2001; Meiklejohn & Bean 1956; Nogués et al. 2005) In fact, as shown in Chapter 
2, exchange interaction at the interface between ferro- (FM) or ferrimagnetic (FiM) 
and antiferromagnetic (AFM) phases gives rise to a new type of magnetic uniaxial 
anisotropy. Indeed, the magnetic composite presents exchange bias (HE), that is an 
increase of both coercive field (HC) and remanent magnetization (MR) and, therefore, 
enhanced maximum energy product ((BH)max). However, the use of AFM material 
present a critical drawback, the reduction of the magnetic flux of the composite due 
to the reduced magnetic moment of AFM at the nanoscale. (Kodama et al. 1997) 
Therefore, an imperative task consists in the optimization of the FM(FiM)|AFM vol-
ume ratios. (Sort et al. 2002) This requirement could be partially fulfilled using 
nanostructures with large surface-to-volume ratio such as core|shell nanoparticles 
However, in the case of FM(FiM)|AFM core|shell nanoparticles some crucial issues 
are still unsolved. Indeed, the magnetic properties dependence as a function of the 
AFM size is a crucial aspect in order to tune their performances for permanent mag-
netic applications which needs to be further investigated. (Jimenez-Villacorta & 
Lewis 2014) On the other hand, being an interfacial effect (see Chapter 2), the inter-
face quality and the relative crystallographic alignment dramatically affect the final 
magnetic properties of exchange-biased systems. (Evans et al. 2011; Leighton et al. 
2000)  
Accordingly, several transition metal oxides have been exploited to realize ex-
change-coupled core|shell nanoparticles, being the inverted rock-salt|spinel 
FexO|Fe3O4 AFM| FiM core|shell system the most investigated. (Sun et al. 2012; Lak 
et al. 2013; Khurshid et al. 2013; Estrader et al. 2015) Interestingly, both structures 
present similar packing of oxygen ions as shown in Figure 6.1, and thus are useful 
building blocks to produce high-quality epitaxial superlattices. (Wetterskog et al. 
2013) Amongst the various synthetic strategies recently developed to access to this 
complex architecture, one-pot thermal decomposition of metal-oleate precursors 
(Park et al. 2004; Kwon et al. 2007) is particularly promising, as it can lead to the 
formation of core|shell nanoparticles with remarkable epitaxial relationships between 
the two constituent phases. In fact, the FexO phase forms during the decomposition of 
the iron oleate precursor due to the generation of large amount of reducing species, 
(mostly, carbon monoxide). The Fe3O4 shell can be generated afterwards by surface 
oxidation in air, preserving the oxygen sub-lattice of the pristine phase. (Hai et al. 
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2010) On the other hand, a major issue of the FexO|Fe3O4 exchange coupled nanosys-
tem is the low TN of FexO (198 K). This limitation can be partially overcome by dop-
ing the FexO|Fe3O4 core|shell system with Co2+ ions, the ordering temperature of CoO 
being close to room temperature. In addition, doping the spinel ferrite with cobalt, 
offers the additional advantage of significantly increasing the magnetic anisotropy of 
the system. (Fantechi et al. 2012)  
Therefore, starting from these remarks, in the present Chapter we will report on 
the investigation of the magnetic properties of a a family of CoxFe1-xO|CoxFe3-xO4 
core|shell nanoparticles obtained through one-pot thermal decomposition of mixed 
cobalt and iron oleate complexes. We will show how the high crystalline quality of 
the boundary and the lack of cation intermixing lead to exceedingly high HE, even in 
systems where both components exhibit high magnetic anisotropy. (Lavorato et al. 
2014) On the other hand, the possibility of engineering core|shell nanoparticles where 
the size of the AFM core could be systematically varied, while all the others structural 
parameters remained unchanged, allowed us to address its effect on the exchange cou-
pling.  
6.1. Synthesis of Co0.3Fe0.7O–(AFM)|Co0.6Fe2.4O4–(FiM) core|shell nanoparticles 
Monodisperse spherical nanoparticles were synthesized through thermal decom-
position of metal-oleate complex in high-boiling solvents containing oleic acid as sta-
bilizing surfactant, following a procedure slightly modified from that developed by 
Park et al. (Park et al. 2004) First, the metal-oleate complexes (i.e., (Co2+Fe3+)-oleate) 
were prepared dissolving 4 mmol of iron chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O), 2 mmol 
of cobalt chloride hexahydrate (CoCl2·6H2O) and 16 mmol of sodium oleate (NaOl) 
in 10 mL of H2O, 10 mL of ethanol and 20 mL of hexane and heating the mixture to 
reflux for 4 h. Then, nanoparticles were synthesized dissolving 1.5 g of (Co2+Fe3+)-
oleate and 0.15 g of OA in 10 g of 1-octadecene (ODE) or docosane (DCE) in a 50 
mL three-neck round bottom flask. The mixture was heated to the desired decompo-
sition temperature at 3 °C min-1 for 2 h. In particular, four different decomposition 
temperatures were selected, 300, 315, 335 and 350 °C, leading to the formation of 
nanoparticles with different mean size. Finally, the flask was removed from the heat-
ing mantle and allowed cooling down. During heating, digestion and cooling pro-
cesses the mixture was exposed to an N2 flow. All nanoparticles were washed by sev-
eral cycles of coagulation with ethanol, centrifugation at 5000 rpm, disposal of super-
natant solution and re-dispersion in hexane.  
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images were acquired in order to eval-
uate the correlation between variation in the decomposition temperature and obtained 
nanoparticles. In particular, particle size were monitored through mean particle diam-
eter (?̅?𝑑) and standard deviation (σ) obtained by calculating the number average by 
manually measuring the diameters length of >200 particles from TEM micrographs. 
The formation of crystalline nanoparticles was investigated through powder X-Ray 
Diffraction (XRD) and quantitative analysis of obtained data was performed with a 
full pattern fitting procedure based on the fundamental parameter approach 
(Rietveld method). (Young 1993) The formation of core|shell structures 
with segregation of crystalline phases in the inner and outer nanoparticles 
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region was investigated with high-resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HRTEM). Nanoparticles stoichiometry was monitored through electron en-
ergy loss spectroscopy (EELS) in order to highlight accurately core and shell regions 
compositions. HRTEM and EELS characterization were made by Giovanni Bertoni 
from CNR-IMEN of Parma (Italy) and Stuart Turner, M. Meledina and G. Van Ten-
deloo from the University of Antwerp (Belgium).  
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images, reported in Figure 6.2, show 
a spherical shape and unique size population for all nanoparticles. The corresponding 
particle size histograms, displayed in the insets, are consistent with a Gaussian distri-
bution with a narrow particle size distribution (≤ 15%) and mean diameter of 6(1), 
9(1), 15(2) and 18(1) nm.  
As expected due to the increased reactivity of the metal-oleate precursor with de-
composition temperature, (Park et al. 2004; Bao et al. 2009; Chen et al. 2013) the 
control of the average particle size was achieved by setting the temperature at 300, 
315, 335 and 350 °C for the synthesis of CS6, CS9, CS15 and CS18, respectively. In 
particular, the mean particles size dependence with decomposition temperature of 
(Co2+Fe3+)-oleate precursor was found to follow a linear behaviour, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.3. 
High-Angle Annular Dark-Field (HAADF) images demonstrate the formation of 
a core|shell structure: Figure 6.4 clearly shows two different regions in the nanoparti-
cle, an inner core with higher contrast and an outer shell with lower contrast. In order 
to corroborate the formation of a core|shell structure, the local fast Fourier transforms 
(FFT) of a HAADF images were analyzed. FFT images from core and shell regions, 
revealed the presence of similar fcc structures: the core region has the typical perio-
dicity of a rock-salt phase (CoxFe1-xO), while the shell shows diffraction spots related 
to the cubic spinel structure (CoxFe3-xO4), i.e. a 0.30 nm interplanar distance between 
(220) planes. In addition HAADF images were simulated for rock-salt|spinel 
core|shell structure, showing remarkably similarity with recorded ones, confirming 
thus the core|shell architecture.   
Then, in order to assess the elemental distribution within the nanoparticles EELS 
analysis were performed (Figure 6.5). Elemental quantification shows a clear 
core|shell structure with a non-homogeneous distribution of iron, cobalt and oxygen 
along the nanoparticles diameter. Curiously, even if for each sample the ion distribu-
tions change with radial distance, the stoichiometry of the core and shell regions are 
the same for all the investigated samples, independently of particle size. The stoichi-
ometry of the two regions was evaluated by analyzing the oxygen-to-metal ratio var-
iation, shown in Figure 6.5-b. A sharp change from 1.0 to 1.3 occurs at a given 
radial distance for each sample, confirming the MO|M3O4 core|shell stoichiometry. In 
addition, since these compounds are characterized by the presence of only divalent 
ions in the MO core and by a combination of divalent and trivalent ions in the M3O4 
shell, a variation in the cobalt-to-iron ratio should be expected in order to maintain 
charge neutrality (as discussed below, we can reasonably assume that only iron ions 
are in the trivalent state). In fact, while the iron content is mainly constant along the 
nanoparticles, cobalt is present in a higher amount into the inner region than in the 
outer one, the cobalt-to-iron ratio varying from 0.43 in the core to 0.25 in the shell. 
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mapping, obtained by fitting reference spectra to the acquired spectrum image and 
shown in Figure 6.5-c, displays an evident segregation of iron ions with different ox-
idation states: Fe2+ ions are mostly confined in the core region, while Fe3+ ions are 
exclusively located in the shell.  
Combining all these results, core and shell structures can be finally assigned to 
rock-salt Co0.25Fe0.70O and spinel Co0.6Fe2.4O4 stoichiometries. Comparing different 
samples, it emerges that nanoparticles present a different average core diameter, 
which increases with the total particle size, while the shell thickness remains roughly 
constant (~2 nm) for all nanoparticles, independently of particle size, reaction tem-
perature or solvent.  
In addition, XRD analysis (Figure 6.6) confirms the presence of two crystallo-
graphic phases, which can be indexed as fcc rock-salt and cubic spinel phases; the 
structural parameters obtained from the Rietveld refinement are reported in Table 6.1. 
Interestingly, in larger nanoparticles (CS15 and CS18) the cell parameter of the rock-
salt phase falls in between those expected for cobalt and iron monoxide (0.425 and 
0.429 nm for CoO and FeO, respectively), confirming the formation of a mixed cobalt 
and iron monoxide.(Denton, A. R. and Ashcroft 1991; Pongsai 2006; Clendenen 
1966) Conversely, when the core particle size decreases, the rock-salt unit cell under-
goes to a progressive contraction. On the other hand, the spinel phase presents a sim-
ilar but opposite behavior: the cell parameter of CS15 and CS18 corresponds to that 
expected for Co0.6Fe2.4O4, (López-Ortega, Lottini, et al. 2015) while a slight expan-
sion is observed on decreasing the particle size. It has to be stressed that the deviation 
of the cell parameter from the bulk value, in our case, is not related to interface effects 
as it is observed in epitaxial films, where the cell parameter tends to the value of the 
substrate when the film becomes thinner. (Bean 1984)  On the contrary, in our case 
both cell parameter contraction and expansion arise from the shell pressure over the 
core, and vice versa, and are considered as a manifestation of coherent interface be-
tween the two phases. A similar behavior was indeed previously observed in 
FexO|Fe3O4 core|shell nanoparticles, (Pichon et al. 2011; Wetterskog et al. 2013; 
Estrader et al. 2015) In addition, it should be stressed that interphase mismatch be-
tween core and shell grows from small to large nanoparticles, from 0.2% for CS6 to 
1.4% for CS18. This increase can be related to the loss of contraction or expansion 
suffered by the core or the shell in extremely confined system like small nanoparticles. 
Crystal sizes obtained from profile broadening analysis for rock-salt and spinel phases 
are also reported in Table 1. Due to the broadness of the diffraction peaks of the spinel 
structure and to the overlap between the peaks of the two phases, the following pro-
cedure was adopted: starting from the mean diameter values obtained from TEM im-
age statistics, core diameter (dC) and shell thickness (tS) were estimated considering a 
solid sphere shape and a spherical crown, respectively with volume ratio equal to that 
obtained from Rietveld evaluation. With these assumptions we obtained that the as-
synthesized nanoparticles have a constant shell thickness of ~1.4 nm and a core diam-









Table 6.1: Left: mean diameter (?̅?𝒅), core diameter (dcore), and shell thickness (tshell) ob-
tained from TEM images. Right: cell parameter (a), crystal size (D), core diameter (dcore) 
and shell thickness (tshell) obtained from XRD patterns (RS and S stand for rock-salt and 


























CS6 6(1) 2 2 0.420 6.3 13 3.2 0.842 2.3 87 1.4 
CS9 9(1) 5 2 0.424 7.4 36 6.6 0.841 2.1 64 1.2 
CS15 15(2) 11 2 0.426 14.0 57 12.6 0.841 2.6 43 1.2 
CS18 18(1) 14 2 0.426 14.8 53 14.8 0.840 3.0 47 1.6 
 
To conclude, the structural characterization (XRD, HAADF) denotes each sample 
has rock-salt|spinel core|shell architecture. In particular, also considering the EELS 
results, the formation of a series of Co0.25Fe0.70O|Co0.6Fe2.4O4 core|shell nanoparticles 
with variable core diameter and constant shell thickness of ~2 nm is evidenced. The 
formation of AFM|FiM core|shell nanostructures by thermal decomposition of Fe3+-
oleate was previously reported in the literature. (Sun et al. 2012; Wetterskog et al. 
2013) Indeed, it has been shown that Fe3+-oleate decomposition at high temperatures 
allows the formation of FexO|Fe3O4 core|shell nanoparticles through the initial reduc-
tion of Fe3+ ions to Fe2+ due to the breakup of the oleate chain, forming FexO nano-
particles. Later, the surface oxidation of FexO during purification and separation pro-
cesses leads to the formation of a Fe3O4 shell.(Hai et al. 2010) However, FexO|Fe3O4 
core|shell nanoparticles obtained from Fe3+-oleate undergo a progressive oxidation 
and thus to the thickening of the Fe3O4 shell until the complete disappearance of the 
AFM core. (Chen et al. 2010) Conversely, in our case the core|shell structure does not 
change with the aging of the samples, probably thanks to the higher stability of Co2+ 
ions with respect to Fe2+ ones (E0Fe(III)/Fe(II) = 0.77 V and E0Co(III)/Co(II) = 1.82 V). (Chen 
et al. 2015) Finally, it should be noted that the close relationships between cell param-
eters of both phases (cell mismatch less than 2%) suggests that the spinel shell for-
mation occurs by a topotaxial transformation of the particle surface through the oxi-
dation of initial Co0.3Fe0.7O. Notably, this mechanism allows for the formation of a 
sharp boundary between the two phases. HAADF simulation images at [100] and 
[011] directions corroborate the good match between the core and shell observed in 
the experimental images (see Figure 6.4). (Estrader et al. 2013) Interestingly, even for 
smaller nanoparticles (CS6) where the reduction in size was found to induce structural 
distortions (cell expansion and contraction of the spinel shell and rock-salt core, re-
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To conclude, the structural characterization (XRD, HAADF) denotes each sample 
has rock-salt|spinel core|shell architecture. In particular, also considering the EELS 
results, the formation of a series of Co0.25Fe0.70O|Co0.6Fe2.4O4 core|shell nanoparticles 
with variable core diameter and constant shell thickness of ~2 nm is evidenced. The 
formation of AFM|FiM core|shell nanostructures by thermal decomposition of Fe3+-
oleate was previously reported in the literature. (Sun et al. 2012; Wetterskog et al. 
2013) Indeed, it has been shown that Fe3+-oleate decomposition at high temperatures 
allows the formation of FexO|Fe3O4 core|shell nanoparticles through the initial reduc-
tion of Fe3+ ions to Fe2+ due to the breakup of the oleate chain, forming FexO nano-
particles. Later, the surface oxidation of FexO during purification and separation pro-
cesses leads to the formation of a Fe3O4 shell.(Hai et al. 2010) However, FexO|Fe3O4 
core|shell nanoparticles obtained from Fe3+-oleate undergo a progressive oxidation 
and thus to the thickening of the Fe3O4 shell until the complete disappearance of the 
AFM core. (Chen et al. 2010) Conversely, in our case the core|shell structure does not 
change with the aging of the samples, probably thanks to the higher stability of Co2+ 
ions with respect to Fe2+ ones (E0Fe(III)/Fe(II) = 0.77 V and E0Co(III)/Co(II) = 1.82 V). (Chen 
et al. 2015) Finally, it should be noted that the close relationships between cell param-
eters of both phases (cell mismatch less than 2%) suggests that the spinel shell for-
mation occurs by a topotaxial transformation of the particle surface through the oxi-
dation of initial Co0.3Fe0.7O. Notably, this mechanism allows for the formation of a 
sharp boundary between the two phases. HAADF simulation images at [100] and 
[011] directions corroborate the good match between the core and shell observed in 
the experimental images (see Figure 6.4). (Estrader et al. 2013) Interestingly, even for 
smaller nanoparticles (CS6) where the reduction in size was found to induce structural 
distortions (cell expansion and contraction of the spinel shell and rock-salt core, re-
spectively), the good match between the two phases was preserved.  
 
 




6.2. Magnetic properties of Co0.3Fe0.7O–(AFM)|Co0.6Fe2.4O4–(FiM) core|shell na-
noparticles 
From the point of view of the magnetic properties Co0.25Fe0.70O|Co0.6Fe2.4O4 
core|shell nanoparticles can be considered as a single inverted system: that is, the 
AFM phase is placed in the core and the FiM one in the shell and the ordering tem-
perature of the AFM phase, TN (Co0.3Fe0.7O), expected to be between 198 and 291 K, 
is lower than that of the FiM one, TC (Co0.6Fe2.4O4) = 820 K. (Sytnyk et al. 2013; 
Franco & e Silva 2010) Interestingly, the series of core|shell nanoparticles shows 
some characteristics which make it an ideal candidate to systematically address the 
effect of the size of AFM counterpart on the final magnetic properties of the nanosys-
tem.  (Liu et al. 2003; Salazar-Alvarez et al. 2007) This effect has been much less 
studied than the influence of the FM size. (Nogués et al. 2005) All the samples, indeed, 
exhibit the same morphology (narrow particle size distribution, spherical shape and 
constant 2 nm FiM shell thickness), a sharp interface and a high quality structural 
matching. At first, the temperature dependence of the magnetization after zero-field 
cooling (ZFC) and field cooling (FC) processes was measured (Figure 6.7).  
For all core|shell nanoparticles the ZFC curves present a maximum in magnetiza-
tion at different temperatures (T1) above which magnetization decays monotonically 
and merges with the FC curve. In addition, T1 is size dependent (see Table 6.2) and 
increases with particle size. In particular, as reported in Figure 6.8, it scales with the 
volume of the FiM phase. This behavior is characteristic of superparamagnetic sys-
tems, and then, T1 can be associated to the blocking temperature (TB) of the FiM spinel 
shell phase (Co0.6Fe2.4O4). (Bean & Livingston 1959) In addition, larger nanoparticles 
(CS18) are still blocked at room temperature, as expected for cobalt ferrite nanopar-
ticles of 14 nm which is the equivalent particle size of a sphere with the same volume 
of a crown sphere of 14 and 18 nm internal and external radius, respectively. (López-
Ortega, Lottini, et al. 2015) Furthermore, it should be noted that another maximum in 
magnetization (T2) is observed at a fixed temperature T2 ≈ 220 K in the FC curves of 
CS15 and CS18. A similar increase in the magnetization is also visible in the ZFC 
curves, even if the kink becomes less prominent as particles size decreases. In order 
to elucidate the nature of the observed magnetic transitions, 30 kOe FC magnetization 
vs. temperature curves were acquired (see Figure 6.7-b). With the exception of the 
smallest nanoparticles (CS6), where AFM rock-salt phase is present only in small 
amount, at 30 kOe the FC curves always present a maximum in magnetization at 220 
K. This temperature can be attributed to the TN of the AFM rock-salt core phase. No-
tably, this value is intermediate between the TN of bulk FeO and CoO (198 and 291 
K, respectively). (Berkowitz & Takano 1999; H. P. J. Wijn 1992) As reported in the 
literature, indeed, there exists a linear dependence of TN with cobalt amount in Co-
doped wüstite, being FeO and CoO isostructural antiferromagnetic oxides. (Boubel et 
al. 1976; Bracconi 1983) The estimation of TN for a Co0.3Fe0.7O structure, assuming 
the linear dependence, (Mallick & C. Mishra 2012) provides TN = 226 K, that is very 
close to the experimental one. It deserves to be stressed that we observed TN even for 
very low size of the AFM phase (5 nm). This result is rather surprising, since for FeO 
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the appearance of the Néel transition is usually reported only for much larger nano-
particles size. (Estrader et al. 2015) Moreover, for the smallest core|shell nanoparticles 
we cannot exclude that TN is not visible just because of the too low contribution of 
the AFM phase. This hypothesis is indeed corroborated by the presence, also on this 
sample of a large HE (see Figure 6.8), suggesting the disappearance of the ordering 
temperature should be rather connected to the progressive loss of structural order than 
to an intrinsic size effect.    
Hysteresis loops, reported in Figure 6.9, were first measured at low temperature 
(10 K) following ZFC procedure. ZFC loops show large HC, in agreement with those 
expected for cobalt ferrite nanoparticles with similar stoichiometry. (López-Ortega, 
Lottini, et al. 2015) In particular, HC values are almost constant around 13 kOe, with 
only a small decrease (<10%) on passing from small to large particle size. The ob-
served behavior, which is markedly different from that commonly observed in single 
phase magnetic nanoparticles, (López-Ortega, Lottini, et al. 2015; Casula et al. 2010) 
may arise from a combination of size and morphological effects. In fact, the ZFC 
behavior is mainly determined by the FiM shell, which is characterized by a large 
surface-to-volume ratio because of its geometry. Moreover, due to the small shell 
thickness, we cannot exclude that non-coherent magnetization reversal processes are 
operating depending on the curvature of inner and outer surfaces. The ZFC hysteresis 
loops are well far from the saturation regime even at high fields, although the revers-
ibility regime was reached close to the highest measuring field and no vertical shifts 
were observed. The non-saturation behavior can be explained by the presence of a 
high anisotropic AFM material. 
Table 6.2: Left: blocking temperature (TB) and Neél temperature (TN) of core|shell nano-
particles. Right: coercive field (HC) and exchange bias (HE) measured at low temperature 
(10 K) both in ZFC and 120 kOe FC conditions. 
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In order to study the exchange coupling properties, low temperature hysteresis 
loops were measured also after FC from room temperature in a 120 kOe field. The 
loops show the presence of HE, i.e. a loop-shift along the field axis, and an enhance-
ment in coercivity, HCFC, denoting an increase in the effective magnetic anisotropy of 
the system. These features are typical for exchange coupled AFM and FM or FiM 
materials. (Nogués & Schuller 1999) Interestingly, we did not observe any vertical 
shift of the loops, as reported in previous works focused on similar AFM|FiM 
core|shell nanoparticles. (Bodnarchuk et al. 2009; Baaziz et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015) 
In these cases the shift was attributed to the role of uncompensated spins in the FiM 
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maximum applied field is not large enough to reach the fully reversible regime, inde-
pendently of any field cooling procedure. This is well demonstrated by the FC minor 
loop recorded only up to 70 kOe on CS9 and reported in Figure 6.10: conversely to 
the full loop, the minor cycle is largely shifted along the vertical axis.  
An extremely large HE values, with a maximum of 8.6 kOe for 9 nm CS9 nano-
particles is observed in the FC hysteresis loops. To our knowledge, this corresponds 
to the largest HE ever reported for core|shell nanoparticles and can be explained on 
the basis of high anisotropy of the AFM counterpart and of the high quality of the 
interface with the FiM shell, i.e. the excellent matching of the two lattices and the 
remarkable sharp interface. (Nogués et al. 2005; Estrader et al. 2013) Interestingly, 
the high magnetic anisotropy presented by both the core and shell regions should the-
oretically quench HE and produce the increase of the coercive field alone. (Lavorato 
et al. 2015; Lavorato et al. 2014; Winkler et al. 2012) Conversely, in this system we 
observed simultaneously both phenomena. Indeed, while the demagnetizing branches 
are shifted towards larger fields, the magnetizing ones are perfectly superimposed 
with those of the ZFC loops, pointing out that the enhancement of HC is related to the 
presence of HE. Therefore, classical macroscopic HE theories are not fully valid for 
core|shell nanoparticles, (Meiklejohn & Bean 1956; Meiklejohn 1962; Nogués et al. 
2005) and more sophisticated theories such as perpendicular coupling must be con-
sidered. (Schulthess & Butler 1998; Nogués et al. 2005) Interestingly, previous results 
on highly anisotropic core|shell nanoparticles have revealed different types of ex-
change coupling phenomena. If in some cases no HE has been observed and this is 
ascribed to the high anisotropy of both counterparts, (Lima et al. 2012; Winkler et al. 
2012; Lavorato et al. 2015) in some others moderate and large HE values were re-
ported, although the anisotropy of the materials involved was similarly large. 
(Bodnarchuk et al. 2009; Baaziz et al. 2014) However, in our opinion, the high-quality 
structural matching between core and shell regions and a sharp interface are crucial 
issue to realize excellent exchange-coupled materials. Another remarkable effect of 
exchange bias is that of largely increasing the area of the hysteresis loop. Since the 
loop area corresponds to the energy losses in a full cycle and hence to the magnetic 
energy stored in the material, (Coey 2010) we can argue that this effect can be a pow-
erful tool on the way of building up RE-free permanent magnets (see discussion be-
low).  
The temperature dependence of FC hysteresis loops, measured for CS18 further 
elucidated the nature of the observed magnetic transitions (T1 and T2). In Figure 6.11-
b the dependence of HC and HE with temperature is plotted: both HC and HE display a 
dramatic reduction as the temperature increases. In particular, while HC approaches 
zero at room temperature, HE vanishes at 210 K. This behavior is in good agreement 
with the description given above: HC disappears close to the observed TB when the 
FiM spinel shell becomes superparamagnetic; conversely, HE vanishes above the or-
dering temperature of the AFM-core, confirming indirectly the interpretation of T2 as 
TN of the AFM-core region. (Nogués et al. 2005) 
Furthermore, the present series of AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles is an ideal 
candidate for a systematic analysis of the dependence of exchange-coupling effect on 
the size of the AFM core. In Figure 6.12 the dependencies of HC and HE as a function 
of the AFM-core diameter (dAFM) are shown. Interestingly, both parameters show non-
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monotonic trend with dAFM, as they exhibit a maximum for CS9 (dAFM = 5 nm) and a 
subsequent decay to a value that remains constant for the two larger nanoparticles 
(CS15 and CS18).  
Regarding HE, its dependence is in good agreement with that theoretically pre-
dicted (Malozemoff 1988; Nogués et al. 2005) and experimentally observed (Ali et 
al. 2003; Shi et al. 2014; Nogués et al. 2005) in AFM|FM bilayers. The non-monotonic 
dependence can be understood by considering the concomitant effect of the energy 
barrier of the AFM material (KAFMVAFM) and the formation and growth of AFM do-
mains, which are responsible for  the onset and the maximum of HE, respectively. 
(Malozemoff 1988; Salazar-Alvarez et al. 2007) However, due to the reduced volume 
of our core|shell nanoparticles the formation and growth of AFM domains appears 
rather unlikely. An alternative explanation, recently proposed after some MonteCarlo 
simulations, suggests the competition between uncompensated spins of the core and 
shell regions as responsible of the HE dependence in AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparti-
cles. (Vasilakaki et al. 2015) Uncompensated spins, which comes mainly from the 
non-collinearity of the two AFM and FiM sublattices (Richardson et al. 1991; 
Miltényi et al. 2000) and from structural defects, (Takano et al. 1997) have been 
demonstrated to be related to the exchange bias phenomena. (Roy et al. 2005) The 
non-monotonic dependence thus can be better attributed to a crossover in the relative 
number of uncompensated spins located in the FiM surface, i.e. the outer surface of 
the nanoparticles, or in the AFM-core/FiM-shell interface.  
Also the HCFC dependence has been previously interpreted in terms of domain 
formation in  highly anisotropic AFM materials (Ali et al. 2003) or of competition of 
uncompensated spins in the core|shell structure. (Vasilakaki et al. 2015) In our case, 
however, the maxima of HCFC and HE occurs at the same dAFM. This behavior, which 
is different from that reported in the literature for other exchange coupled systems 
where the maximum of HCFC is usually reached at lower size than HE, clearly demon-
strates that the increase of coercivity is driven by the presence of the induced bias in 
the demagnetizing branches of the loop. Therefore, the standard models which predict 
different trends for coercivity and exchange bias do not fully describe the behavior of 
AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles with high anisotropy of both components.  
The evolution of the magnetic properties with the size of the AFM core provides 
precious information about the optimal relative amount of AFM and FiM (or ferro-
magnetic) phases to be combined to design an exchange-coupled permanent magnet. 
In our case, the relative increase of BHmax before and after the FC procedures, 
BHmaxFC/BHmaxZFC, has the same non-monotonous trend observed for HC and HE 
(BHmaxFC/BHmaxZFC  = 2, 7, 3, 1 for CS6, CS9, CS15 and CS18, respectively), con-
firming the strong effect of bias on the permanent magnet properties. More interest-
ingly, we observed a very large increase of BHmax (more than 7 times for CS9), for a 
relatively low amount of AFM phase (ca. 20% in volume). Given the very low mag-
netization of AFM nanomaterials, (Kodama et al. 1997) this aspect assumes a crucial 
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6.3. Oxidation of CoxFe1-xO–(AFM)|CoxFe3-xO4–(FiM) 
In the previous paragraph we have shown that thermal decomposition of 
(Co2+Fe3+)-oleate produces CoxFe1-xO|CoxFe3-xO4 AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles 
with interesting magnetic properties, such as a remarkable HE, as a consequence of 
both the quality of AFM-FiM interface and the high anisotropy of the constituent 
AFM and FiM phases. In addition, it has been observed that the formation the 
core|shell structure is driven by the oxidation of iron atoms, while the presence of 
cobalt ions has been revealed to be crucial to chemically stabilize the core|shell struc-
ture, avoiding the progressively oxidation process. Therefore, in order to better un-
derstand the role played by cobalt ions in the formation and stabilization of the 
core|shell nanostructures structure, the system was subjected to heating processes un-
der air atmosphere in order to completely oxidize the core region. To this aim, 11 nm 
nanoparticles (sample M0) were synthesized following the previously reported pro-
cedure (section 6.1) setting a digestion temperature of 320 °C, and then were dispersed 
in 1-octadecene, heated up at 300 °C under a constant air bubbling and maintained for 
5 min (M1) or 15 min (M2). It should be noted that large dwelling times led to the 
complete dissolution of the nanoparticles, probably due to the high temperature and 
the presence of oleic acid remaining onto nanoparticles surface.  
First, TEM images were acquired to control the heated nanoparticles did not un-
dergo relevant morphological transformation during the heating process. The micro-
graphs (some selected examples are shown in Figure 6.13) demonstrates that the na-
noparticles after the heating treatment maintain the same particle diameter and size 
distribution (11(1) nm) of the as-prepared sample.   
XRD analysis revealed that annealed samples do not have the pure spinel structure 
expected for completely oxidized nanoparticles (see Figure 6.14). Indeed, samples M1 
and M2 show a slightly modified diffraction pattern with respect to M0. The main 
observed discrepancy is the change in the relative intensity between the 2 = 36-37° 
(111)RS and (311)S peaks from the rock-salt structure and spinel phases, respectively. 
The spinel peak intensity increases after the annealing process at expense of the 
(111)RS line, corroborating the growth of the spinel phase. On the other hand, all dif-
fraction patterns are characterized by the main contribution of the (220)RS and (200)RS 
peaks at 2 = 43° and 60° suggesting the nanoparticles maintain the same crystal 
structure after the treatment. Conversely, peaks related only to the spinel phase, i.e. 
(311)S and (511)S, suffer a clear evolution narrowing and increasing in intensity, as 
expected for the growth of the more oxidized phase. 
In addition, it can be observed that the diffractions peaks for the annealed samples 
present a clear shift towards larger angles, in agreement with the reduction of the cell 
parameters of both phases (see Table 6.3). Indeed, as extensively discussed in the 
previous paragraph, in sample M0 both structures have cell parameters strongly influ-
enced by the extremely confined CS system, where the shell and the core suffer an 
expansion and contraction, respectively. Conversely, after annealing the cell parame-
ter of the spinel phase decreases till it reaches  the typical value of cobalt ferrite na-
noparticles, (López-Ortega, Lottini, et al. 2015) while that of the rock-salt slightly 
decreases in order to maintain a low mismatch between the two phases (0.1 %). The 
relative weight fraction obtained corroborated the increase of the spinel phase after 
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the annealing process due to the oxidation of the inner rock-salt core (see Table 6.3). 
Finally, it should be noted that increasing the dwelling time (15 min, M2) does not 
substantially modify the structure of the nanoparticles as all the parameters of both 
phases remain the same.  
Table 6.3: Cell parameter (a), crystal size (D) and phase amount (%) for rock-salt and 
spinel structure and lattice mismatch between the two phases. 
 













M0 0.422 19 33 0.842 5 67 0.1(1) 
M1 0.419 16 20 0.838 7 80 0.0(1) 
M2 0.420 15 18 0.838 7 82 0.1(1) 
 
The composition of the nanoparticles was investigated through EELS analysis, 
performed by Giovanni Bertoni from CNR-IMEN of Parma (Italy) and Stuart Turner 
from the University of Antwerp (Belgium). Elemental quantification, reported in Fig-
ure 6.15, corroborates the expected Co0.4Fe0.6O|CoFe2O4 core|shell structure with non-
homogeneous distribution of iron, cobalt and oxygen atoms along the nanoparticles 
diameter (see Fig. 3a) for M0 sample. Conversely, after the heating processes, EELS 
analysis revealed the loss of the core|shell structure with the complete oxidation of 
rock-salt to spinel phase. In fact, for M1 and M2 samples the M-O% (cobalt+iron and 
oxygen percentages) show a constant value along the nanoparticles, which matches 
the percentage expected for a pure  spinel structure (M3O4). Moreover, EELS mapping 
shows an intermixed Fe2+-Fe3+ ions in the whole nanoparticles. Furthermore, the dis-
tribution of Co and Fe experessed as percentage, along the nanoparticles evolved from 
the step-like shape characteristic of the core|shell structure into a continuous gradual 
variation.  
In addition, it should be noted that cobalt percentages in M1 and M2 is consider-
ably lower than in M0. The total amount of cobalt and iron in a whole nanoparticle 
evaluated by integrating the EELS signal of each samples confirms this behaviour: 
indeed a decrease of 25 % of the total cobalt amount was found in the heated samples. 
Summarizing, the EELS analysis suggests the rock-salt to spinel oxidation occurs 
through Co2+ ions diffusion along the nanoparticles. Indeed, the oxygen deposition 
onto the nanoparticle surface, required for the oxidative process to occur, generates a 
potential gradient from the surface to the core region. (Maruyama & Ueda 2009; 
Wetterskog et al. 2013) In addition, being the rock-salt phase a cation deficient non-
stoichiometric oxides, (MARTIN 1988; Backhaus-Ricoult & Dieckmann 1986) a cat-
ion ions diffusion through the vacancies could take place in order to maintain the par-
ticles electroneutrality during the oxygen deposition. (Maruyama & Ueda 2009) 
Therefore, as oxidation advances, a change in the cation density and, concomitantly, 
of the metal and oxygen percentage (M-O%) occurs leading to the observed graded 
evolution of Co-Fe% composition from the inner to outer region, while  the charac-
teristic sharp interface of core|shell nanoparticles is lost. In addition, it has to be noted 
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relative weight fraction obtained corroborated the increase of the spinel phase after 
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the annealing process due to the oxidation of the inner rock-salt core (see Table 6.3). 
Finally, it should be noted that increasing the dwelling time (15 min, M2) does not 
substantially modify the structure of the nanoparticles as all the parameters of both 
phases remain the same.  
Table 6.3: Cell parameter (a), crystal size (D) and phase amount (%) for rock-salt and 
spinel structure and lattice mismatch between the two phases. 
 













M0 0.422 19 33 0.842 5 67 0.1(1) 
M1 0.419 16 20 0.838 7 80 0.0(1) 
M2 0.420 15 18 0.838 7 82 0.1(1) 
 
The composition of the nanoparticles was investigated through EELS analysis, 
performed by Giovanni Bertoni from CNR-IMEN of Parma (Italy) and Stuart Turner 
from the University of Antwerp (Belgium). Elemental quantification, reported in Fig-
ure 6.15, corroborates the expected Co0.4Fe0.6O|CoFe2O4 core|shell structure with non-
homogeneous distribution of iron, cobalt and oxygen atoms along the nanoparticles 
diameter (see Fig. 3a) for M0 sample. Conversely, after the heating processes, EELS 
analysis revealed the loss of the core|shell structure with the complete oxidation of 
rock-salt to spinel phase. In fact, for M1 and M2 samples the M-O% (cobalt+iron and 
oxygen percentages) show a constant value along the nanoparticles, which matches 
the percentage expected for a pure  spinel structure (M3O4). Moreover, EELS mapping 
shows an intermixed Fe2+-Fe3+ ions in the whole nanoparticles. Furthermore, the dis-
tribution of Co and Fe experessed as percentage, along the nanoparticles evolved from 
the step-like shape characteristic of the core|shell structure into a continuous gradual 
variation.  
In addition, it should be noted that cobalt percentages in M1 and M2 is consider-
ably lower than in M0. The total amount of cobalt and iron in a whole nanoparticle 
evaluated by integrating the EELS signal of each samples confirms this behaviour: 
indeed a decrease of 25 % of the total cobalt amount was found in the heated samples. 
Summarizing, the EELS analysis suggests the rock-salt to spinel oxidation occurs 
through Co2+ ions diffusion along the nanoparticles. Indeed, the oxygen deposition 
onto the nanoparticle surface, required for the oxidative process to occur, generates a 
potential gradient from the surface to the core region. (Maruyama & Ueda 2009; 
Wetterskog et al. 2013) In addition, being the rock-salt phase a cation deficient non-
stoichiometric oxides, (MARTIN 1988; Backhaus-Ricoult & Dieckmann 1986) a cat-
ion ions diffusion through the vacancies could take place in order to maintain the par-
ticles electroneutrality during the oxygen deposition. (Maruyama & Ueda 2009) 
Therefore, as oxidation advances, a change in the cation density and, concomitantly, 
of the metal and oxygen percentage (M-O%) occurs leading to the observed graded 
evolution of Co-Fe% composition from the inner to outer region, while  the charac-
teristic sharp interface of core|shell nanoparticles is lost. In addition, it has to be noted 
that the selective Co2+ ions diffusion during the oxidation process, which ends in a 
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final depletion of cobalt content in the annealed nanoparticles, is in agreement with 
the required decrease in metal-to-oxygen and divalent-to-trivalent ions ratio. Indeed, 
as discussed above, because of the large difference in divalent metal ions reduction 
potentials, the phase evolution can occur only through a selective Fe2+ oxidation. Con-
sequently, assuming a complete Fe2+ oxidation in the core, which has a Co0.4Fe0.6O 
stoichiometry the amount of divalent cobalt ions (2/3 of total cations) is too large to 
stabilize the spinel structure (1/3 of divalent cations required, see figure Xxb); there-
fore the nanoparticles is forced to release this species in order to carry out the oxida-
tion process. (Hazen & Jeanloz 1984) This effect can also be observed in the as-pre-
pared sample, where the cobalt-to-iron ratio decreases from the core to the shell re-
gion. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance experiment are currently underway in order 
to verify this hypothesis.  
EELS analysis showed the oxidation occurs in the entire nanoparticles volume, 
while the XRD analysis suggests the presence of remaining rock-salt phase. In order 
to shed light on these contradictory indications, the local structure of the nanoparticles 
was further investigated through HR-TEM fast Fourier transforms (FFT) and their 
inverse (invFFT) analysis. Also this analysis was carried out by Giovanni Bertoni from 
CNR-IMEN of Parma (Italy). As expected, FFT images of M0 and M1 present both 
spots which can be related to the spinel and rock-salt phases (see Figure 6.16). (Lottini 
et al. n.d.; López-Ortega et al. 2012) The contribution of both phases can be separately 
studied: on one side considering the spots at 0.30 nm distance, which can be solely 
indexed as the spinel (220) planes, on the other the spots at 0.21 and 0.15 nm distances 
arising from the overlapping signals of (200)/(400) and (220)/(440) rock-salt/spinel 
planes. In particular, invFFT of (220) spinel spots for M0 presents a non-continuous 
structure in agreement with the shell morphology of the spinel phase. Many disloca-
tion defects can be observed in the image, corroborating the possible formation of 
antiphase boundaries previously shown in similar core|shell nanoparti-
cles.(Wetterskog et al. 2013) Conversely, both (200)/(400) and (220)/(440) rock-
salt/spinel invFFT images display a well-defined structure in the entire nanoparticle 
without the presence of dislocation defects. The results obtained for M1 are similar: 
indeed, (200)/(400) and (220)/(440) rock-salt/spinel planes still present a well-defined 
structure along the whole nanoparticles. Conversely, (220) spinel fringes appear 
spread in the entire particle, i.e., the initial shell location is lost, showing a rather 
similar non-continuous structure with several defects.  
It has to be noted that the preservation of (200)/(400) and (220)/(440) rock-
salt/spinel planes is in good agreement with what observed from XRD analysis. In 
addition, it suggests the nanoparticles oxidation occurs by topotaxial modification of 
pre-existing structure because of the reduced lattice misfit between the two oxygen 
RS and S sub-lattices, involving thus only a change in the distribution of the Co2+ 
cations. (Summerfelt & Carter 1989) Indeed, the oxidation process emerges to occurs 
by a topotaxial formation of the (400) and (440) spinel planes along the (200) and 
(220) rock-salt ones presenting equivalent structures where cations are intercalated in 
regular planar series at similar distances (see Figure 6.17). On the other hand, the 
spinel sub-lattices corresponding to the new planes has been revealed to present a high 
number of defects decreasing the overall spinel crystallinity.  
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Finally, in order to average the information obtained in single nanoparticles, 
XMCD spectra at Fe and Co L2,3 edges were recorded at low temperatures for sample 
M0 and M1. This experiment allowed for the verification of the oxidative process 
with a non-local experimental technique. As shown in Figure 6.18 it can be observed 
that for both samples the signal from cobalt ions remains almost unaltered showing 
the same profile of Co2+ ions in octahedral coordination. (Oh et al. 2015; Hochepied 
et al. 2001) However, looking at the Fe edge, while M0 shows the characteristics two 
peaks of the Fe2+ and Fe3+ in octahedral sites, the spectrum recorded for the heated 
sample resembles that expected for a spinel structure where an extra peak appears 
corresponding to the Fe3+ in tetrahedral coordination. These observations strongly 
support the proposed oxidation mechanism.  
Summarizing, an oxidation process was applied to non-stoichiomtric core|shell 
cobalt ferrite nanoparticles to better understand the spinel shell formation in CoxFe1-
xO|CoxFe3-xO4 AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles. The structural  characterization 
confirmed the presence of an oxidative process which results in the formation of a 
spinel phase  through topotaxial modification along (200) and (220) planes of pre-
existing rock-salt phase, explaining thus the good quality of the interfaces between 
the two phases that we obtained and thus the strong exchange-coupling interactions 
(see Figure 6.18). On the other hand, the formed spinel phase, despite of the perfect 
structural order along (400) and (440) planes, presents low crystallinity, which results 
from defects in spinel planes not present in the pristine rock-salt structure, e.g. (220) 
spinel plane. These defects are responsible for the low magnetization value of the 
system. Particularly, the presence of defects could arise from the ions rearrangement 
required for the achievement of the characteristic spinel stoichiometry. In addition, 
we found the Co2+ ions diffusion is a fundamental process for rock-salt to spinel oxi-
dation. Therefore, the graded decrease of cobalt amount as well as its radial diffusion 
into the nanoparticles could hamper the spinel formation affecting its final crystallin-
ity.  
6.4. Conclusions 
In summary, a series of narrowly size distributed 
Co0.3Fe0.7O(AFM)|Co0.6Fe2.4O4(FiM) core|shell nanoparticles with mean diameter 
from 6 to 18 nm was synthesized through a one-pot thermal decomposition of a 
(Co2+Fe3+)-oleate precursor. The formation of the core|shell structure was obtained by 
topotaxial oxidation of the core region leading to a series of core|shell nanoparticles 
with variable AFM-core size and constant FiM-shell thickness. The excellent inter-
phase matching and the well-defined core|shell morphology and stoichiometry for all 
the series makes it a proper candidate for a systematic analysis of the exchange-cou-
pling dependence on the AFM size in AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles. Accord-
ingly, magnetic characterization has revealed ZFC hysteresis loops with large irre-
versible fields and HC almost independent of particle size. In addition, upon field cool-
ing the robust exchange-coupling between AFM and FiM phases was demonstrated 
to give rise to the largest values of HE ever reported for core|shell nanoparticles (8.6 
kOe) and to an enhanced HC. The combination of these two effects leads to a signifi-
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dation. Therefore, the graded decrease of cobalt amount as well as its radial diffusion 
into the nanoparticles could hamper the spinel formation affecting its final crystallin-
ity.  
6.4. Conclusions 
In summary, a series of narrowly size distributed 
Co0.3Fe0.7O(AFM)|Co0.6Fe2.4O4(FiM) core|shell nanoparticles with mean diameter 
from 6 to 18 nm was synthesized through a one-pot thermal decomposition of a 
(Co2+Fe3+)-oleate precursor. The formation of the core|shell structure was obtained by 
topotaxial oxidation of the core region leading to a series of core|shell nanoparticles 
with variable AFM-core size and constant FiM-shell thickness. The excellent inter-
phase matching and the well-defined core|shell morphology and stoichiometry for all 
the series makes it a proper candidate for a systematic analysis of the exchange-cou-
pling dependence on the AFM size in AFM|FiM core|shell nanoparticles. Accord-
ingly, magnetic characterization has revealed ZFC hysteresis loops with large irre-
versible fields and HC almost independent of particle size. In addition, upon field cool-
ing the robust exchange-coupling between AFM and FiM phases was demonstrated 
to give rise to the largest values of HE ever reported for core|shell nanoparticles (8.6 
kOe) and to an enhanced HC. The combination of these two effects leads to a signifi-
cant increase of the energy stored in the material, even in a highly anisotropic material 
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such as cobalt ferrite nanoparticles and for relatively low amount of AFM phase. 
Therefore, biasing is demonstrated to be a powerful strategy to improve the perfor-
mance of RE- free permanent magnets. Interestingly, the FC process was found to 
affect the loop on the demagnetizing branches only, suggesting that classical macro-
scopic HE theories do not accurately describes the behavior of high anisotropic 
core|shell nanoparticles. Both HCFC and HE depict a non-monotonic trend with dAFM, 
showing a maximum value at dAFM = 5 nm. The observed trend for HE was explained 
by the internal competition between uncompensated spins at the nanoparticles surface 
and core and shell interfaces. 
Besides, more information about the mechanism underlying the surface oxidation 
of the nanoparticles was obtained by applying further oxidation stages. In particular, 
it was observed that the cobalt ferrite formation occurs from topotaxial modification 
of pre-existing cobalt and iron monoxide structure explaining the origin of the good 
quality interface between the two magnetic phases which, in turn, allows for a strong 







Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of rock-salt and spinel crystallographic structures show-






Figure 6.2: TEM images and particle size histograms for nanoparticle of 6 (CS6), 9 (CS9), 15 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of rock-salt and spinel crystallographic structures show-






Figure 6.2: TEM images and particle size histograms for nanoparticle of 6 (CS6), 9 (CS9), 15 
(CS15) and 18 nm (CS18).  
 
 




Figure 6.3: Nanoparticles size dependence on thermal decomposition temperature of 






Figure 6.4: HAADF images: FFT analysis on the core and shell regions (left) and comparison 






Figure 6.5: (a) Experimental and simulated EELS profiles for each sample of the series. (b) 
Experimental oxygen-to-metal and cobalt-to-iron ratios along the nanoparticle radius for CS18. 
The solid lines correspond to the elements amount or ratios estimated for a core|shell structure 
with composition Co0.3Fe0.7O|Co0.6Fe2.4O4. (c) Iron ions mapping along the nanoparticles and 
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Experimental oxygen-to-metal and cobalt-to-iron ratios along the nanoparticle radius for CS18. 
The solid lines correspond to the elements amount or ratios estimated for a core|shell structure 
with composition Co0.3Fe0.7O|Co0.6Fe2.4O4. (c) Iron ions mapping along the nanoparticles and 
relative emission spectra for CS9. 
 
 




Figure 6.6: XRD patterns of the series of samples. The red lines below show the reflections 






Figure 6.7: (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization for core|shell nanoparticles recorded 










Figure 6.9: Hysteresis loops at 10K of core|shell nanoparticles recorded in a field range of ±120 





Figure 6.6: XRD patterns of the series of samples. The red lines below show the reflections 






Figure 6.7: (a) Temperature dependence of magnetization for core|shell nanoparticles recorded 










Figure 6.9: Hysteresis loops at 10K of core|shell nanoparticles recorded in a field range of ±120 
kOe after ZFC (black) and 120 kOe FC (red) process. 










Figure 6.11: (a) CS18 hysteresis loops recorded at different temperature in a field range of 
±120 kOe after a 120 kOe FC process from room temperature. (b) CS18 HCFC (black) and HE 







Figure 6.12: (a) HC at 10 K as a function of dAFM; HC values have been obtained after FC at 120 
kOe (red) or ZFC (black) process from room temperature. (b) HE at 10 K as a function of dAFM 






Figure 6.13: (From the left) TEM images and particle size histograms for nanoparticle of as-
prepared sample core|shell nanoparticles (M0) and nanoparticles after the heating treatment 













Figure 6.11: (a) CS18 hysteresis loops recorded at different temperature in a field range of 
±120 kOe after a 120 kOe FC process from room temperature. (b) CS18 HCFC (black) and HE 







Figure 6.12: (a) HC at 10 K as a function of dAFM; HC values have been obtained after FC at 120 
kOe (red) or ZFC (black) process from room temperature. (b) HE at 10 K as a function of dAFM 






Figure 6.13: (From the left) TEM images and particle size histograms for nanoparticle of as-
prepared sample core|shell nanoparticles (M0) and nanoparticles after the heating treatment 
(M1 and M2).  
 
 




Figure 6.14: Powder XRD patterns for M0, M1 and M2 samples (indexed planes are labelled 




Figure 6.15: (a) Iron, cobalt and oxygen elemental quantification for samples M0, M1 and M2; 
(b) cobalt + iron, M, (circles) and oxygen, O, (squares) percentage for samples M0 (full sym-
bols) and M1 (empty symbols); (c) bottom cobalt (blue) and iron (black) percentage for M0 
(full symbols) and M1 (empty symbols); (d) Fe2+/Fe3+ EELS mapping for s M0 and M1 sam-
ples, where green and red colors refers to Fe3+ and Fe2+, respectively. Elemental quantification 




Figure 6.16: HR-TEM image and their respective invFFT for the (220)S, (200)RS/(400)S and 
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Figure 6.16: HR-TEM image and their respective invFFT for the (220)S, (200)RS/(400)S and 






Figure 6.17: (100) and (110) planes for the rock-salt, spinel phases and their interface. 
 












Conclusions and perspectives 






The experimental work here presented is focused on the design of novel RE-free 
magnetic nanostructures for permanent magnet applications. To this aim, different 
strategies were exploited in order to better understand the correlation between the 
nanostructure and the material performances as permanent magnet. In particular, both 
single-phase nanoparticles and exchange-coupled bi-magnetic nanocomposites based 
on transition metal oxides (iron, cobalt, manganese and zinc oxides) were investi-
gated, showing magnetic properties evolving with composition, structure, size and 
shape of the material. 
First, thermal decomposition synthetic procedure was optimized for the prepara-
tion of monodisperse cobalt ferrite nanocrystals with average size distributed over a 
broad range. In particular, varying the metal precursor, the heating rate and the diges-
tion time, a family of cobalt ferrite nanoparticles from 4 to 60 nm were synthesized 
through OA and OAm assisted thermal decomposition. The used synthetic approach 
provided the formation of nanoparticles with narrow size distribution, high crystallin-
ity and controlled shape and stoichiometry allowing an accurate study of their 
size/shape-dependent evolution of magnetic properties. We found that cobalt ferrite 
nanoparticles present almost constant MS and MR values close to the bulk counterpart. 
Conversely HC and Keff depict a non-monotonic behaviour with two different maxima 
at low and room temperature. We explained the observed behaviour as originating 
from a combination of crossover on magnetic coherent/non-coherent rotation and/or 
shape induced demagnetization effect, which are responsible for the maximum at low 
temperature. On the other hand, thermal fluctuations of the blocked moment across 
the anisotropy energy barrier, being more important at lower size and higher temper-
ature, lead to the HC maximum shift to larger particle size at room temperature. In 
order to assess the suitability of the obtained cobalt ferrite nanoparticles as permanent 
magnet, the (BH)max energy product was evaluated. Interestingly, we found the maxi-
mum value ever reported in the literature for cobalt ferrite nanoparticles at room tem-
perature, i.e. 2.1 MGOe (18 kJm−3) for 40 nm NPs. Moreover, this investigation al-
lowed us to establish, at least on the basis of (BH)max, the potentiality of also single-
phase cobalt ferrite nanoparticles alone, for the realization of RE-free permanent mag-
nets to be used in the intermediate region of the energy product map, where the latter 
are currently employed simply because standard ferrites do not have large enough 
(BH)max. Indeed, if the possibility of compacting and orienting the magnetic anisot-
ropy axes of the nanograins is taken into account, (BH)max as large as 8 MGOe (60 
kJm-3) can be in principle obtained, which is close to doubling the values achievable 
with standard transition metal based ferrites. Furthermore, by playing with the many 
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improvement of (BH)max can be envisaged. To this aim several strategies can be con-
sidered, such as increasing the particle magnetic moment through the control of the 
inversion degree of Co2+ ions in the spinel lattice, or by doping with diamagnetic di-
valent ions (e.g., Zn2+). On the other hand, the presented nanoparticles are an excellent 
building block to design exchange-coupled systems with enhanced energy product.  
Therefore, starting from these promising results, we decided to prepare hard|soft 
exchange-coupled magnetic nanoparticles. As a first attempt, the seed-mediated ther-
mal decomposition procedure was investigated to synthesize hard|soft ferrites-based 
core|shell nanoparticles. In particular, varying the metal precursor concentration of 
the shell we found the propret conditions to avoid the homogeneous nucleation, i.e. 
the formation of pure soft magnetic phase nanoparticles, in favour of heterogeneous 
nucleation of the soft phase onto pre-synthesized cobalt ferrite seeds. In addition, the 
establishment of a coherent interface between core and shell regions were achieved 
resulting in the formation of high exchange-coupled systems. In fact, the magnetic 
characterization showed a softening of the composite (decrease of HC, R and Keff) as 
shell thickness was increased, confirming the obtainment of exchange-coupled 
hard|soft core|shell nanoparticles. Although, because of the similar magnetic moment 
of the constituent phase phases, the material softening was not accompanied by a suf-
ficient increase in magnetization values able to increase the energy product, our re-
sults demonstrate that thermal decomposition is a viable technique to growth this kind 
of exchange couple nanosystems. Most importantly, we manage to synthesize 
core|shell nanoparticles with a high degree of exchange coupling, starting from large 
seeds, a mandatory requirement to fully exploit the properties of the hard core.  
In order to prepare nanocrystals with larger MS values to be used as soft phase, 
the thermal decomposition synthesis of manganese-zinc ferrite was investigated. Un-
fortunately, synthetic attempts demonstrated a decrease in crystallinity and purity of 
formed soft phase as the manganese and zinc amount is increased to achieve the 
Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 stoichiometry, corresponding to the largest magnetization values 
among ferrities. Indeed, the higher MS we obtained practically resembled that of pure 
magnetite nanoparticles and was provided by poorly doped ferrite nanoparticles 
(Mn0.2Zn0.1Fe2.7O4). Although, we do not have any conclusive explanation about this 
unexpected behaviour we can argue that the slower nucleation kinetics of manganese 
and zinc precursors or of their reaction intermediates, is the responsible for the poor 
crystallinity and the presence of satellite phases in the obtained nanoparticles. How-
ever, since both the presence of Mn2+ and Zn2+ ions and high nanoparticles crystallin-
ity are required in order to obtain ferrites with large magnetic moment, further inves-
tigations would be necessary in order to prepare ferrite-based hard|soft exchange cou-
pled systems for high performance RE-free permanent magnets applications. For this 
purpose, a possible strategy leading to incremental improvement of cobalt ferrite na-
noparticles performances could the separation of the Zn2+ and Mn2+ doping process in 
order to separately assess the optimal condition to achieve high crystalline nanoparti-
cles. Indeed, the obtainment of Mn0.6Zn0.4Fe2O4 nanocrystal could be carried out 
through a first optimization of the synthesis of crystalline Zn-doped cobalt ferrite na-
noparticles and a subsequent substitution of Co2+ ions with Mn2+ ones. 
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Among the possible alternative strategies for hard|soft nanocomposite production, 
we explored the partial reduction of hard magnetic oxides to their metallic form. Be-
sides being a promising approach this method is appealing since in principle it can b 
easily scale up to the production of large amount of material. In particular, a series of 
exchange-coupled hard-soft CoFe2O4-FeCo nanocomposites, prepared through H2 re-
duction of pre-synthesized cobalt ferrite nanoparticles, were investigated. The series 
of samples revealed improved magnetic performances with respect to the single-phase 
hard magnetic material. In particular, we observed a material softening as the amount 
of soft phase and the coupling degree between the two phases increase. In this case, 
because of the remarkably large magnetic moment of the FeCo phase, we observed a 
large enhancement of (BH)max (up to ten times with respect to the pre-synthesized 
cobalt ferrite nanoparticles) despite of the strong reduction of HC. Nevertheless, we 
observed the largest (BH)max value for the weakly coupled nanocomposites. This ex-
perimental observation was explained in terms of the presence of a well-defined hard-
soft interfaces assuring strong exchange coupling and facilitating the magnetization 
reversal though wall motion. Accordingly, a collapse in HC and MR occurred decreas-
ing (BH)max of the nanocomposite. This interpretation was corroborated by Mon-
teCarlo simulations. From this investigation we can then conclude that the optimiza-
tion of the coupling degree is a fundamental parameter to optimize the material per-
formances for developing RE-free permanent magnets. 
Finally, exchange-coupling interactions based on exchange-bias were considered 
as an alternative strategy for the development of RE-free permanent magnets. Indeed, 
exchange-bias can lead to a concomitant increase in both HC and MR of the FiM and 
the combination of these two effects leads to a significant increase of the energy which 
can be stored in the material. However, in order to optimize the system for permanent 
magnet applications it is necessary to minimize the amount of AFM phase, which 
lowers the magnetization value of the final composites. Accordingly, exchange-cou-
pled core|shell nanoparticles composed of high anisotropic FiM and AFM phases 
(non-stoichiometric cobalt ferrite and mixed iron-cobalt monoxides, respectively) 
were investigated. A series of narrowly size distributed Co0.3Fe0.7O-
(AFM)|Co0.6Fe2.4O4-(FiM) core|shell nanoparticles with constant FiM-shell thickness 
and variable AFM-core diameter were synthesized through a one-pot thermal decom-
position of a (Co2+Fe3+)-oleate precursor. The formation of the core|shell structure 
was investigated by applying further oxidation stages. In particular, it was observed 
that the cobalt ferrite formation occurs from topotaxial modification of pre-existing 
cobalt and iron monoxide structure explaining the origin of the good quality interface 
between the two magnetic phases which, in turn, allows for a strong exchange-cou-
pling interactions to occur. 
The magnetic characterization revealed ZFC hysteresis loops with large irreversi-
ble fields and HC almost independent of the particle size. In addition, upon field cool-
ing the robust exchange-coupling between AFM and FiM phases was demonstrated 
to give rise to the largest values of HE ever reported for core|shell nanoparticles (8.6 
kOe) and to an enhanced HC. Both HCFC and HE depict a non-monotonic trend with 
dAFM, showing a maximum value at dAFM = 5 nm, which was explained by the internal 
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shell interfaces. Importantly, core|shell nanoparticle presents significant HE for re-
markably small AFM size allowing the presence of only a small amount of AFM 
phase to improve the magnetic properties of the FiM one for permanent magnet ap-
plications. This was explained in terms of both the high anisotropic materials com-
posing the core and shell regions and the high quality interface between the two mag-
netic phases facilitating the establishment of exchange-coupling interactions. In addi-
tion, the relative increase of (BH)max due to the presence of exchange-bias, quantified 
as the ratio between the values recorded after and before the FC procedures, presented 
the same non-monotonous trend observed for HC and HE with an increase of more 
than seven times the ZFC value for a relatively low amount of AFM phase (ca. 20% 
in volume). Given the very low magnetization of AFM nanomaterials, this aspect as-
sumes a crucial relevance to preserve a high magnetic flux in the composite. 
Concluding, different variations of nanostructures were analysed as potential 
strategies to optimize RE-free magnetic materials improving their performances for 
permanent magnet application. It emerged that, even if nano-sized hard magnetic 
phases such as cobalt ferrite show enhanced properties with respect to the bulk coun-
terpart, particles orientation or surface modification (interfacial contact of magnetic 
phase with different properties) are required in order to achieve nanostructured mate-
rial with desired (BH)max to replace low-performance RE-based permanent magnets. 
Moreover, we demonstrated that exchange-coupling between cobalt ferrite and soft 
FM or FiM could be a suitable strategy for permanent magnets production as long as 
the soft phase presents significantly larger MS respect to cobalt ferrites. In addition, a 
proper optimization of the exchange-coupling degree should be considered in order to 
avoid an excessive softening of the magnetic material lowering the final performances 
as permanent magnet. Besides, the exchange-coupling between cobalt ferrite and 
AFM phase showed interesting evolution of nanocomposites magnetic properties, 
with a notably large increase of (BH)max as exchange-bias manifests. Importantly, we 
observed the use of high anisotropic materials and the high quality interface are key 
aspects to be considered in order to improve the material performances with consid-
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